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A BSTR A C T
The thesis consists of a series of studies around the central theme of Genetic Algo
rithms (GAs), with particular emphasis on its appHcation in the domain of distributed
artificial intelligence (DAI).
The theoretical part of the thesis starts from results derived by A. D. Bethke for
binary alphabets, and from the suggestion that epistasis variance (borrowed from
population genetics) is a reasonable measure to judge the suitabihty of a given rep
resentation for exploration by genetic search. It is suggested that these seemingly
unrelated topics can be tied together with the help of abstract group theory. This
provides a general framework within which further theoretical generahsations may be
derived. Within this framework results derived for binary strings are extended to any
non-binary alphabet. Also, issues of representation and different encodings are dis
cussed and studied, and suggestions about how to modify simple genetic algorithms
are reported. By means of a practical appHcation to fermentation-process data, it is
illustrated that a suitable change of representation can overcome the problem of deal
ing with search spaces that have non-simple boundaries determined by constraints.
Also, it is demonstrated th at optimisation over parameters that are not obviously
suitable for “classical” treatm ents of optimisation can be conducted simultaneously
with exploitation of the classical variables.
The design of autonomous agents and a framework to discuss basic design issues
within the scope of appHcabihty of GAs are introduced. The usefulness of GAs as tools
to help DAI designers is demonstrated by a systematic exploration of the domain of
pursuit games, traditionally used as testbeds for comparing alternative architectures.
A GA is used both to optimise low-level architectural features of agents and to help
evaluate the quahty of pursuit games as testbeds for DAI. As a consequence of this
exploration, new features (e.g. “boredom”, “Hstening rate”) of potential value for
general agent architectures are introduced.

A t his elbow now his father halted, with a word to the wise: .. .Work out a
plan o f action in your mind, dear son, don’t let the prize shp through your
fingers. Astuteness makes a forester, not brawn, and by astuteness on the
open sea a helmsman holds a ship on the right course though roughed by
winds.
The Iliad
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Chapter 1
Overview
1.1

F orew ord

The work presented in this thesis consists of a series of studies around the central
theme of Genetic Algorithms (GAs). The thesis can be divided into two distinct
parts. The first one reviews and clarifies the theoretical tools often referred to in the
GA Hterature, in terms of more fundamental concepts. This was motivated by the
need to get further insights into the domains of apphcability of GAs and to extend
the analysis often apphed to binary alphabets to other domains. A second motivation
was to put the results in the GA Hterature in perspective with other results already
known elsewhere, as a means of not only contributing new results unknown to the
GA Hterature but also investigating a more fundamental and general formulation of
the basic concepts. It was hoped th at the ensuing formulation would lead to further
progress in the m athematical treatm ent of the domains of appHcabihty of GAs. The
basic questions th at this first part of the thesis investigates are:
• is there a simple index to gauge the difficulty a given problem poses for genetic
search ?
• given a problem, can one find a suitable transformation (via a GA approach)
on the param eter’s encoding such that it makes the problem easy for a GA to
explore?
My opinion of the achievements of this first part are mixed. On one hand it has
succeeded in providing a general framework where several questions of interest in the
Hterature can be addressed in an objective way. Among these are the extension of the
known results of binary strings to any non-binary alphabet (the use of which is stiU
being debated in the Hterature), the relation between epistasis variance and Walsh
function analysis and some discussions of possible extensions of the basic algorithm
and the difficulties of finding an adaptive approach for encoding the representation
itself. On the other hand I could not provide any new fundamental insights beyond
those already known in some way or another. (But the value of the work is in its
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clarification of some existing issues that needed clarification).

As it stands, this

first part looks somewhat pessimistic because most of the results stated here imply
negative answers to the questions posed above. But they may also indicate the very
nature of the difficulties one should encounter when trying to apply the techniques
described to diverse problems - which is a contribution to improved understanding in
an area in need of such understanding.
The second part of the thesis is more synthetic and tries to examine some ap
plications which might profit from the power of genetic search. This was attem pted
not only because of the limitation of the results in the first part, but also due to my
recognition of the difficulties in extending that analysis to address more fundamental
questions related to the dynamical behaviour of GAs. However, the reason behind
these attem pts is more general than a quick browse through them may reveal. One
can distinguish a gradation of problems in terms of the effectiveness with which they
might be treated by a genetic algorithm approach. The simplest problems are those
that require optimisation of a function given in “closed form” by combinations of
simple expressions such as

+ 1, y/ÿ or

^ ^• The most relevant fact here is

that parametrisation of the search space is immediate and hence, at least in principle,
a GA used as a function optimiser may offer an alternative when no other approach
proves to be effective. At the other extreme stand problems for which no param etri
sation may exist and hence that may be impossible to model via a GA approach. In
between these extremes are those problems that do not appear to be amenable to a
GA treatm ent and yet through careful modeUing can harness at least some of the
power of GAs as search algorithms. The work reported in this thesis concentrates on
problems of this class. We focus on the use of GAs as experimental tools to assist
the design of different systems as part of an exploratory process. The interest is
the search for potential interesting design dimensions in domains for which no other
approach can guarantee to make good design choices. I believe that Distributed Ar
tificial Intelligence is one area that can profit significantly from this approach. But
there is a problem, as one needs to face the traditional maladies associated with the
use of GAs as function optimisers and at the same time build systems that achieve
reasonably robust behaviour so th at the conclusions from the experiments can be
regarded consistent throughout a series of different scenarios.
One of the im portant aspects th at distinguishes the work done here from main
stream applications usually found in the fiterature is the fact that in the latter case the
function to be optimised (and the corresponding parameter set) is known in advance.
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Hence, the application of a GA becomes an optimisation exercise where discussions
of convergence to the optimum, and modifications of the basic algorithms, are cen
tral. In contrast, the problem considered here has no definite functional form to start
with, nor is the param eter space specified from the outset. In fact, if it were so, much
progress could have already been accomplished by traditional techniques. At the
same time, the success of the experimental exploration conducted in this thesis may
point to a new application area of GAs for which they can be used with reasonable
performance. As ever more sophisticated systems are designed to deal with complex
industrial needs, there is a real demand to examine their quality in providing good
solutions in highly demanding appHcations. I beheve the techniques discussed in this
thesis can be extended to deal with some of these domains.
The organisation of the chapters follows basically the chronological steps in which
the work was undertaken, and in this way can serve as an indicator of how the ideas
presented developed and the difficulties I faced in their exploration. Hierarchically
speaking though, the DAI application should be regarded as the one with greater
significance and the main focus of the thesis.

1.2

T h e sis o v e r v ie w

The central appHcation of this thesis deals with the problem of how to best accompHsh the design of autonomous agents using a genetic algorithm as a means of
finding suitable testbeds for comparing alternative Distributed Artificial InteUigence
(DAI) architectures. There are many motivations for attem pting to apply natural
metaphors (and in particular GAs) as adaptive techniques in DAI. Perhaps the most
obvious (and possibly the most difficult to achieve) is the generation of agents that
can adapt to a changing environment and react accordingly in much the same way
that natural organisms seem to evolve. Understanding the phenomena th at render
this possible for natural organisms may provide important clues and directions of
research in the design of more adaptive and powerful architectures. GAs have an
appeal for their simpHcity and elegance as algorithms. They also draw inspiration
from the mechanisms of genetic variation and natural selection. Hence, at this stage
they offer an interesting alternative with which to explore the above issues.
Secondly, in many circumstances design and optimahty issues are intimately re
lated. The choice of a particular architecture may depend on its capacity to deHver
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better performance than competing ones. In general, the design of a particular ar
chitecture depends on a large number of different and interacting factors (i.e. di
mensions). Therefore, searching for the best mix of factors can be regarded as a
search in a difficult high-dimensional space. Hence, the desirability for an algorithm
that is able to discover good solutions for difficult high-dimensional problems. At the
same time, the complexity of a given architecture and the environment in which it is
embedded may demand a large amount of computation to assess the performance of
a particular set of factors. Exercising all the possible alternatives may be an infea
sible task. Thus the necessity of an algorithm that has the power to discover good
solutions rapidly.
Thirdly, there is no established theoretical framework th at can explicate the many
possible approaches in dealing with agents’ interactions. This has resulted in many
distinct and sometimes competing theories of social interactions for which no clear
winner has yet been estabhshed. A simple approach that is able to generate inter
esting experimental systems and results may offer theoreticians further insights for
developing more refined theories of social interactions.
Additionally, it is not clear whether a DAI architectural idea developed and shown
to be useful for a given project is g e n e ra lly good and useful, because of the difficulty
of comparing results obtained in different environments. This may result in a “Tower
of Babel” curse, in which different groups use different set of examples (which may
be tailored to their particular architectures and devised solutions) to measure and
compare the performance of their solutions. A common set of problems is therefore
needed to assess and compare different approaches to the distribution of knowledge
and information.
Now, one of the difficulties in devising a good set of problems (te s tb e d s ) is as
sociated with the suitabihty of this set for exploration of the desired issues. In many
circumstances a given set of problems is devised in an ad hoc manner and used to
measure the performance of a proposed system. There are at least two main draw
backs with such an approach. The first and most obvious is related to the fact that
a given problem may appear interesting in principle and th at the proposed solution,
once vahdated on it, may be apphed to other different and difficult circumstances.
The general hterature is fuU of examples of such systems and their failure to yield the
promised performance levels when confronted with more mundane situations. The
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second drawback is related to the fact that the problem by itself may not possess (con
trary to the initial subjective expectations) enough complexity and that the results
obtained could have been accomplished using a much simpler approach.
One response to these drawbacks is to justify, probably by theoretical means,
the properties th at a given set of problems should have in order to be used as a
good testbed. In principle this is a difficult task, as an answer to it would convey
with itself im portant explanations about the architectural issues it was intended to
explore and settle in the first place. Another alternative is to search for an accepted
minimal architecture and use its performance on the suite of problems as a baseHne
of comparison with more sophisticated solutions. A third alternative, bearing the
previous idea in mind, is to find and parametrise a class of problems and search for
a suitable subset within it th at has the intended characteristics.
GAs have been applied successfully to many different problems, but there have
been equally many others where they have failed badly to yield the expected per
formance levels for which they were devised in the first place. One reason for this
effect, is related to the fact th at (despite their simpHcity and elegance) there is often
Httle detailed understanding of why they have been successful or failed in a given
problem. This has only been exacerbated by the fact th at the GA Hterature seems
to have embarked on its own independent path from other areas of knowledge. This
may have obscured the relation between itself and other bodies of knowledge, and as
a result may have hindered further progress in understanding the domains in which
GAs can be appHed successfully. Bridging this gap is a desirable issue, as it may
point to already-estabHshed results th at can be used in a straightforward way. As
a consequence, further insights may be gained that are Hkely to carry over to more
general contexts. Also, the Hmitations faced by a proposed theoretical approach may
be envisaged in a more effective way, by reference to the already-estabHshed results.
Given the above, it is also im portant to note that even a Hmited theoretical
exploration may be useful, as it may estabHsh some guideHnes for applying GAs to
an ever wider range of problems for which their appHcation may not be apparent
from the outset.
The primary focus of the “appHcations” part of this thesis is the appHcation of
GAs to help the search for meaningful testbeds for DAI systems. In doing so, it
examines all the issues discussed above and proposes a framework with which the
design of general DAI systems can be approached using genetic search. Since to our
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knowledge such an attem pt has never been tried, it is difficult to put it in perspective
with other known methods. The results reported in this thesis, though, indicate in my
opinion that much progress can be gained by the combination of these two seemingly
unrelated themes.

1.3

O rg a n isa tio n

Chapter 2 discusses genetic algorithms as usually formulated. The discussion is
fairly general and is intended to bring out the most salient aspects which will be
addressed in later chapters. In particular, the question of what are the conditions
that make a given problem most appropriate to genetic search.
Chapter 3 extends the discussion introduced in chapter 2 and puts the concepts
developed in the GA literature in perspective with respect to already-established
ones. In this way, it both “rediscovers” the results derived by Bethke [8] and presents
them with respect to a more unified framework, namely of H a rm o n ic A nalysis.
Several results unknown in the GA Hterature are presented here in a natural way,
and alternative approaches explored elsewhere are criticised using this framework. In
appendix A the results presented for binary alphabets are extended to any non-binary
alphabet. In this way this appendix is intended to provide the theoretical tools with
which to examine the still ongoing debate of which alphabet is more appropriate to
a particular problem. It also furnishes a class of functions to test implementations of
GAs that are specifically tailored to deal with alphabets of high cardinality.
Chapter 4 examines the concept of epistasis, which is often referred to in the
Hterature but is difficult to quantify for use in an objective way. Use is made of
the framework developed in previous chapters to address the concept of epistasis
variance as suggested by Davidor [16]. It is shown that epistasis variance is not
capable of complete discrimination between functions that are easy and difficult for
genetic optimisation.
Chapter 5 examines several im portant aspects related to the “representation prob
lem” and the importance of finding representations which allow schemata to capture
regularities and correlations that can be explored successfully by a GA. It exploits
the possibiHty of subjecting the representation itself to adaptation. The discussion is
restricted to the set of Hnear transformations but may point to several problems to be
faced when a similar scheme is attem pted in general. It also presents computational
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experiments on an alternative approach based on ideas derived from genetics, which
may point to future viable extensions of the basic algorithm.
Chapter 6 gives a fairly general introduction and discussion of distributed systems,
with particular emphasis on the choice of meaningful testbeds for comparing alter
native distributed architectures. The attention is focused on the P u r s u it P ro b le m ,
the currently most popular testbed for comparing alternative DAI systems. It also
brings together the issues of designing a minimal DAI architecture and the application
of genetic techniques for that purpose.
Chapter 7 explores the ideas proposed in chapter 6 with respect to the Pursuit
Problem. Using the GA as a search algorithm for suitable architectures, it comprises
a series of studies around the theme of searching systematically the space of test
problems for suitable testbeds. In addition, by focusing attention on this class of
games the chapter explores some basic dimensions in agents’ architecture that are
potentially valid for many different DAI applications. Within this activity, the issues
introduced through the concept of boredom are the most novel. The chapter also
discusses experiments conducted on the concepts of “listening rate” , thresholds and
attenuation of communication as additional simple mechanisms that provide further
insights into the architecture of problem-solver s.
Chapter 8 illustrates the benefits one can obtain from the discipline of looking at
non-standard dimensions for genetic optimisation suggested in chapter 7 in a more
traditional domain for which the issue of optimisation is central. The appHcation
deals with the problem of fitting noisy data with spHne functions.
Chapter 9 presents directions of future research on the work discussed in chapters 7
and 8. W ith regard to the DAI problem, it discusses the extension of the basic DAI
architecture with features that were observed through the exploration of the test
problems devised in chapter 7. I beHeve that they will contribute to further insights
on how coordination and cooperation can arise among collections of different problemsolvers. The appHcation considered in chapter 8 is put into perspective with respect
to a larger class of im portant practical problems where the techniques explored in the
thesis may be extended as a means to advance the understanding of these important
domains.
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1.4

M a in co n trib u tio n s

The contributions of the thesis are distributed along several Hnes. First, it puts
the analysis undertaken by Bethke within a more general framework that seems to
have passed unnoticed. In doing so, it serves as a critical appraisal and also shows
for the first time how the Bethke-type analysis for binary alphabets can be extended
systematically to any non-binary one.
Parts of the work reported in chapters 3 and 4 have already appeared in the Pro
ceedings of the Second Conference on Parallel Problem Solving From Nature, Brussels
1991 [55]. The application treated in chapter 8 is discussed in the Proceedings of the
Fifth International Conference on Genetic Algorithms, Urbana-Champaign 1993 [56].
It has several immediate industrial appHcations. Because it belongs to a more gen
eral class of problems (i.e. ré g u la risa tio n p ro b le m s) it may point to areas where
the appHcation of GAs may be most appropriate in comparison to other existing
alternatives.
The discussion of the Pursuit Problem and a systematic search for sets of good
testbed problems has never been attem pted before. In fact, it examines and suggests
problems with a complexity of at least an order of magnitude greater than the cur
rently accepted testbed. It also shows by an experimental approach that the latter
is in fact not a suitable problem for use as a good testbed. Given the fact that this
problem has been used without critical assessment for the last six years, I beheve
that the contribution provided here wiU be of great interest to researchers of DAI.
Some of the results reported in chapter 7 appeared in the Fifth European Workshop
on ModeUing Autonomous Agents in a Multi-Agent World, Neuchâtel, 1993.
The work presented here offers other contributions beyond those described above.
At the current time no definite theoretical framework exists to examine whether a
given domain is suitable for genetic search. The explorations conducted in this thesis
point to the difficulties one is faced with in the current most-discussed theoretical
framework. Up to now this is basicaUy the only one th at can at least provide some
definite clues for recognition of possible easy and difficult problems for a GA. It
thus serves as a practical guideHne for designing systems with the assistance of GAs.
The appHcation problems examined in this thesis are non-trivial problems with farreaching consequences. The appHcation of spHnes for curve fitting indicates a very
advantageous way to exploit GAs in this problem, which is an im portant and active
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topic of research. The results reported here are of interest, for example, for bio
chemical engineers. W ith regard to the DAI application, designers of DAI systems
may meet many future instances of similar problems, of a form that guarantees that
success of a technique of solution in one instance strongly imphes success in the oth
ers. The design of suitable testbeds deserves to be considered an im portant topic
in industrial appHcations where proposed systems should be validated on meaningful
problems. It is hoped that this thesis serves also as an experimental exercise that
shows how extensions to the basic framework can be useful in the design of ever more
powerful architectures of problem-solvers.

Chapter 2
G enetic A lgorithm s
This chapter describes the main features of Genetic Algorithms, a class of
heuristic search algorithms based on the mechanics of evolution and pop
ulation genetics. The description is meant to introduce the basic concepts
and to make apparent the most important topics that will be of interest
fo r later chapters.

2.1

In tr o d u c tio n

The problem of function optimisation can be stated as follows. Given a function
f :D

R, find the global maximum (or minimum) of f . f is called the o b je c tiv e

fu n c tio n , D is the d o m ain or the se arch space and R is the ra n g e which will be
assumed to be a subset of the real numbers

In general, the search space consists

of n real scalar in d e p e n d e n t v ariab les denoted by zi, æ2 , • • • , ®n, but it may also
be a vector space over a finite field, a cross-product of different subspaces, a nonnumerical space [8] or even a cross-product of all the component spaces. In practice
many values of the independent variables are not allowed (e.g. due to economic or
physical considerations) and thus the problem formulation should include some re
lations (usually in the form of inequalities) which must be satisfied by any member
of the domain. Whenever this occurs the problem is known as a c o n s tra in e d o p ti
m isa tio n problem and the points satisfying the given relations are said to form the
problem’s feasible region. When this does not happen the problem is known as an
u n c o n s tra in e d o p tim isa tio n problem.
Function-optimisation problems arise in many different areas such as system iden
tification, pattern recognition, design of logic circuits and on-fine control for industrial
processes. In several circumstances the function to be optimised can be described ex
plicitly in a form that is amenable to mathematical treatm ent, allowing an explicit
solution for the problem to be formulated or the investigation of whether optimal
solutions exist at all.
On the other hand, in several situations one is confronted with a system for which
there is no complete detailed knowledge. In other cases no particular interest exists
in obtaining all the information about the system itself. Nevertheless one may still
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be interested to determine what settings of the independent variables will yield the
optimal value of a given criterion.
It often happens that the total number of experiments (either numerical or practi
cal) to be performed on the system is hmited and hence the planning of the placement
of the experiments (and corresponding variable settings) should be considered care
fully. Any set of prescriptions for the placement of the experiments is called a search
p la n and any investigation seeking the optimal value of an unknown function is called
a se a rc h p ro b le m [95]. Given the restriction on the number of experiments to be
conducted, it is of interest to find among all possible search plans, the one which
looks for the optimum in an optimal manner or to use Wilde’s words ([95] (p.2)):
. .. we are not only trying to optimise the function] we are also optimising
the optimisation procedure.
The above discussion begs the question on how one should measure the effective
ness of any search plan. It is also im portant to note that finding the optimum of an
arbitrary real-valued function is a difficult problem. Hence if any mathematical treat
ment is at all possible, some simpfifying assumption about the search space should
be made, e.g. by the introduction of concepts such as unimodality, smoothness, con
vexity and similarity [95] or by assuming that the objective function is differentiable
(or even twice differentiable) [8]. The latter motivates the introduction of gradient
descent algorithms while the idea of unimodality in closed intervals of uni dimen
sional real-valued spaces gives rise to very efficient search plans such as the minimax
methods [95]. It turns out that fortunately in this case an a priori criterion, which
depends on the placement of the experiments, but not on their outcomes, can be
defined precisely and then optimised^ [95].
Multivariable problems, however, have a structure entirely different from that
of a single-variable problem and the extension of acceptable assumptions that may
hold for single-variable methods may not be valid when carried over to multivariable
problems [95]. For example, even if the idea of unimodality may be a plausible
hypothesis for some unidimensional search spaces it is quite unlikely that it should
hold as the number of dimensions increases [95]. Moreover, as argued by Wilde, due
to the multidimensionality of the search space one is unable to find a measure of

^Here the interval o f uncertainty after k m easurem ents can be shown to be a reasonable
measure of the success of a particular assignment of k experimental trials.
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search effectiveness that does not depend on the experimenter’s luck even when the
assumption of unimodahty is accepted.

2.2

R a n d o m sea rch

The recognition of the hmitations of extending successful techniques from unidi
mensional to multidimensional problems has led to proposals of using random-search
techniques as viable alternatives to the traditional methods. For example, as early
as 1958 Brooks [12] proposed the use of a random method when the number of di
mensions was large. Central to his analysis was the consideration of the two factors
that should be decided a priori by the experimenter, the first being the definition of
what constituted a successful maximum-seeking experiment and the second related
to the probabihty of conducting such a successful experiment.
His considerations led to the definition of success as the discovery of a combination
of the independent variables (or factors) such that not more than a predetermined
proportion of the search space would contain combinations having associated higher
values. This proportion was denoted by a. The other factor, namely the probabihty
of success, was related to the probabihty of finding at least one combination in the
best fraction a of the search space and was designated as 5. It is easy to see that
these quantities are related by the foUowing relation
5 = 1 —(1 —a)*
where t is the number of trials conducted and (1 —a) is the probabihty that a single
trial wiU fail to be made inside the desired region. Solving for t gives
_ log(l - 5)
log(l - a )

( ^

Since t does not depend on the number of dimensions, this result may appear
rather surprising, especially when the number of dimensions is very large. This was
observed by Hooke and Jeeves [38] who considered as an example a problem of 50
independent variables X{ such that —1 <

< 1 for i = 1 , 2, . . . ,50. The size of the

total search space is 2®° and 5% of it is a subspace almost as intimidating as the
original space itself. As pointed out by Wilde [95], this is due to the apphcation of a
first-degree measure, i.e. percentage, to a high-degree quantity, namely volume and
its multidimensional generahsation. Accordingly, even if the method guarantees to
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cut down the region of uncertainty to a fixed fraction of the original search space,
this percentage would have to be extremely small before the ranges of the individual
independent variables would be reduced significantly.
Brooks’ ideas were more general, though. He argued that the random method need
not be apphed in a sequential manner but rather all the trials could be conducted
simultaneously. He also suggested two different versions of the random method. The
first one, which he called th e S tra tifie d R a n d o m M e th o d , was based on the idea
of dividing the search space into n equal sub-regions. (Brooks also proposed rejecting
points th at were within a prescribed distance of previously-selected points). The
second one (and for the purposes of this work, the more noteworthy of the two) was
referred to as th e C re e p in g R a n d o m M e th o d , This technique involved making an
initial guess for a starting point and then conducting trials at random in the vicinity
of the first estimate.

The location of the best of these random trials was made

the centre of a second random exploration. Brooks suggested the use of a normal
distribution whose variance was diminished at each iteration. This was motivated by
the desire to cluster the values around the best currently-available combination.
T hat he was anticipating major breakthroughs to come can only be attested by
his final comments on [12] with which we end this section:
There are some rather intriguing analogies that can be made between the
creeping random method and evolution.

2.3

G e n e tic A lg o r ith m s

In the previous sections it has been argued that one of the central problems with
devising a search plan on a multidimensional space is related to the difficulty of find
ing an optimal strategy for allocating trials over the search space. Random search
was introduced to cope with the Hmitations faced by search plans that operated on
spaces of a large number of dimensions.

However, even in the latter case multi-

dimensionahty forces one to seek regions of uncertainty th at are a tiny fraction of
the original space before the ranges of the independent variables are reduced signifi
cantly [95], Given this, one could still use a random search method in the following
effective way. Consider the case of an algorithm composed of two routines. The
first places n random samples on a prescribed subspace of the entire space exactly
as Brooks’ random-search method. Given the observed values of the sampled points
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and a precise knowledge of the subspace being sampled at that iteration (probably
by using some special bookkeeping routines), a decision module would specify a more
restricted subspace on which to sample the next n points in the next iteration.
Suppose also that the function being searched has enough redundant information
so th at the decision module reduces (with a high probability of being correct) the
search space by say 30% at each iteration. Thus even with a huge initial search space
of size 2®°, the algorithm would be able to converge to the global optimum after
approximately 100 such iterations. For example, if n = 40 this would correspond to
approximately 4000 trials, which is a minute fraction of the original space.
It is obvious th at the assumptions in the last example are somewhat over opti
mistic and th at in general the allocation of trials is a nontrivial and difficult prob
lem. Fortunately, there is a class of relatively simple algorithms which allocate trials
in a nearly optimal way^. These algorithms, generally known as G e n e tic A lgo
rith m s (GAs), were introduced by John Holland [37] and are inspired by the obser
vation of how adaptation takes place in evolving natural systems. Holland proposed
searching a general space using re p ro d u c tiv e p lan s which would selectively manip
ulate and reproduce a collection (p o p u la tio n ) of candidate solutions (in d iv id u als)
to generate new individuals on the most promising areas of the search space.
In the simplest form of the G A, candidate solutions to some problem are encoded
in binary strings which play the role of artificial ch ro m o so m es, while individual
bits play the role of gen es and their respective positions are referred to as loci. The
different values that a gene can assume are known as its alleles.
Each in d iv id u a l therefore comprises a candidate solution to a specific problem
and has associated to it a corresponding fitn ess or u tility , i.e. a nonnegative figure
of merit that measures the adequacy of the related solution. As discussed above, one
of the difficulties of any search plan working in a high-dimensional space is to decide
where one should place the next set of trial experiments subject to the information
provided by the current set of alternatives. In Holland’s reproductive plans, individu
als with higher fitness values have a higher probability of being selected for producing
multiple copies of higher-fitness individuals for the next g e n e ra tio n . This by itself
would not produce any new individuals but merely change the number of copies
of each chromosome. Hence, the selectio n of high-fitness individuals is combined
precise meaning will be given in section 2.4.
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with g e n e tic o p e ra to rs such as m u ta tio n (flipping individual bits) and crossover
(exchanging substrings of two parents to obtain two offspring), all applied in a probabihstic way to produce a new generation of individuals. The G A is judged to be
successful if it can evolve a population of highly fit individuals as a result of iter
ating this procedure through successive generations. Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical
reproductive plan.

Generate a random initial population
and evaluate utilities

Select new population from current one

Apply Genetic Operators to
new population

Evaluate new population

Figure 2.1: A typical reproductive plan

2.4

S e le c tio n , sc h e m a ta an d u tilitie s

It is apparent from the previous discussions that if a search plan is to be successful
in a high-dimensional space some restriction about the structure of the problem
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should be assumed. A GA is no exception. The simplifying assumption made on the
function domain, typically of high dimension, is th at it should contain regions of good
objective-function values and regions of poor values. Any useful search algorithm
must decide concurrently which regions are potentially interesting to be explored
while collecting information about the function itself.

This trade off is a crucial

point in any adaptive system and is usually referred to as the trade-off “between the
exploration for knowledge and the exploitation of that knowledge” [28].
In order to make a proper analysis of the class of functions that should be searched
efficiently using a G A, the notion of schema is necessary. A sch em a corresponds
to a partition of the space of chromosomes with each partition (subspace) being
characterised by the sharing of some specified genes by its elements [70].
More formally^, if we consider the space of chromosomes of length I a chromosome
wiU be represented by a string s = 5i52 . •. 5/ where Si G {0,1} in the binary case.
A schema will be represented by a string h = h-^h2 . . .hn where hi G {0,1, # } and a
string 8 win be said to instantiate ^ if h» = Si or h{ = ^ for i = 1 , 2 , . . . , / [8]. For
example, if / = 3 then the schema 10^ corresponds to the set {100,101} and could
be described as the set of binary strings of length 3 that “begins with 10” .
It is easy to see that every chromosome instantiates 2^ schemata. Following [70]
let s denote a string whose corresponding utility is given by u(a). Let ( be a schema
instantiated by s. The utiHty of ^ is defined as

(2 )
I t

I,EC

where | ( ^ i s the number of chromosomes instantiating the schema
Holland observed that subject to the fact that there are some correlations between
the utihties of different instances of schemata, each evaluation of a chromosome pro
vides statistical information about the utility of each of the 2^ schemata instantiated
by th at chromosome. Hence, although the GA does not manipulate schemata di
rectly, it does that in an impHcit way, a phenomenon often referred to as implicit
parallelism. In doing so, the analysis is shifted from the individual chromosomes to
the schemata th at they instantiate.

*We follow Bethke’s notation [8] in this section.
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Each evaluation of a chromosome can thus be regarded as a statistical samphng
event that yields information about the utiHty of the schemata that it instantiates.
In general, due to the restriction on the number of trials, one cannot sample enough
points in the search space so as to provide completely accurate information about the
utiHty of each schema. Hence each schema is assumed to be a random variable with
an associated distribution of utiHties [8]. The more this sampHng reflects the utiHty
of the schemata instantiated, the better this information wiU be used to guide the
algorithm into more promising areas of the search space.
HoUand [37] suggested that the G A behaviour could be understood in terms of
optimising a sequential decision process where uncertainty was present in several
different factors such as lack of a priori knowledge, noisy feedback and a time-varying
pay-off function [41]. In terms of this interpretation, an optimal allocation of trials
among competing alternatives would give exponentially increasing trials to the best
observed alternative. As we shall point out in what foUows, this is nearly reahsed in
a GA if one allows the selection of chromosomes to the next population to be based
on a probabiHty that is proportional to their corresponding utihties.
To see that, first note that in an actual implementation one can only refer to
the observed schemata utiHties which may be considered as a restriction of (2) to
the actual population of chromosomes. However, it is immediate to see that if the
probabiHty of selecting a given chromosome is equal to the ratio of its utiHty to the
average utiHty of the population at that iteration then the number of examples of a
particular schema ^ in a given population grows as the ratio of the average utiHty of
that schema to the average utiHty of the population [28] at that iteration.
The ideas discussed above are usuaUy explored with the help of the foUowing
concepts which wifi be used later on.
D efin itio n 1 (Bethke 1981 [8]) The set o /d e fin in g p o sitio n s of a schema h is the
set of indices of the ones and zeroes in h.
D efin itio n 2 (Bethke 1981 [8]) Two distinct schemata, h and h! are said to be com 
p e tin g s c h e m a ta if they have the same set of defining positions.
The d efining le n g th of a schema h, denoted as di{h), is the distance between
the first and last defining positions in it. The o rd e r of a schema h, denoted as o{h),
is equal to the number of defined positions in h
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Holland’s interpretation of the behaviour of a GA is to regard it as allocating
(among a set of competing schemata) exponentially increasing trials to the best ob
served one [28]. In terms of the discussion presented in section 2.2, this action cor
responds to the decision module providing some guidance about the subspace that
should be sampled in the next iteration. W hat is remarkable about a GA is the
simphcity with which this is done, as this subspace is only given imphcitly by the
different number of individuals in the next population.
This simphcity is respected in the design of the mechanisms to generate new
members from the current population (primarily the crossover operator), which are
discussed in the next section.

2.5

G e n e tic o p era to rs: cro sso v er a n d m u ta tio n

A simple crossover works in the following way (figure 2.2). Two individuals (par
ents) are chosen in the selection step. Then, an integer position k is chosen randomly
in the interval [1,/ — 1] and two new strings (offspring) are created by swapping all
string elements between positions k

1

and I inclusively [28].

BEFORE CROSSOVER
Crossover point
Chromosome 1 —► O i l 0 1 1 1
Chromosome 2

—-

110 10 0 1

A FTER CROSSOVER

Chromosome 1 —► O i l 1 0 0 1
Chromosome 2 —► 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
Figure 2.2: A single point crossover shows the partial exchange of two chromosomes
at a cross site chosen in a random way.
Alternatively, a two-point crossover proceeds by selecting two integer points p and
q lying in the range [1, / —1] and with p > q. Two new offspring are formed from the
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parent chromosomes by swapping aJl string elements that He between j> and q. Other
extensions are also possible and are discussed in [28].
A simple crossover operator biases the search by disrupting those schemata with
long defining length. This can be expressed by the crossover survival probabiHty
which is bounded below by the expression 1 —

where pc is the probabiHty of

performing a crossover on two selected strings [28].
Crossover is often understood as the most important genetic recombinant operator
and much of the power of GAs results from the interaction of the selection process
and the crossover mechanism. In fact, the interplay of these mechanism is often
considered the heart of the balance of exploring and exploiting information present
in a given population of chromosomes.
M utation is often considered to play a secondary role in the simple GA and its ba
sic action is to prevent premature loss of im portant information from the population^.
This is due to the fact that crossover never introduces new alleles in a given popula
tion while the dynamics of the selection process allows deletion of particular alleles
as the algorithm proceeds. Accordingly, the probabiHty of applying m utation is very
small when compared to that of crossover. In the same as above, one may calculate
the probabiHty of a schema surviving mutation (appHed with a probabiHty Pm) is
bounded below by the expression 1 —
The interaction of the selection and reproduction phases of a simple GA is often
described by the foUowing fundamental theorem due to HoUand [37].
T h e o re m 2.1 The Fundamental Theorem of Genetic Algorithms. Let r}(t) denote
the number of instances of a schema h at iteration t. Let Uhif) denote the sample
utility for the schema h at that iteration and U(t) denote the mean utility of the
population at that iteration. Then the expected number of instances of h at iteration
t -f 1 is governed by the following expression:
1-

- ° W p’

(3)

The impHcations of theorem 2.1 are far reaching. Its most common interpretation
states that short, low-order, and highly fit schemata are sampled, recombined and
^Mutation is processed in binary strings, choosing a randomly selected integer point in the string
and changing the corresponding bit to its complement value.
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resampled to form strings of potentially higher fitness [28]. This interpretation is so
vital that it remains the cornerstone on which most implementations of GAs rely,
and is often referred to as the B u ild in g B lock H y p o th e sis. It is remarkable how
equation (3) can incorporate in a simple way the rather complex dynamics of a
simple G A. In fact, many of the problems faced by many apphcations of GAs may
have resulted from the deceptively simple behef th at any implementation that follows
the guidehnes suggested by theorem 2.1 will perform in a successfully efficient way.

2 .6

D isc u ssio n

In the previous subsections we reviewed the basic formalism developed by Hol
land [37]. The fundamental ideas there were the optimal allocation of trials among
competing alternatives and the action of crossover to combine good building blocks
in order to generate strings of potentially large fitness.
In what follows we shall review briefly several problems th at often occur in apph
cations involving GAs and that will be of interest for this work.

2 .6 .1

C h o ic e o f fitn e s s fu n c tio n

Although the formalism offered by Holland is elegant and aesthetically pleasing,
it leaves the choice of the fitness function open. However, the rate at which trials
are allocated to different individuals depends on their observed utiHty function. RadcHffe [70] observed that given any utiHty function, its composition with an arbitrary
(monotone) increasing function wiU yield another valid utiHty function. He concluded
th at there was scope for slowing the rate of convergence of the algorithm by making a
suitable choice of utiHty function. Note however, that Holland’s formalism impHcitly
requires that the sampHng process should give reasonable statistical evidence about
the utihties of the schemata instantiated by a given chromosome. This certainly
restricts the number of possible choices.
Note also that in apphcations such as those examined in this thesis an expHcit
form of the fitness function does not exist. One is left therefore with the difficult and
time-consuming task of examining combinations of functions and parameters that
make genetic search viable, a process th at may be computationally very undesirable
and which we would Hke to avoid.
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2 .6 .2

P r e m a tu r e c o n v e r g e n c e

One of the problems most often cited in applications of GAs is related to the
loss of diversity in the population before the global optimum is found. This may
happen as a result of some individual (whose fitness is much larger than any other
individuals of the population) being allocated a very large number of trials. Under
this condition many of its genes can dominate the population and become fixed.
This may be undesirable, particularly if this individual does not represent a point
close to the global optimum. On the other hand, in some circumstances the fitness
of individuals in a population does not differ significantly and the selection process
becomes almost uniform among the population, thus losing its main advantage over
random search [28].
Several mechanisms have been suggested to improve these problems, most notice
ably the scaling of the fitness function (e.g. Hnear scaling) [28]. Other techniques
are discussed in [70]. Unfortunately no specific mechanism has emerged as a winner.
As a result, the decision on which one should be used may itself be a difficult one
especially in problems where the search space is very large and where information
about properties of the utiHty function is unavailable.

2 .6 .3

C o d in g s a n d g o o d p a r a m e tr is a tio n

Since GAs work with a coding of the parameter set rather than the parameters
themselves, a natural question is how this encoding can take place. The success of
earher experiments may have led researchers to place much hope in the adaptive
capabihties of GAs as a very powerful mechanism th at could perform well under very
different encodings. However, the formalism presented assumes imphcitly that there
should be some correlation among the individuals comprising a given population
and th at this correlation can be explored successfully by the GA. Some encodings
may be effective, others may render the GA completely unsuccessful. Holland [37]
proposed subjecting the representation itself to adaptation but this has remained an
open problem and one that the author beheves (as discussed in chapter 5) may be
rather difficult to tackle. Several genetic operators (e.g. inversion) can be regarded
as changing the representation as the algorithm progresses. However, the reported
evidence has placed some doubts on their effectiveness (e.g. see [70]). As previously
argued, the sheer size (and dimensionaHty) of some problem spaces leads to many
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difficult issues, and one is obliged to restrict the class of problems being explored to
a set that falls under some generally acceptable assumptions.

2 .6 .4

G o o d a n a ly tic a l t o o ls

Even when restricted to the theory presented in this chapter one is often left
with the question of trying to characterise the domains where a GA can be appUed
successfully. The most used tool of analysis follows from Bethke’s explorations with
Walsh functions [8] on binary representations. Other attem pts have been made (e.g.
by Liepins and Vose [52]) but do not offer much insight beyond the one provided by
Bethke.
Also, most studies of the behaviour of genetic algorithms (GAs) refer to schemata
that are expressed in a binary alphabet. In some instances where the efficiency of
GAs is unsatisfactory, there is a view th at the problem should be overcome or reduced
if an alphabet with more characters is used. This is still an ongoing debate (e.g.
see [58, 75]). For the non-binary case, to the author’s knowledge the only reported
analysis was conducted by Mason [58] following completely different lines from the
one used by Bethke. It is difficult to see how the two can be put in correspondence
with each other. It would therefore be interesting to find a unified framework in
which questions of interest could be discussed in a more general way.
The difficulty in understanding the wider impHcations of Bethke’s approach has
resulted in several different attem pts to characterise the domains of appHcabihty of
GAs, and different measures to decide on the suitabiHty of a particular problem to
genetic search has been suggested. It has often led researchers to focus attention on
certain problems that are difficult for a GA to explore but whose intrinsic nature is
not completely understood (e.g. [29, 21]). Part of the contribution of this thesis is to
put all these rather different approaches into a common framework where the above
concepts can be discussed, criticised and extended objectively.

2 .7

S u m m a ry

In this chapter we have motivated and discussed the main features of GAs. The
basic formahsm was reviewed and some problems stemming from lack of a detailed
description of the dynamics of GAs were also presented. Although GAs have shown
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very promising results in some areas, in others they have performed in a poor way
due to the lack of a correct interpretation of the basic ideas behind their design. Thus
identifying the techniques and analytical tools behind their analysis is a desirable issue
to consider. Also, one is faced with the dilemma of deciding whether the possible
solution of a given high-dimensional problem can be suggested in an effective way by
genetic search. Finding suitable indices, for that m atter, is also im portant. Finally,
if the latter approach proves to be difficult to achieve, it is then important to find
meaningful problems which can be explored effectively by GAs. All the above issues
form the body of the work explored in this thesis.

Chapter 3
Walsh Series Analysis
This chapter examines schema analysis from the broader viewpoint pro
vided by abstract harmonic analysis. This offers a more general and nat
ural framework fo r characterising the domains of applicability of GAs and
provides new insights and motivation for extending schemata and genetic
algorithms through the use of more abstract concepts. Previous results
obtained by Bethke are embedded in a more general framework, namely
of group theory, where the concepts discussed above can be understood by
reference to certain linear subspaces and their respective nullspaces.

3.1

M o tiv a tio n s

In chapter 2 a simple Genetic Algorithm, a non-standard technique for function
optimisation, was described. The basic motivation for its introduction was the desire
to explore problems for which conventional techniques such as gradient methods
perform poorly. In general these problems are characterised by functions that are
not everywhere differentiable, not unimodal or such that the dimension of the search
space is large.
Given a certain algorithm it is im portant to know the class of problems for which it
has a good chance of performing well. For GAs, some of the relevant conditions were
estabhshed by Bethke [8] who introduced Walsh functions and the Walsh transform
to analyse the behaviour of GAs when the search space is considered to consist of
binary strings. It has remained the most often used technique for discussing issues of
interest in genetic optimisation. His conditions are stated in the transform space of
the Walsh coefficients, and are difficult and not intuitive to understand.
The idea th at a similar analysis could be extended to the non-binary case may
have occurred to several authors (for example, through the obvious similarity of
Walsh and Fourier functions [28, 21]). However to the author’s knowledge the only
investigation on non-binary alphabets so far was conducted by Mason [58] along
completely different Hnes.
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Walsh and Fourier functions have long been exploited in other application areas
(e.g. communication [31], switching theory [46], statistical analysis [67] and signal
processing [57]).
In spite of the above, the GA Hterature seemed to have embarked on its own
independent path, and many concepts and results already established elsewhere were
defined or derived again in the context of GAs in ways that are sometimes more diffi
cult to understand and to use (e.g. the concept of nu llsp aces and their translations,
which is helpful for clarity, as we shall see below, has nevertheless not been used
previously in the GA field). This has only enlarged the gap between itself and the
general available hterature, and in the opinion of the author this may have hindered
further theoretical progress. Consider for example the Walsh-Schema transform that
is so central in many of the theoretical analysis of GAs. This is in fact fully equiva
lent to a well-estabhshed result in group theory known as the P oisson S u m m a tio n
F o rm u la (see e.g. [88, 46]) and whose group-theoretic analogue plays a major role
in the theory of group characters [46]^.
The main goal of this chapter is to review Bethke’s work and to embed it in the
more general framework of group theory^, where the concepts discussed above can be
understood by reference to certain linear subspaces and their respective nullspaces.
It is often the case th at (in such circumstances) ascribing originality of ideas is
a difficult task, since what may appear to be original in one area may already have
been known for a long time in another one. For example, the idea that schemata and
hyperplanes were intimately related was already estabhshed for a long time in the
GA culture. However the fact that these concepts could be expressed by reference to
more fundamental entities, such as co sets, was not appreciated until very recently
(e.g.

[6, 52, 93]), although they were already weU known in basic mathematical

Hterature (e.g. see [10] for a thorough discussion of these concepts) and also in the
communication area. In fact, as long ago as in 1972, Harmuth [31] showed expHcitly
how these concepts from group theory could be used in the design of multiplex systems
while in 1971 Lechner [46] used the above ideas in exploring an algorithm to detect
prime impHcants for logic functions. To the knowledge of the author, the results

^In the theory of data communication Shannon’s famous Sam pling T heorem follows as a
straightforward consequence of it [88].
^The interested reader should refer to chapter 5 for a more detailed presentation of the basic
concepts of group theory.
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derived in the GA literature were never put into a clear perspective with those from
related work in other areas. One of the purposes of this chapter is to attem pt to
correct this situation.

In doing so, we shall follow Lechner [46] due to historical

reasons and clarity of exposition. Most of the results presented in this chapter wiU
be stated without proof, as the appendix provides complete proofs of their extension
to any non-binary alphabets.

3.2

N o ta tio n an d r e p r e se n ta tio n a l issu e s

Our main purpose in this section is to review the concepts introduced else
where [28] in a more abstract way, and to provide the groundwork for future general
isations that may be useful with respect to genetic algorithms. We shaU try to avoid
GA terminology, referring to it only if necessary.
TraditionaUy GAs operate on binary strings known as chromosomes. FormaUy we
define Z as the 2-element field {0, 1} (or alternatively the additive group of integers
modulo 2), and Z ” as the n-dimensional vector space over the field Z (or alternatively
as the product group of Z). This corresponds to the domain of our search space.
The range of the function is usuaUy considered to be the set of real positive
numbers, but occasionaUy one may also be interested in functions over Z. Therefore
we place no restrictions on the space of functions, T^ which wiU be clear according to
the context. X wiU denote the set Z” of aU binary n-tuples when it is the domain for
the space T . An element x Ç: X wiU be represented by the row vector [ x i , . . . , æ„),
and its transpose

wiU be represented by a corresponding column vector. Elements

of X are indexed in the natural ordering, defined by the correspondence between a
number and its radix-two expansion on binary n-tuples.
The w eight of a given vector æ G X , denoted |æ|, is defined as the number of
coordinates in x with value 1. Alternatively, following Bethke [8], we shall refer to it
as the o rd e r of the binary string x.
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3 .2 .1

S c h e m a ta a n d s u b c u b e s
is usually pictured geometrically as an n-dimensional unit cube (or n-cube)

having the 2” binary n-tuples which represent elements of Z" as vertex coordinates.
We next consider subsets of Z ^ as sets of n-tuples.
If in a given subset the i-th coordinate in the n-tuple x has a fixed value we call it
a b o u n d v ariab le, otherwise we shall call it a free v ariab le [46]. Bounded variables
are normally referred to in the GA Hterature as fixed p o sitio n s [26]. A s u b c u b e
of Z” is a subset with bound and free variables. The d im en sio n of a subcube is the
number of free variables it contains. Therefore a sub cube of dimension k includes
2* points of Z ” , since each free variable can assume two possible values i.e., 0 or 1 .
Following Lechner [46] we shall refer to a A;-dimensional subcube of Z ^ as a A;-cell or
A;-cube.
A sc h em a is a subcube denoted by a ternary n-tuple
h = (&1 ; fl'2) ' • • j ®n)) j

where the symbol

E {O, 1, *}•

stands for ‘don’t care’ and is assigned to the k components a{ for

which X{ is a free variable. Whenever a, = *, it is understood that the corresponding
Xi assumes both values 0 and 1.
In this way a schema is a subcube, but certain sub cubes cannot be expressed
uniquely by a schema. For example, {(0,0), (1,1)} is a subcube of Z^ with two free
variables, but there is no schema that can describe it in a unique way. However, any
subcube is always contained in some schema, since we can consider a schema whose
%-th entry is

if the i-th variable in the sub cube is free.

A schema with k free variables is often referred to as a A;-order schema, but for
convenience and consistency with the above notation we shall refer to it as As-schema.
Since each a{ independently can assume one of 3 possible distinct values, it foUows
that there are 3” ternary n-tuples corresponding to 3” possible schemata. Also, since
there are CJ^ =

^^7® fo select k free variables among the n coordinates of Z ” ,

and 2^"'“*^ ways to assign values to the (n —A;) bound variables, the total number of
A;-schemata in Z^ is 2^”“*^ x CJ^.
We note th at Z” is an additive group with bitwise addition modulo 2, also denoted
as 0 . Therefore it is natural to consider the possibihty of embedding schemata in a
group-theoretic description. First we note that any subspace of Z” is a subgroup and
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therefore contains the zero vector and is closed under addition. Thus any schema
with the bound variables equal to 0 is a subspace of Z'^. Let a denote one such
Â3-dimensional subspace. Following [46], we denote the subspace defined by a as
where (3 is the binary n-tuple obtained from a by replacing the symbol
Note that

by 1.

can be generated by the unit vectors whose sum is /?. For example, if

a = (*, 0, *), then /? = (1,0,1) and Vp = {(0,0,0), (0,0,1), (1,0,0), (1,0,1)}. More
formally,

is referred to as the linear sp an of the unit vectors whose sum is /3.

The action of (3 can be understood as one of pointing to the free variables in a.
Since

is a subgroup its cosets, which are denoted by

-|- c, c G

partition

[47]. The notation V -\~ c denotes the set {æ © c | æ G V^} (where œ © c denotes
the bitwise addition modulo 2 between x and c) and is referred to as a translation
of

by c.
Note that

is itself a coset. Also two cosets

-|- æ and

3- y are identical if

and only if æ © (—y) G V^, where —y is the inverse element of y; otherwise they are
disjoint. Since for any œ G

a; © æ = 0, each element is its own inverse, i.e, —y = y,

and the last condition imphes that æ © y G Vp. Since
follows that 2* different vectors æ © c wiU translate

is closed under addition, it
into the single coset

-f c).

However, only one of these vectors has zero values for each of the free variables in Vp.
From now on, the symbol c will be used to identify this vector uniquely.
The unique correspondence between a A;-schema a and a coset Vjg -|- c as defined
above is reproduced in the following table, which lists the corresponding components
of a, (3 and c:
a
0
1
*

0
0
1

c
0
1
0

From the above table we note that components of c that correspond to bound
variables in a always agree in value with the corresponding components of a, whereas
components th at correspond to the free variables are always 0. Thus, except for the
vector c itself, every vector in the coset Vp is the translation of a nonzero element
X oiV p which has unit value for at least one of the free variables in Vp. Therefore
|æ © c| > |c| for every nonzero x in Ljg, or in other words c is the unique vector of
minimum weight (or order) in the coset Vp
le a d e r [46].

c. It is usually referred to as the coset
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Note that if |/9| = k then

has k unit vectors and 2* elements. Since

the hnear span of these unit vectors, we see that no other vector element in

is
has

a weight greater than or equal to /?. Therefore /? is the unique vector of maximum
weight in the Hnear subspace

The above facts can be denoted conveniently by

using the following partial ordering relation [46] :
D efinition 3 For fixed /3 G Z”, the notation x <
In this way,

can be represented as

means X{ <

for 1 < i < n.

= {æ | æ < /3}.

We shall be interested in subspaces with the following property:
D efinition 4 Let V he a k-dimensional subspace of

(i.e., an additive subgroup of

order 2 ^). The set {y | y x ^ = 0} for all x ^ V is called the complementary subspace
or nullspace V ' o f V .
Consider now the set

= {y \ y < fi}, where

is the logical complement of p.

This set is also a subspace, the sum of whose unit basis vectors is fi. Note that if
X Ç iV f^

and

2/ G V^,

then

xy^

= 0.

is clearly the nuUspace of

It is a well-known fact from Hnear algebra that
In other words, every œ G

(and vice versa).

is the direct sum of

and

has a unique decomposition x = X \ ®X 2 , where aii G

and X2 E V0 and are called the projections of x in the corresponding subspaces.
Also, since

and

is the dimension of

partition Z” , the dimension of

is given by (n — k) where k

VJg.

As wiU be shown shortly, the relation between

and its nuUspace wiU be very

im portant for the computation of schema average fitness. We therefore study these
subspaces in more detail. First note that if

is a subgroup of a group G, the index

of i ï in G is the number of distinct right cosets [47] and is denoted by
[G : H].
The order of a finite group G, denoted by order(G) is the number of elements of
G. It is a basic fact in group theory that
order(G)
order{H)

^It is important to note a.s pointed out by Lechner [46] that unless Vp has a basis of unit vectors,
Vp cannot always be identified with the set of coset leaders and Z” is not necessarily the direct sum
of Vp and Vp.
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Translated in terms of the entities with which we are dealing, it follows that

which is the order of V^. Furthermore, any coset leader in VJg is a Hnear combination
of the unit vectors of

since any coset leader has zero values on the components

corresponding to the 1 values in /3. In this way

can be identified with the coset

leaders of Vp. Note in the above arguments the importance of Vp having a unit basis.
For example, the subspace {(0,0), (1,1)} C

is its own nullspace and its only non

trivial coset is {(0,1), (1,0)} [46]. The way schemata are defined guarantees that each
schema is a coset of a subspace which has a basis of unit vectors.

EXAM PLE 1
To fix all the ideas discussed above let us consider the schema a
(*,0,0,*).

Its corresponding (3 is given hy (3

{(0,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1), (1,0,0,0), (1,0,0,1)}.

=

(1,0,0,1)

=

and Vp is

Accordingly ^ = (0,1,1,0) and Vp is

given by {(0,0,0,0), (0,0,1,0), (0,1,0,0), (0,1,1,0)}. There are four distinct cosets
of Vp. Each of them corresponds to a translation of Vp by an element of Vp.
In the G A Hterature ^ is associated with the p a r titio n n u m b e r of a schema A,,
while the coset leader corresponding to h is associated with the f3 fu n c tio n [26].
As already argued, in a GA the schemata give an idea of the direction of the genetic
search. W ith regard to th at, it is of interest to understand the relation between a
given schema and any schema contained in it. Given two different subspaces, the one
with higher cardinaHty has lower index on Z” . When one subspace is contained in
another it is said to be a refinement of the latter, or alternately we say that it implies
the one with higher cardinaHty. The next lemma shows the impHcation this fact has
for the corresponding nuUspaces.
L e m m a 3.1 Let

EVp. Then V^i (ZVp and Vp c V ~i .

P r o o f o f L e m m a 3.1 By the alternative representation ofVp, f3' < /?. Therefore,
f3 has components with unit values whenever /3' has. Thus any unit vector of V^i is a
unit vector of Vp. This proves the first part of the lemma. To prove the second part
we note that the hypothesis of the lemma implies that (3[ < /3i for every i , l < i < n.
Thus, l —(3i > 1—/3i for every i , l < i < n. Since each component can only assume the
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values 0 and 1 , the last inequality leads immediately to
i.e.,

0

> jdi for every

1 < i < n,

and using the same arguments of the first half the proof is complete.

>

Lemma 3.1 has an interesting consequence. Suppose we examine two schemata,
one of which is contained in the other. The more specific schema i.e., the one with
fewer free variables, is associated with a subspace th at is contained in the subspace
associated with the less specific one. On the other hand the corresponding nuUspaces
obey an opposite relation. As we shaU show below, when we consider the expansion
of schema average fitness in terms of Wcdsh coefficients the only Walsh coefficients
that wiU appear in the expansion are those elements that belong to the nuUspace.
So Lemma 3.1 impUes th at the more general a schema, the shorter its expansion in
terms of Walsh coefficients.
Before concluding this section it is instructive to introduce the foUowing definition:
D efin itio n 5 A schema is a coset of a linear subspace of Z'^ which has a basis of
unit vectors.

3.3

S u m m a ry o f p r o p e r tie s o f W a lsh -fu n c tio n
a n a ly sis

The foUowing definition and properties of Walsh functions wiU be of interest and
wiU be stated without proof. The interested reader should refer to [31, 46, 67] for
detailed discussions.
D efin itio n 6 The k-th order Walsh function is defined as ^k{^) = (—l)^*=i
where hi and X{ correspond to the ith entries in the binary representation of k and x.
T ra n sfo rm p air: If f { x) is an arbitrary function of æ, then the Walsh transform of
f { x ) denoted by f*{uj) is given by /*(w) =

The inverse

transform of f*{uj) is given by f [ x) = ^u'ipu{x)f*{uj). In both sums it is
understood th at the indices vary from 0 to 2” —1.
P a rse v a l T h e o re m : Let f { x) and g{x) be two arbitrary functions of x and f*{uj)
and

their respective transformations. It foUows that
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S y m m e try : From definition 6 it is easy to see th at

i.e. that x and

k are completely interchangeable in any relation involving Walsh functions or Walsh
transforms.
G ro u p C h a ra c te r: Multiplication of two Walsh functions of orders k and k'
results in another Walsh function of order k ® k' i.e.,
V’t'(œ) = V’fc®fc'(æ)

Formally, the Walsh functions are characters of an AbeHan group, the group
elements being the binary vectors of length n, and the group operation being addition
modulo 2 [67].

3 .4

C la ssica l p r o p e r tie s

In this section we examine three im portant properties of Fourier transforms fo
cusing attention on the domain of Walsh transforms. We shall show that the WalshSchema transform [21, 26] obtained by Bethke [8] is nothing more than a restatement
of a fundamental result in Fourier analysis in groups, namely the Poisson Summation
Theorem (or Poisson Summation formula) which can be derived as a natural conse
quence of two other im portant results known as the Convolution theorem and the
Quotient Character theorem. The basic interest of this result for this work is that it
provides a way to determine schema averages in terms of the Walsh coefficients. The
exposition follows closely [46].

3.5

C o n v o lu tio n T h e o r e m

As pointed out in [46] the convolution theorem is one of the most powerful tools
of linear functional analysis. Examples of areas of apphcations are in hnear filter
theory and stochastic processes.
A good motivation for understanding the Convolution Theorem is the foUowing:
we know that the Fourier transform can be regarded as a hnear operation between
two isomorphic spaces, namely X and fi. If / and g are two functions with domain X,
and /* and g* are their corresponding Fourier transforms then the transform oi f

g
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is given by /*

g*. Since the other operation in the vector spaces is multiplication,

we might be interested to investigate which function forms a transform pair with a
given product of two Fourier transforms. Such a function is known as the convolution
sum of / and g.
D efin itio n 7 Let X he an n-dimensional vector space over the 2 -element field {0,1},
Given two real-valued (or integer-valued) functions f * g we form the sum
i f * g)c = ( f * g)(c)
and refer to it as the co n v o lu tio n su m of f and g.
The next theorem asserts that the convolution sum is precisely the function we
are looking for.
T h e o re m 3.1 (Convolution Theorem) Let f and g he any two integer, real or
complex-valued functions on Z^, ( / * g)c their convolution sum evaluated at x = c
and (f*g*) the product of their Fourier transforms.

Then, fo r each c in Z^,

i f * g)c = ^^{f*g*y evaluated at the point x = c, where {f*g*)* is to he understood
as the inverse Fourier transform of the product of the transform of f and g.
We shall also be interested in the Convolution Theorem in later chapters when
we use it to construct functions whose Walsh decomposition involves high-order co
efficients and yet may still be easy for the GA to optimise.

3 .6

Q u o tien t G rou p C h a ra cter T h e o r e m

Suppose y is a A;-dimensional subspace of Z'^ (i.e. an additive subgroup of order
2*). The theorem to be stated in this section is a classical result of group theory, and
basically says that any function that is constant on each coset of V can be expanded
in terms of a subset of

Fourier basis functions [46]. It will be useful for our

purposes since as an an immediate result of it we can calculate the Fourier transform
of the characteristic function of a schema. Also, a corollary of the theorem provides
a way to identify functions that depend on fewer than n linear combinations of its
arguments [46].
T h e o re m 3.2 (Quotient Group Characters) Let V he a suhspace of Z ^. Then the
subset of Fourier hasis functions Ÿy = {'ip^j{x) | xlj^ = 0 ,/o r all x G V} is a complete
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orthogonal basis for the suhspace of T consisting of functions that are constant on
cosets o f V . No other functions are generated by this basis. I f V has dimension k,
then

consists of just those

for which w is orthogonal to all x E V.

I f V has a basis consisting of k unit vectors, then 'ijju E Ÿy iff

is in the space

generated by that subset of [n — k) unit vectors which are not in the basis for V .
Note th at according to our previous discussion, a schema is a coset of a subspace
with a basis of unit vectors. Therefore the last part of theorem 3.2 applies immediately
to it. A characteristic function of a schema is an example of a constant function as
described in theorem 3.2. The following corollaries [46] are immediate consequences
of the last theorem and describe the Fourier transform of the former.
L e m m a 3.2 (Corollary 1 ) Let V -\- c be any coset of any k-dimensional subspace V
of

, with c belonging to the nullspace of V , denoted V '. Then the characteristic

function %c(®) (which is equal to

1

on V-[-c and 0 elsewhere) has the Fourier transform

xi(w)=

where

is 0 unless wg = 0.

If we let c = 0 in the above corollary we have immediately
L e m m a 3.3 (Corollary 2 ) The characteristic function %y(æ) of a subspace V of
dimension k has the Fourier transform %y(w) = 2*“” on V' and 0 elsewhere.
The results so far presented stress the importance of the relationship between
fc-dimensional subspaces, their corresponding nuUspaces and their translation by
elements of the latter. CoroUary 2 is especiaUy interesting for our purposes since
it gives the Fourier transform of the characteristic function of a schema. Based on
the above results one can express (see e.g. [46] for details) the sum of f { x ) over a
coset y + c of y in terms of Walsh coefficients. Before embarking on more detailed
discussions on this issue, let us use the results explored in this section to shed some
Hght on the structure of some functions discussed in [21], which experimental evidence
suggests are difficult for optimisation by a GA.
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EXAM PLE 2
Consider the following function described in [21]:
f { x ) = V'liiioC®) + 2V'iiioi(æ) - SV'iioiiC»)
This function (in fact, a Walsh polynomial) has two special properties: (1) all
the non-zero terms in the polynomial are of the same order; and (2) there exists a
global optimum x' whose fitness receives a positive contribution from each term in
the polynomial [21].
Let V' be the subspace generated by {w | /*(w) ^ 0 } . It is easy to see that the
set {(1 ,1,1,1,0), (1 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,1 ), (1,1,0,1,1)} is of rank 3 (i.e. the 3 vectors are linearly
independent). V' is given by
{(0 , 0, 0 , 0 , 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 1), (0 , 0 , 1, 0 , 1), (0 , 0, 1, 1, 0),
( 1, 1, 0 , 0 , 0), ( 1, 1, 1, 1, 0 ), ( 1, 1, 1, 0 , 1), ( 1, 1, 0 , 1, 1)}

Note that the vectors (1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ) and (0,0,1 ,1 ,1 ) are orthogonal to every ele
ment of V ' . The subspace generated by these vectors is
V = {(0,0,0,0,0), (0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,1). (1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ), (1,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 )}
V being a subspace partitions Z® into 8 cosets.

Theorem 3.2 states that

all functions generated by the orthogonal set {"00;(®) | w E V' } are constant
on y-cosets.

Consider the coset of V

c where c = (0 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,1 ) and given

by {(0 ,1,0,1,1), (0,1,1,0, 0), (1 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ), (1,0,1,0,0)}.

An immediate calculation

shows that f { x) attains the value 6 for all the elements of this set. Incidentally, these
are all global optima, implying that f [ x ) has at least 4 of them.

3 .7

P o isso n S u m m a tio n T h e o r e m

According to Lechner [46] the Poisson Summation theorem is another important
property of Fourier transforms and plays a major role in the theory of group charac
ters. This theorem states that the average of a function’s values over a subgroup H of
the domain G may be computed by summing its Fourier transform over a convenient
group with suitable normalisation. It provides a convenient way to express schema
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averages in terms of the Walsh coefficients. As pointed out by Lechner it can be
appHed in more abstract domains than the one considered in this chapter.
T h e o re m 3.3 Poisson Summation Theorem (generalisation). I f V - \ - c i s a transla
tion of any subspace V of

of dimension 2^, whose nullspace is V ', and f is a real-

or complex-valued function on Z^, then

z /(*®c)= *z
2

xe v

wev'

()
1

The Poisson summation theorem establishes the relationship between sums on
subspaces of Z^ and those in the corresponding nuUspaces. Note that the effect of
the translation of the subspace is to multiply some of the Walsh coefficients by —1.
This happens whenever the number of Is covering the Is in c is odd.
In his thesis Bethke [8] derived the above result, namely the Poisson Summation
Theorem, by foUowing a different approach. He restricted his analysis to the case
when V

c was a schema. Our purpose here is to show that this result can be

embedded in a more general framework. By doing so we gain the immediate power
of generalisation. As pointed out by Lechner [46], the above result can be extended
to a direct sum of arbitrary cycUc groups. Thus this broadened foundation should be
capable of providing further extensions of the simple GA and new theoretical insights
about the domains for which their use should be most efficient. As an immediate
appUcation, we mention the analysis of deception (i.e. the study of the factors that
cause a GA to converge to a suboptimal solution) for non-binary alphabets, to which
the results provided by the analysis of deception on binary strings may be extended
in a straightforward way.
In the next section we review schema analysis in the Ught of the concepts discussed
above.

3.8

A p p lic a tio n s

RecaU that the order of a schema h, denoted as o(h), is the number of Is and Os in
h and that the definition length of h, which we shaU denote as di[h), is the distance
between the first and last defining p o sitio n s of h, i.e., those positions associated
with bound variables of h. Analogous definitions were given by Bethke [8] for a binary
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string in the following way: the order of a binary string s, denoted as

0 ( 5 ),

is the

number of Is in s and the definition length, denoted as di[s), is the distance between
the first and last Is in a.
His theorem 3.3.9 is a restatement of the generahsation of the Poisson Summation
Theorem (where the function / is replaced by u, the schema utihty), but the lack of
a more geometrical insight provided by subspaces and their corresponding nuUspaces
makes the interpretation of his results less intuitive. As a consequence of this theorem
he proved two coroUaries with im portant consequences. As an appUcation of the
concepts discussed so far, we shaU derive these results in what foUows.
L e m m a 3.4 CoroUary 3.3.10 (Bethke 1981). Let j be a binary string and h be any
schema. I f the order of j exceeds the order of h, then f *(j ) does not affect f (h) .
P r o o f of L e m m a 3.4 Note that o(h) = n — o{(3) = o[p). Therefore, the hypothesis
forces o(j) > o[fi) which implies that j ^

since it cannot be spanned by the

unit vectors of V^. Consequently f*{j) does not contribute to the sum expressed in
equation ( 1 ).
L e m m a 3.5 Corollary 3.3.11 (Bethke 1981). Let j be a binary string and h be any
schema. I f the definition length of j exceeds the definition length of h, then f { h) does
not depend on f*{j).
P r o o f o f L e m m a 3.5 Let dj{j) be the distance between the first and last Os in the
string j . Note that di(j) = di(j) for any string j and di{h) = djfp). It follows by the
hypothesis that di{j) > di(h) = di{p) = di(fi); in other words, j cannot be spanned by
the unit vectors ofVp that is, j

Therefore f*{j) does not contribute to f (h) .

Based on the above coroUaries Bethke [8] suggested that if the Walsh coefiicients
f*{j) decrease rapidly with increasing order and definition length, then the location
of the optimum may be predicted by those schemata with definition length no greater
than m, and hence the function may possibly be easy for the GA to optimise.
The above results are very im portant because they provide some conditions that
a function should have in order to have at least the chance of being searched successfuUy by a G A. One is therefore led to consider classes of functions th at obey the
conditions expressed in the above coroUaries. The foUowing theorem and example
(quoted from [43]) iUustrate the rapid convergence of Walsh expansions of smooth
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analytic functions and gives an idea of how fast the Walsh coefficients decrease for
smooth analytical functions.
T h e o re m 3.4 For any function f{x), x G [0,1], having a continuous q-th derivative,
the coefficients /*(w) of its expansion in a series of Walsh functions with index weight
q satisfy the inequality

where f ^ ^ \ x ) denotes the q-th derivative of f [x) .

EXAM PLE 3
Consider f { x) = sin(27ræ) {x G [0,1]), The maximum coefficient of index weight
10 is given by
maæa.e[o,i]|5m^°27ra;| = (27 t)^°,

and hence by theorem 3.4,
X ( 2 , ) " < 2 x IQ -" .
We hasten to point out that theorem 3.4 and the example by no means guarantee
the complete success of a G A search on a smooth analytical function (a fact already
recognised by Bethke [8])“*. A high-order schema wiU receive contributions from a
very large number of Walsh coefficients (as can he seen from equation (1)). From the
point of view of the analysis considered in this thesis one should (whenever possible)
estabhsh conditions on a given class of functions that are ultimately checked by
the Poisson Summation Formula in order to have some guarantee of success for the
optimisation exercise. Unfortunately, this may itself be a very difficult task due to
the calculations involved.
^It would be interesting to have a similar result relating the derivatives of f{x) and Walsh
coefficients with a given definition length. However, to the author’s knowledge no such results exist.
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3.9

D e c e p tio n an d d ifficu lt p r o b le m s for a G A

There is a variety of reasons of why a GA can fail to converge to a global optimum.
Most prominent among them are poorly-chosen parameter values, prem ature conver
gence, samphng noise and the function being such that the algorithm converges to
wrong areas of the search space in the initial iterations (for further details see [51]).
In much the same way as above, one may be interested to understand what are the
characteristics of a function that make this function difficult for genetic optimisation.
As argued by Bethke [8], if the GA fixes the wrong genes early in the search, it is Hkely
to concentrate its exploration efforts in the wrong part of the search space and miss
the optima. Bethke used the Walsh-Schema transform to construct functions that
mislead the GA. The rationale behind his approach was to choose Walsh coefficients so
that short, low-order schemata had relatively low average fitness. He then proceeded
to choose other coefficients in order to force the global optimum to be contained
in them. Liepins and Vose [51] have extended Bethke’s results by showing how to
construct fully deceptive functions for binary alphabets on strings of arbitrary length.
Much of the discussions of difficult problems for a GA has been centred on the
notion of deception. Recall from definition 2 in chapter 2 that two distinct schemata
h and h' are said to be c o m p e tin g s c h e m a ta if they have the same set of defining
positions. Alternatively, two schemata are said to be competing if they have the same
order, with *’s in the same positions and different fixed bits [51]. Using this definition
one can sometimes state some conditions on the Walsh coefficients to check whether
a given function is easy (or deceptive) for a GA. We give an illustration of this in the
next example, which was suggested in [51].

EXAM PLE 4
Following Liepins and Vose, let h and h' be two competing schemata such that
for all bounded variables

h[ =

0

^

hi =

0

. This implies that the coset leader

associated with h, i.e, c, has a zero entry whenever the corresponding entry in the
coset leader associated with h \ i.e., c is 0. Since we suppose that the schemata are
competing, there must be at least one zero entry in c whose corresponding entry in
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c is 1. The difference between the corresponding schema averages is [using (1)]
iT

f{h) - f{h') = 2“ y :
uev'

r(w)[(-ir - (-ir i

If we suppose further th at /*(w) = 0 when 1 <

o(lj)

< o{h) and if /*(w) > 0

when o{lj) = 1, then the above argument guarantees that f { h) > f { h ). Therefore
[( —1)"*^^ —( —

] will be positive for at least one w, and f {h) > f { h ).

Note th at competing schemata are different cosets of the same subspace. For
optimisation purposes it is im portant th at the GA will be led eventually to explore
areas th at contain an optimum. When this does not happen the GA is misled and
the function (or problem) is called deceptive for obvious reasons.
D efin itio n 8 [51] Let f be a function with global optima at {%*,...}. f is d e cep tiv e
of order m iff there exists x 0 {%*,...} such that when h and h! are competing schemata
of order not greater than m , x £ h

f {h) > f { h ).

We should stress that the characterisation of / always includes the particular
encoding of the domain space. In this sense the above definitions should be used
with caution, since a function can be deceptive with one particular encoding while it
need not be so with a different one.
The issue of how difficult or hard a problem is for a GA has become increasingly
im portant as GAs are applied to ever more diverse types of problems [21]. Some re
searchers such as Goldberg [29] have constructed high-order deceptive functions from
low-order Walsh coefficients. Both his work and that of Forrest and Mitchell [21]
were motivated by surprising results found by R. Tanese in her dissertation (as re
ported by Forrest and Mitchell) when she examined a class of functions that seemed
to contradict Bethke’s analysis and which, therefore, might have cast doubts on the
assumptions of the Schema Theorem (from which Bethke’s analysis is developed).
Goldberg’s results, however, rely on the use of Walsh coefficients of arbitrary def
inition length. Hence, they do not respect Corollary 3.3.11. W ith regard to the
functions studied by Forrest and Mitchell [21] we have shown in example 2 that they
may possess a peculiar nature, i.e. with the search space possibly partitioned into
several sets on each one of which the function attains a constant value. Also, the
low-order coefficients are all zero and hence by Bethke’s argument the GA may fail
to concentrate its efforts in good areas of the search space early in the run, or even
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fail to use any information or correct correlation to guide the search. This explana
tion is in Hne with Forrest and Mitchell’s conclusions, where they identified another
major cause for the GA’s difficulty on Tanese’s functions, namely the high degree of
overlap among significant loci, which may cause most of them to be correlated [21].
In this particular set of functions such correlations appear to be detrimental to the
G A performance.
One may enquire to what extent do these functions serve as good models for func
tions occurring in real-world appHcations. But the experiments serve to emphasise
the point that, without a careful analysis about the characteristics of a given prob
lem domain, a GA may fail consistently when used to explore it. The main focus of
this thesis is to design systems in such a way that they can be explored efficiently
by a GA. AU other things being equal, Bethke’s results currently remain the best
guidelines with which to pursue this goal. One should also aim (when possible) to
have a design that is balanced, i.e. where no particular feature can be dominant in
the overaU performance. Otherwise some candidate solutions might receive a much
higher fitness and could take over the entire population in just a few generations,
often with many undesirable genes “hitchhiking” along with those that do contribute
effectively to the overaU performance. In general, however, the choice of features for
a proposed system depends on the designer and hence their appropriateness may only
be checked at an experimental level.
As a final remark, note that the Poisson Summation Theorem apphes to any
subspace V of Z^. Given a function and its corresponding encoding, it is natural to
enquire (in case it proves to be difficult for a GA search) what sort of transformations
on the domain would render it fuUy easy. Since hnear transformations map Hnear
subspaces to Hnear subspaces, they form a nice candidate set of transformations with
which to examine this issue. The topic is explored in more detail in chapter 5.

3 .1 0

S u m m a ry

We have examined schema analysis from a broader viewpoint provided by group
theoretic concepts, and have shown the equivalence of the results provided by this
framework with results derived elsewhere that are regarded as significant in GA re
search. As pointed out in [46], the above proofs could easily be extended to a direct
sum of arbitrary cycHc groups. Thus this broadened foundation should be capable of
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providing further extensions of the simple GA and new theoretical insights concerning
the domains for which their use should be most efficient. In the appendix we extend
the results discussed in this chapter to any non-binary alphabet.

Chapter 4
Epîstasîs and Genetic A lgorithm s
This chapter examines the concept of epistasis which is often used in in
form al discussions about the behaviour of GAs. As a means to quantify it
in a suitable measure and relate to Walsh analysis, we use the framework
developed in previous chapters and address the concept of epistasis vari
ance as suggested by Davidor. We show that this concept is not capable of
complete discrimination between functions that are easy and difficult for
genetic optimisation. As a result of this exploration we describe explicitly
a whole class of functions that occur in some signal processing applica
tions, which can exhibit high degrees of nonlinearity and yet belong to the
class of fully easy functions.

4.1

M o tiv a tio n s

In previous chapters we saw how the connection between the Walsh transform
and schemata enabled Bethke to state some conditions under which a function would
be easy for a GA to explore. Despite the promising nature of the overall approach,
Bethke’s analysis was not intended as a practical tool for use in deciding whether any
given problem would be hard or easy for the GA. This follows from the observation
that the computation of the Walsh coefficients requires evaluating the function being
explored in its argument space - which, in general, is an infeasible operation (and it
would be completely ineffective if the sole purpose of genetic search were to search for
the global optimum!). Moreover, the analysis is restricted to representations of fixed
length, which prevents its appHcation to domains where more flexible representations
are adopted [16].
The above discussion brings to light several important issues:
1. Can we find a simple alternative to assess quickly the possible difficulty a GA
win face when confronted with a particular problem?
2. Can we state different conditions from those already explored by Bethke for the
suitabihty of a particular domain for genetic search?
3. Can we devise a simple measure to discuss the above issues?
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As GAs draw inspiration from the principles of genetic variation and natural
selection, it is also of interest to examine the theoretical results derived by Bethke
with respect to those already explored in the fields of genetics and population genetics.
This might offer some insights to guide the eventual understanding of why evolution
takes place in natural organisms.
On the other hand, it is quite natural to expect that concepts derived in classical
genetics should have an immediate appeal for appHcation in the analysis of GAs as
well, even if that is done in a Hmited way.

4 .2

E p ista sis

One of the concepts most often referred to in discussions of convergence issues
for GAs is th at of ep istasis. According to Kempthorne [44] the term epistasis was
introduced by Bateson in 1908 to describe the situation when there are two loci and
the genes of one locus suppress the effect of genes at the other locus. Rieger et al. [73]
define epistasis as “a form of gene interaction whereby one gene interferes with the
phenotype^ expression of another nonaUeHc gene (or genes), so that the phenotype
is determined effectively by the former and not by the latter when both genes occur
together in the genotype”. They point out that in population and quantitative ge
netics, the term epistasis is sometimes used to refer to all nonallehc gene interactions.
Davidor [16] argues that epistasis is used to describe the situation where one gene
pair masks or modifies the expression of another gene pair. According to him, when
the epistasis of a chromosome is said to be high, it means that the expression of many
genes is dependent on the presence (or absence) of other genes.
It is a known fact in population genetics (see for example [15]) that changes in the
allele frequencies either by random drift or isolation can lead to local differentiation
of populations. In both these cases gene frequencies are usually changed in an erratic
way.

It is thus of interest to consider the systematic changes brought about by

selection mechanisms. Here it is natural to consider the changes in the proportion of
the alleles in successive generations.

^According to the Oxford Dictionary a phenotype is a set of observable characteristics of an
individual or group as determined by its genotype and environment.
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The rate at which selection changes any property of a population depends on
how much genetic variabiHty for this property exists in the given population [15]. To
simpHfy the discussion let us suppose that this is caused by the presence of a given
allele. The difference between the average fitness of the population having a given
property, and average fitness of the entire population is an im portant parameter,
and is known as the av erag e excess of the corresponding allele.

Note th at the

average excess is the amount by which the weighted fitness of individuals containing
a given allele exceeds that of the population as a whole [15]. Therefore one should
expect that the rate of change of a given allele should be proportional to its average
excess. In a remarkable result Fisher showed that if one considered the variance
of the average excesses (otherwise known as the a d d itiv e g e n e tic v arian ce) it
would be possible to predict the increase in mean fitness in any generation. In this
way, he showed th at natural selection picks out the additive genetic component and
changes the population mean in proportion to the variance of this component^ [15].
This is rendered even more remarkable by the fact that natural selection is acting on
phenotypic differences of the individuals rather than on the genes themselves.
The above discussion motivates the idea that interactions between different loci
that are additive can be explored efficiently by natural selection. Whenever nonad
ditive effects between loci occur, the general pattern is much more compUcated to
predict. The variance attributable to interlocus nonadditivity is called the e p ista tic
v a ria n ce and plays an im portant role in the analysis of quantitative traits in quan
titative genetics. Therefore, it seems to be a natural candidate to help in further
understanding of how GAs work.
Note how the mere introduction of the concept of epistasis shifts part of the em
phasis of the optimisation exercise from the question of whether a particular domain
is suitable for genetic search to one th at examines whether a given representation of
a problem promotes an efficient search by a GA [16]. Despite its importance and its
widespread use in informal discussions, epistasis has proven to be rather elusive to
quantify.
Recently, however, Davidor [16] has suggested the use of epistasis variance as a
simple and computationally effective measure to discriminate between functions that
are easy or difficult for genetic search. The rationale behind his idea is that GAs seem

^It is important to note that the average excess of an allele is not a constant, since it depends
on the relative frequency of individuals in a given population.
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to be a worthwhile alternative to other methods such as gradient methods when the
search spaces are complex and nonlinear enough to preclude the appHcabihty of the
latter®.
According to this interpretation, only certain degrees of nonlinearity enable a GA
search to exhibit relatively efficient behaviour. In some cases the amount of nonhnearity even diminishes their performance. As discussed above, a key point in the GA
search is the representation issue since GAs do not “see” the problem domain. Be
cause of this, the question of whether a certain representation of a problem promotes
an efficient GA is a highly im portant one [16]. The amount of interdependency among
the representation elements is an im portant source of information for that issue. To
help in reasoning about such interactions, the concept of epistasis is borrowed from
natural genetics.
Basically, in our context, epistasis measures the mutual interaction of different
elements of a representation. In some circumstances this can lead to better alterna
tives in the search space. In others it can produce less fit alternatives resulting from
the combination of alternatives with higher fitness. An im portant point to bear in
mind is th at, according to the above argument, if we know the representation’s epis
tasis then we may possibly be able to predict the efficiency of a GA search in that
domain. For example, if a representation contains very Ht tie or no epistasis, then
any individual element is almost or entirely unaffected by the value of the remaining
elements. At the other extreme, if the representation is highly epistatic, then unless
a uniquely fit combination of values is found in some single GA step, no substantial
improvements in fitness can be expected. Here one’s general intuition may suggest
that neither extreme is natural territory for GAs.
These considerations raise the question of the problem domains for which a GA
search is most suitable. Any clarification of this question or the mathematical tools
with which it can be attacked is therefore likely to be very helpful in improving our
understanding of the appHcabihty of GA methods. As suggested by Davidor [16],

^The term “linear” deserves a more precise explanation. Consider the subset of Walsh functions
with indices of order 1. These functions are also known as Radem acher functions [43]. It is
possible to prove that any Walsh function can be expressed as a product of Rademacher functions.
In other words, the set of Walsh functions is the multiplicative closure of the set of Rademacher
functions [43]. Throughout this thesis a function will be regarded as linear if it can be expanded as
a linear combination of Rademacher functions. In a sense, linearity here is related to the simplest
decomposition of a given function in terms of its argument variables (see e.g. Example 1 in this
chapter).
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if “epistasis could be calculated for a given representation, then it would offer an
im portant yardstick of its suitability to a GA”.
Davidor [16] points to the connection between epistasis, Fisher’s Theorem (to be
discussed briefly in section 4.6.1), and the use of a linear decomposition as a means
to measure the amount of nonhnearity (in terms of gene interaction) embedded in a
given representation. However, Davidor fails to put his results in perspective to those
derived by Bethke by suggesting (p. 118):
There are possibly other methods besides the Walsh functions by means
of which the suitabihty of a representation can be assessed. We propose
. . . a different approach to the suitabihty and apphcabihty aspect.
The aim of this chapter is first to address all the above issues partly by showing
exphcitly how several quantities of interest in Davidor’s proposal are related and
by expressing them in terms of the framework provided by Walsh-function analysis.
In this way we provide a bridge from Davidor’s work to Bethke’s results. Also we
show exphcitly th at contrary to Davidor’s assumptions: (i) there exist functions
th at are highly epistatic with respect to the proposed epistasis measure and are
easy for G A exploration, and ( m) there exist functions that possess a large degree of
nonhnearity and yet are easy for genetic search. It is im portant to emphasise that
these functions are non trivial and not artificial, e.g. they could weU occur in some
pattern-recognition problems.
In order to give maximum clarity to our observations, we use mathematical rather
than intuitive arguments, with appropriate notation. This approach seems unavoid
able if we are to obtain a framework where the above concepts can be discussed,
criticised and extended objectively. However, to improve the readabihty of the chap
ter we transfer as much technical detail as is practicable to the final section (4.8).

4 .3

E p ista sis varian ce

In this section we review epistasis variance [16] in terms of the concepts devel
oped in previous chapters. We begin this process by calculating schema averages for
low-order schemata. As a means to provide a common language in which to com
pare epistasis variance and schema analysis, we recall the definitions provided by
Davidor [16].
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Let 3 be a string of length n. The ith position in s is referred to as the zth locus of
s. The allele at locus i is the value that the ith element in s assumes. The average
allele value for allele h at locus i, denoted Ai{b), is the average value of f{ x ) when
Si = b.
Let hbi = ( * * * . . . * 6 * . . . *) be a schema where b at position z, i E {1, • • •, n}, is
the only fixed variable (which can assume either the value 0 or 1). It follows that

^,(6) = 1 /2 " -' E / ( » ® <=).
xEV
where V = {x Ç:

: Xi = 0} and c = ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 6, 0 , . . . , 0). It is an immediate

consequence of Poisson Summation Formula that

= (/*(0) + (-1)V *(2'-'))

(1)

It is easy to see from the definition of the Walsh transform pair that /*(0) is equal
to / , the average fitness value. Substituting this fact in (1) gives

{-ly
Davidor [16] defines the excess allele v alue for allele b at locus i as Xi(b) =
Ai{b) — f . From the above discussion we see that
L e m m a 4.1 The excess allele value for allele b = 0 at locus i is given by the Walsh
coefficient

.

The excess genic value, the genic value, and the epistasis of a string s are given
by the following expressions:

t=l

The epistasis variance, aj, the fitness variance,

and the genic variance,

are

defined as:

T? = 1/2"

E

aeZ”-

^'(4,

<^1

=

1/2"

E

- / ) '.

= 1/2"

E

aeZ”-

^ '( 4

.
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A simple calculation shows that %*(0) = —%*(!) from which it follows that

n » )=

(

t=i

2

)

We use this relation in the following results:
Lem m a 4.2 The genic variance is given by

(0).

Lem m a 4.3
<rl = 1/2" E
aeZ^

■

W ith the above results and definitions it is easy to see that the difference between
the fitness variance and the genic variance is the epistasis variance. We state this
result in the following way:
T heorem 4.1 Let cr^ he the fitness variance, cr\ the genic variance and cr^ the epis
tasis variance. Then, o'l = o’l

•

The above result shows that the variance of fitness can be accounted for by two
possible causes, namely the genic and the epistasis variances. Our main interest is to
find a suitable measure for prediction of possible difficulty a genetic search would have
on a given problem. Also, we are interested in comparing performances of a given
genetic algorithm on different examples. The following definition therefore provides
a normalised way to compare epistasis in different functions.
D efinition 9 The proportion of epistasis

is given by Pe =

Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 give us a way to express the genic variance in terms of
the Walsh coefficients of f {x). To describe the fitness variance in terms of the Walsh
coefficients we first expand the fitness variance in the following way:

<t I = 1/2" e ' (/(» = )- f f = 1/2" E a ' ( ' ) - 2 / ( * ) / + f ) = 1/2" ' e
x=0

x=0

x=0

/'( » ) - P

Using Parseval’s Theorem and noting that /*(0) = / , we can rewrite the above
expression as

W=1
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From these results the following fact is easy to derive:
T h e o re m 4.2 Let f {x) be a given fitness function making up a transform pair with
Then the proportion of epistasis of f { x) is established by the expression

P —1_

1

4 .3 .1

w

))

^ 2 " -i / fu./ \\2

(o\

I n te r p r e ta tio n

If we consider a given function as a signal, equation (3) shows that if most of the
power of the signal is in the linear components then the proportion of epistasis is low.
Hence, according to the above discussion, it would follow th at such a function should
be easy for a GA to optimise. It also offers a possible alternative to deal with the
cases when this does not happen. Consider for instance the case where most of the
power of a signal is in a set of nonhnear components. If it would be possible to find
some transformation on the search space such that it would induce a permutation
of the Walsh coefficients of highest values and the linear Walsh coefficients, then the
proportion of epistasis would be reduced and an easier problem for genetic search
would possibly result. This motivates the search for transformations that permute
the Walsh coefficients, a topic which will be addressed in chapter 5.
The discussions presented in this and previous chapters seem to indicate that a
general pattern is emerging with regard to the design of architectures suitable for a
G A to explore efficiently. One can be tem pted to find a set of parameters, encode them
in any way that seems convenient, run the GA and “see” the results. If the results
are promising (according to whatever means one uses to judge them), they may well
be pointing to interesting unforeseen possibilities. If they are not, the designer may
reassess his encoding, try new genetic operators (which would probably be tailored
to his particular application) or new explanations based on epistatic effects of the
representation he has employed. The latter approach would be difficult in practice,
since a good description of the search would be needed. The previous paragraph may
offer an interesting alternative if it can be accompHshed. Here one would require the
GA to search also for a good encoding of the parameters.
A third alternative is to base the design on a conservative approach that would
increase the chances of producing good architectures without too many risks. Recall
that all alternative theoretical approaches currently available seem to agree that if
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a function can be decomposed into a sum of independent functions such that each
can be explored efficiently through a G A, then the chances are that the original
function will also be explored efficiently. This is by no means an absolute rule of
success, since other effects such as premature convergence could lead the algorithm
to a local optimum. However, since the same phenomena could occur with other
different parametrisations, it stands as the best available design guideline to follow
and is the alternative that we shall try to explore in this thesis. We next illustrate
the ideas discussed in the previous sections with a few examples.

EXAM PLE 1
Consider an arbitrary /-bit, linear function, as given in Goldberg (1989b):
I
f ( x ) = b -^-'^a iX i
t=i
where Xi G [0,1]. The Walsh coefficients are given (according to Goldberg) by the
following expression:

ru) =

b + 1/2 E L i “• if i = 0
f
iij
0

=

otherwise

It is immediate to see that the substitution of the above values in equation (3)
results in Pe = 0 as expected.

EXAM PLE 2
Consider next the minimal deceptive problem as given in [28]^. As shown by
Goldberg, although conceived to be deceptive a minimal deceptive problem can still
converge to the correct optimum and is therefore not considered as hard for GAs.
The following conditions express the relation between the Walsh coefficients for a
minimal deceptive problem [28] (where for clarity of exposition we define w* = /*(%)):

^The minimal deceptive problem is the smallest possible deceptive problem that can exist. The
distinction between type-I and type-II is related to whether /(O l) > /(OO) or /(OO) > /(O l) and
can be appreciated better with a geometrical picture of the respective functions as shown in [28].
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Wi > 0

and

W2 + Wg > 0 for a type-I minimal deceptive problem or,
wg 4- wg < 0 for a type-II minimal deceptive problem
In both the above cases, the proportion of epistasis is given by the following
equation:

uj2

o;g

It is easy to see from the above conditions that

< 1.

EXAM PLE 3
Finally, consider the following functions (given in [93]) where the first is a type-II
minimal deceptive problem and the second a type-I minimal deceptive problem:
type-II
string Fitness
4
00
01
3
1
10
5
11

ty]p e l
string Fitness
4
00
01
3
5
10
11
1

The proportion of epistasis for the first case is 71.5% while for the second it is
25.7%, which is a much easier problem than the first one.
Although simple, the above examples may suggest that Pe is indeed a good index
to measure whether a given problem is difficult for genetic optimisation. That this is
often not the case is shown in the next sections.

4 .4

H ig h e p ista sis d o es n o t im p ly G A -D ifflcu lt

Consider the following function defined in a 2n-dimensional space:

/(®) =

i=0

“ ®2t 0 X2i+l).
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where all operations except 0 are done in real arithmetic. Evidently f { x) has its
highest values whenever pairs of bits are equal. We want to obtain the Walsh expres
sion of f{x). First note that i f x , y G {0,1}, æ ©y = x-\-y —2xy, where the operations
on the right-hand side involve real arithmetic. Also note th at Walsh expansions can
be obtained from polynomial expansions over {0,1} by the substitution:

yi = l - 2xi,
where y* E {—1, +!}• Using these facts, / can be expanded in the following way:

f {y) = 1/2 è
1=0

+ 1/2 è Ci3/2iÿ2i+i

(4)

1=0

We remark th at (4) contains no terms with Walsh functions whose indices are
powers of i. Thus it follows immediately from (3) that f { x ) is fuUy epistatic, i.e.,
Pc = 1- If we make the substitution Z{ = 2/2i2/2i+i, then / is expressed as a hnear
function of the components of z - an n-dimensional vector. It is a known fact [51]
th at such functions are easy for genetic search. The point is that crossover can easily
combine the best pairs, and thus make f {x) easy for genetic search. As pointed out
by Davidor [16], the Hmitation of epistasis variance is th at it cannot differentiate
between different orders of nonhnearity. As a final comment we should hke to add
th at f { x) is not a particularly abstract example or one with ht tie practical relevance,
since it could weU be an embedded component of some simple pattern-recognition
problem.

4 .5

N o n lin ea r p ro b lem s ca n b e fu lly e a sy

The results presented in the previous sections indicate that there are levels of
interaction that cannot be discriminated by the simple epistasis measure. Unfortu
nately, a generahsation of the ideas discussed in this chapter to encompass all possible
undesirable epistatic effects seems to be much more comphcated.
From most of the relevant discussions of GA-based computations in the hterature
(e.g. see [8] and [51]) it is possible to gain the impression that problems that are fuUy
easy are basically hnear or have dominant features that are hnear (although, to be fair,
we have to mention that Liepins and Vose [51] also consider monotone polynomials.
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i.e. polynomials having all coefficients of like sign). For people interested in problem
solving techniques as manifested in nature, this may be read as a pessimistic message
about GAs.
It seems somewhat ironic that the only reported results of easy problems explored
by a technique that was introduced exactly to explore complex search spaces are
related to Hnear or very smooth functions. It would be desirable therefore to examine
whether there exist examples of easy functions that are intrinsically nonfinear.
We subsume all the above points in the following questions;
1. Is the degree of nonhnearity present in a given representation a necessary condi
tion for the possible inefficiency of a GA in processing a particular appHcation?
2. Can we find examples of functions that are highly nonfinear and yet are easy
for genetic search?
Note that the building-block hypothesis (discussed in section 2.5) requires only
that the low-order schemata should be able to point towards the optimum. Provided
that this happens, a function may have a very large amount of nonfinear components
and yet may be easy for a GA to optimise.
Consider for example a function such that all

Walsh coefficients in its corre

sponding expansion are of like sign, which we assume for simplicity to be positive®.
Let hi and /i2 be two competing schemata each of dimension 2* with 0 G ^i. Then

/(fei) - f(h-2)= 2‘ x : (1 - ( - i M ) / * ( « ) .
U/6V'
and since cg has at least one entry not equal to zero the last expression is always
greater than zero. Thus / should be easy for a GA to optimise.
Next note that the Convolution Theorem (described in section 3.5) states that
the Walsh coefficients of the convolution of two functions are equal to the product
of the coefficients of the individual expansions. Let /( .) be a function whose Walsh
expansion does not include any Hnear coefficients equal to zero.
a u to c o rre la tio n function be defined as Df ( x) = Y!,z

Let its d yadic

© æ), where z ranges

^We can in principle relax the hypothesis by requiring that all Walsh coefficients corresponding
to the linear components (i.e. with o(w) = 1) should be greater than zero and f*{to) > 0 otherwise.
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over the entire domain of the search space®. It follows from the above discussion that
all the linear Walsh coefficients of D / are positive. We express the consequence as
follows:
C o n je c tu re 4.1 Dyadic autocorrelations may he easy for genetic optimisation.
It is im portant to note that the dyadic autocorrelation can exhibit wide oscillations
and be very nonlinear. Hence they offer a counter-example to the question posed at
the beginning of this section. Moreover, by the same arguments as above, if two
functions are such th at corresponding Walsh coefficients have exactly the same sign
and all Hnear coefficients are nonzero, then their convolution should be easy for genetic
search. The above discussion may illuminate some recent comments by Schaffer et
al. in [80] (p. 443), who in connection with the design of multipHerless filters point
out:
. . . that GAs can solve these cascaded designs at all is somewhat surprising
given the extreme amount of epistasis that must be introduced by the
convolution of the coefficients (genes) (Davidor 1991).

4 .6

D isc u ssio n

It would be interesting at this stage to contrast the results obtained above with
those explored in population genetics.

This comparison not only illuminates the

motivation for introducing the concepts discussed in this chapter but aims to put
them (and those obtained by Bethke [8]) in perspective to those already known in
genetics. It must be said, however, th at the analysis pursued by the latter always
considers a very large (sometimes infinite) population, as opposed to the practical
consideration of relying on finite and small populations in the appHcation of GAs.

4 .6 .1

T h e F u n d a m e n ta l T h e o r e m o f N a tu r a l S e le c tio n

W ith no recombination and under selection, the Fundamental Theorem of N at
ural Selection (also known as Fisher’s Theorem) states that the average fitness of a

®The use of autocorrelation functions within the engineering area is fairly standard, and Harmuth [31] presents a typical discussion of some applications.
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population increases from generation to generation (see [36] for details). A standard
interpretation for this theorem (following [15]) is:
The relative (geometric) rate of increase in mean fitness in any generation
is approximately proportional to the additive genetic variance of fitness
at that time,
Fisher’s Theorem not only provides a good motivation for evolutionary techniques
such as GAs, but also gives some suggestion on how to monitor the progress of
mean fitness in a given population.

The latter fact serves as a good motivation

for the introduction of the concepts explored in this chapter. However, when the
recombination rate is not zero the above theorem does not hold [36], In fact if
the fitness function depends on more than one locus, the Fundamental Theorem of
Natural Selection need not be valid. For some special cases, though, it is possible to
prove th at the average fitness does increase. This happens, for instance, if the fitness
depends additively upon the contribution of the loci [36], Therefore, the idea that
linear functions (or Hnear-dominated functions) should be easy for genetic search has
some support from the mathematical treatm ents in classical genetics.
It is particularly pleasing to see how a seemingly different approach such as Walsh
analysis provides the same conclusions. So it is natural to advocate the use of tech
niques similar to those appHed in classical genetics (e,g, epistasis variance) to help
in the discrimination of the domains suitable for GAs,
Some words of caution are necessary,

Fisher’s Theorem is appHcable on a

generation-to-generation basis. Hence, it does not follow that the additive genetic
variance at the first generation will give all the necessary information to assess the
increase in mean fitness in successive generations.

4 .6 .2

T h e F u n d a m e n ta l T h e o r e m o f G e n e tic A lg o r ith m s
an d s t a tic a n a ly sis

In the same way as with Fisher’s Theorem, the Schema Theorem is only directly
appHcable to a single generational cycle [30] and hence should be used with great care.
In fact, Grefenstette [30] emphasises strongly the recommendation that efforts should
be made to divert the emphasis from static analysis of functions to the dynamics
of GAs, Recent steps in this direction have appeared, most notably in the work
of Vose and coworkers (e,g, [63, 91]), These studies estabhsh an exact model for
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real GAs in the form of a Markov chain and relate the trajectory followed by finite
populations to the evolutionary path predicted by an infinité-population model. They
also show that at least in the infinite population case, GAs should not be thought of
as global optimisers, due to the fact th at populations can get trapped in some local
basin of attraction. For large finite populations, Vose and Nix were able to prove
that the evolutionary path of a real GA follows very closely, with large probabiHty
and for a long period of time, the path that is predicted by the infinité-population
model. Moreover in [91] it is proved that a real GA will (with large probabiHty)
asymptotically arrive at that local minimum having the largest basin of attraction.
Although we welcome and recognise the broad impHcation of these results, an
analysis such as the one above is out of the scope of this thesis, and in the opinion of
the author it may seem difficult at this stage to envisage immediate practical gains
to be made through it.
One of the purposes of this thesis is to build structures that can be tailored to
efficient exploration by a GA. It is of particular interest in this work to use the
current best theoretical results as guidehnes (even in an informal way) for such a
task. It is im portant to emphasise that we are not trying to solve any problem to
optimafity using a GA approach. We would be happy if we could. W hat we are aiming
for is to explore design issues for general agent architectures in distributed artificial
inteUigence (DAI) such that they “do a good job” and serve as an initial framework for
building more complex architectures. We also want to use this approach to advance
the understanding of important issues related to DAI, in particular with respect to
the Pursuit Problem (as introduced in section 6.5).
It is gratifying to note that this has been accompHshed (as we shall show in later
chapters) by basing the design guideHnes on the “culture” or “general sense” provided
by the theoretical investigations. Unfortunately we cannot claim to have any formal
technical derivations to prove that they would work in general. However, the fact that
the informal use of these ideas proved to be successful for the problems studied in
this thesis may demonstrate experimentally that DAI can profit from the appHcation
of GAs as experimental tools to assist the design of different architectures.
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4 .7

S u m m a ry

We have explored epistasis variance as suggested by Davidor [16], using the con
cepts developed in previous chapters. We have shown in section 4.4 that it is not
a fine discriminator of functions that are easy or difficult for genetic search, by ex
hibiting a function that is indeed easy for GAs to explore and which exhibits a high
degree of epistasis according to the epistasis measure. In section 4.5 we have described
exphcitly a whole class of functions th at are of relevance in some signal-processing
appHcations, which can exhibit high degrees of nonhnearity and yet belong to the
class of fuUy easy functions.
Several points about our analysis should be stressed. We have used the field’s
standard practice of evaluating a schema by averaging the payoff-function (fitness)
value of strings that are contained in the schema. We recognise the hmitations of
this approach. For example, in practical appHcations the population is finite and
this introduces a large amount of noise in the samphng process and therefore in
the relations between the different variances. Further, our analysis does not take
into account those cases where the fitness function varies because the environment
in which the “genes” exist is not static and changes with time. However, the usual
practice in theoretical genetics (e.g. [44]) is to express such changes by adding other
variance terms to those that are given above. (This would compHcate the formal
treatm ent in Theorem 4.1 etc., but leave the basic hne of reasoning unchanged).
Our intention is not to study the variance of fitness of individual schemata, but
to explain the variance of a given function in terms of variances related to a hnear
regression on th at original function, i.e. to adopt a point of view that is more intu
itively related to typical statements of optimisation problems in nature. However, the
exploration conducted in this chapter suggests th at this is not the only class of prob
lems suitable for GA optimisation. Essential non-hnearity of a problem, whether in
nature or as a theoretical exercise, does not automatically rule out GAs as potentially
valuable tools for optimisation.
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4 .8

P ro o fs

P r o o f o f L e m m a 4.2.

<^1

=

l/2 " E .€ Z .^ ’“(^) = l/2" {E .ez«E ;;i= i(-l)*‘-*'''^i(0)Xi(0)}

=

l / 2" { E .e z » E ?= i

Xm +
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The last term on the right-hand side is equal to zero since for a particular pair i^ j
where i ^ j , the number of positive contributions is equal to the number of negative
ones. The first term is equal to 2"X)?=i

(0) (q.e.d.). □

P r o o f o f L e m m a 4.3.

=
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where in the above derivation we have made use of equation 2 and Lemma 4.2. □
P r o o f o f T h e o re m 4.1.
Note th at f ( s ) — f = e(s) -f %(a). Therefore,

=

1/2” E , e z » ( / W - / T = l /2 ” E,EZ»(eW + ^ W r

=
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By noting that e(a)X(a) = f { s ) X( s ) — X^{s) + f X { s ) , and Y, b£Z^

= 0, substi

tuting these facts in the last expression and using Lemma 4.2 we obtain the desired
result immediately (q.e.d.). □

Chapter 5
Representation Issues and Linear
Transformations
The description of the previous chapters emphasises the “representa
tion problem” and the importance of finding representations which allow
schemata to capture regularities and correlations that can he explored suc
cessfully by a GA. This chapter exploits the possibility of subjecting the
representation itself to adaptation. The discussion is restricted to the set
of linear transformations but may point to several problems to be faced
when a similar approach is attempted in general. It also presents experi
ments with an alternative approach based on ideas derived from genetics,
which may suggest future viable extensions of the basic algorithm.

5.1

In tr o d u c tio n

Since GAs have met with considerable success in many reported applications,
one may wonder whether the failures reported (or merely hinted at) in others could
not be due to an unfortunate choice of representation. If one considers the space
of representations as a search space where one particular point corresponds to a
particular chosen encoding, it is natural to conceive the possibihty of using a GA to
search th at space for a good representation for the problem in hand. This could offer
an extremely attractive possibihty to explore difficult and yet poorly-understood
problems.

So far, this area has remained basically unpopulated with theoretical

results, probably because of lack of a systematic approach.
One may wonder about the possibihty of making something more systematic and
useful th at sheds some hght on the few approaches undertaken so far. This chapter
is a record of my experience in this area.

W hat the chapter shows is that it is

possible to be more systematic on these issues. The chapter also presents some small
contribution to the technical picture. The overall message is that the problem itself
is far from trivial and may prove to be rather difficult to tackle in its full generahty.
On the brighter side, it at least attem pts to make that view clearer by trying to give
a more technical picture of why this is so.
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The chapter is laid out as follows. Section 5.2 reviews the problem of finding
suitable representations, and presents previous approaches in the GA Hterature for
deahng with the problem. Section 5.3 provides historical motivations for the use
of Hnear transformations and reviews their use in other areas of knowledge as a
means to put the results in the GA Hterature into perspective with them. Since (as
shown in previous chapters) the theoretical progress that has occurred with respect
to identifying the domains of appHcabiHty of GAs has reHed basicaUy on concepts of
group theory, it is natural enough to use the latter in a first attem pt to understand
the structure of the space of transformations considered in this chapter. Section 5.4
therefore presents a quick review of the basic concepts and results in group theory.
As it is known that every finite group is isomorphic to a perm utation group, section
5.4.1 gives an overview of this im portant group-theoretic concept. It makes expHcit
the action of Gray codes that are so often cited in the GA Hterature, and it also lays
the foundations for showing the relation between Walsh-Hadamard matrices, Walsh
functions (section 5.4.2) and Hnear transformations (section 5.5).

This is in my

opinion an aesthetically pleasing result, since it shows that the Hadamard matrices
encapsulate all the necessary information to generate the General Linear Group on
the field of two elements (5.5.1). From a practical point of view, it suggests an expHcit
way to generate different sets of Hnear transformations that act on the search space.
Section 5.6 explains how the idea of equivalence relations and the equivalence classes
generated by them can be mapped to concepts of group theory, while section 5.7
offers some technical results upon which I conjecture that the hope that this space of
transformations can in general be searched effectively via a GA may be very difficult
(if at all possible) to achieve.
The modifier-gene idea has been used in biology for some time (e.g. see [42]).
Informally speaking, a m o d ifier g en e is a gene that does not contribute directly to
the evaluation of the fitness function but may influence the performance of the GA by
conveying within itself information about im portant parameters for the algorithm,
such as mutation or crossover rates.

Section 5.8 reports on some experiment to

assess the extent to which these ideas might be beneficial for future extensions of the
traditional GA approach.
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5.2

M o tiv a tio n s

In previous chapters we have emphasised the importance of finding representations
which allow schemata to capture regularities and correlations that can be explored
successfully by a GA. Although Holland [37] has suggested subjecting the representa
tion itself to adaptation, there is still httle theory surrounding good representations
for genetic algorithms [70].

Certainly there exist implementations that alter the

representation in the course of the search, e.g. the ARGOT Strategy [83], Delta Cod
ing [59] and Dynamic Parameter Encoding (DPE) [81]. These techniques share some
similarities among themselves by exphcitly restricting search to promising areas in
the search space [59]. DPE for example uses convergence statistics derived from the
GA population to control the mapping from fixed-length binary genes to real values
adaptively [81]^. The way it works is as follows: for every Gray-coded parameter,
convergence statistics are collected on the schemata 0 ^ ^ . . . , 1 ^ ^ . . . , and ^ 1 ^ ....
Note that these define three overlapping “target intervals” , each half as big as the
original range of the parameter. Whenever the population converges on one of these
target intervals, all the genomes are changed essentially via a leftward bit shift on
them. The parameter range is changed as well, such that half the search space (the
target interval) is searched at twice the resolution from that stage onwards.
Although these techniques may offer empirical evidence of improved efficiency in
a set of given problems, they do not operate in a self-adapting manner as suggested
by Holland. It is also difficult to foresee the sort of theoretical treatm ent to which
they are amenable.
On the other hand, not all problems find natural expression as binary or A;-ary
strings [16, 70]. It would therefore seem desirable to abstract the basic notions and
conventional understanding of GAs and extend them to non-string representations.
One such approach was undertaken by Radcliffe [70] who considered the idea of
arbitrary equivalence relations and the replacement of schemata by their equivalence

^The ARGOT strategy works in a similar fashion. It consists basically of a substructure roughly
equivalent to a simple GA, plus numerous triggered operators which modify the intermediate map
ping that translates the chromosomes into trial parameters. These triggered operators are controlled
through measurements performed upon the chromosome population or the population of trial solu
tions [70].
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classes^. In doing so, he hoped that a significant generalisation of the formalism
underpinning GAs would be accomplished, and insights into general principles for
designing representations and operators for new problem domains could be gained.
The rationale behind his idea is based on the recognition th at schemata can be
identified as the equivalence classes of a set of equivalence relations and th at the
Schema Theorem is equally valid under the given interpretation.
Although promising, the above approach does not clarify how to accomplish Hol
land’s goal. The idea of constructing new representations that are more suitable for a
given domain is appealing. However, this formulation is subject to the same problems
already observed in conventional binary representations [70]. In the latter case the
problem is not a product of an unfortunate selection of a particular mapping. Any
conceivable mapping from a 2” dimensional space onto the reals would suffer from
the same deficiency, since no mapping exists that conserves Hamming distances [67].
We may therefore conjecture that the same problem would occur with any similar
approach.
Radcliffe [70] has applied the above approach to a well-known domain (the De
Jong standard test suite of functions [28] which are used throughout the GA liter
ature to compare and test the performance of different implementations of GAs).
He reported very promising results with this approach when compared to the stan
dard GA. Here he has used the concept of locality as a guiding principle to establish
suitable equivalence relations.
W ith regard to the above, there are some im portant points to be stressed. First,
the above approach does not shed any hght on how to tackle the problems observed
with binary representations that, as pointed out above, are Hkely to occur with it as
weU.
Also, it assumes some knowledge about the problem domain being explored. Part
of the appeal of GAs comes from their simphcity and elegance as algorithms and their
power for solving complex problems in poorly-understood multidimensional spaces.
If those spaces are well-understood and contain structure th at can be exploited, it
is conceivable th at the basic GA will perform less efficiently than special-purpose
techniques that exploit this structure [21] or even implementations of GAs that take

^It is a well-known fact [10] that every equivalence relation on a set S determines a partition of
this set, and conversely each partition of 5 yields an equivalence relation.
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advantage of this information.

GAs are basically an interesting exploratory tool

exactly when this knowledge is not available from the outset.
Besides, in general the idea of devising the necessary equivalence relations and
suitable operators that act on the partitioned space might by itself be very difficult to
implement. It is obvious that any such attem pt implicitly assumes some knowledge
about the search space and the equivalence relation that should relate chromosomes
with correlated performance. There are many different ways with which a given
search space can be partitioned. It is far from obvious how this can be accomplished
effectively in a systematic way via the above approach.
At the same time, by looking at the GA as a rather simplistic version of natural
evolutionary organisms we can understand how nature can cope with evolution when
confronted with suboptimal convergence. It is therefore of interest to examine how
the basic algorithm can be extended in such a way th at the basic framework of
adaptation remains unchanged.
The idea of using different transformations to encode the parameters was recog
nised in the the early days of GA research. Most prevalent among these encoding
schemes were Gray codes. According to Goldberg [28], the reason for their early
adoption is related to the fact that in a Gray code adjacent integers differ by a single
bit (in other words, their Hamming distance is equal to 1) and in this way they would
be able to avoid the well-known problem of Hamming Cliffs. Also, it was argued that
the perturbation caused by many single mutations is usually small.
Given the above, it is conceivable th at the recognition of the fact that no particular
mapping could be successful across a whole spectrum of diverse problems might have
led researchers to consider the possibihty of subjecting the encodings themselves to
adaptation. Gray codes belong to the class of finear transformations over the dyadic
field. Also, we noted in chapter 3 th at the Poisson Summation Theorem apphes to
any subspace V of Z” . It is reasonable to enquire about transformations that can
map subspaces into schemata. Linear transformations do map hnear subspaces into
hnear subspaces and hence it is natural to examine the effect of such transformations
on the search space.
One of the aims of this chapter is to investigate the possibihty of finding suitable
equivalence classes on the space of hnear transformations as a means to search for a
“natural encoding” for them in hne with Radchffe’s proposal. The discussion here wiU
focus on results from Group Theory because it furnishes at least some possibüities
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to start with. Moreover, the explorations of the previous chapters rehed basically on
concepts furnished by Group Theory, so it seems natural enough to attem pt to base
further extensions on them. Lastly, the characterisation obtained via this approach
refers to fundamental aspects of the underlying structures and as such, in the opinion
of the author, may explain the possible difficulties in attem pting to submit this
particular space to an efficient genetic search.
The next section briefly discusses apphcations of hnear transformations (encod
ings) in other areas, in order to put the results presented here in perspective with
those already in use elsewhere.

5.3

H isto r ic a l b ack grou n d

The study of hnear transformations (and the corresponding systems described
by them) is of great interest in several different areas such as speech communication,
data communication, acoustics [64], the study of random processes [65] and in several
interrelated problems of estimation and modulation theory in the context of data
communication [90].
The concept of hnear operators describing hnear systems is of particular impor
tance in connection with complete systems of orthogonal functions [31]. Orthogonal
functions such as Walsh and Fourier functions have been exploited in communications
since its very beginning [31], and in the design of digital devices and Threshold Logic
Synthesis [20, 43, 46, 60]. In the latter case spectral methods are used for certain op
timisation problems such as the lin e a risa tio n p ro b le m . This refers to the problem
of representing a given system of logical functions as the superposition of a system
of hnear logical functions and a residual nonhnear part of minimal complexity [43].
The idea here is to transform the logical variables via the apphcation of a suitable
hnear transformation such that a given complexity criterion is minimised and hence
the corresponding circuit design can be simphfied^.
The idea of exchanging one set of variables for another, the variables of either
set being hnear homogeneous functions of the variables of the other set, is often
of importance in analysis [61]. The study of groups of transformations that leave
a function’s output invariant is also of interest in the design and synthesis of logic
^It is interesting to note the similarity of this approach and the ideas discussed in chapter 4.
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circuits [46]. Here, the problem of analysis of Boolean functions is to decide whether
a given function belongs to some standard class for which special-purpose methods
exist th at are usually more efficient (e.g. in the complexity of the systems being
synthesised) than universal methods of synthesis [43]^. This parallels the study of
the “simplification” of matrices, polynomial quadratic forms and various geometrical
figures through suitable hnear transformations [10] for which the notion of canonical
forms and invariants is of central importance. The study of canonical forms and a
complete set of invariants finds immediate apphcation in the identification of hnear
time-invariant systems [69], where the search space is greatly restricted by focusing
on representatives (which possess a “simple form” ) of the resulting equivalence classes
under the given group of transformations.
It is tempting to apply the above ideas to the problem of subjecting the repre
sentation to adaptation. Unfortunately, such a task is not so straightforward here,
since (in principle) the search space is completely arbitrary and the function being
optimised is not known in advance. In addition, one can only hope to learn something
about the search space as the search itself takes place.
The above begs some of the questions about what sort of equivalence relations
one should consider when attem pting to encode the space of hnear invertible trans
formations. Birkhoff and MacLane [10] Hst some equivalence relations on the set of
matrices over some field that arise naturally from various interpretations of a ma
trix. For example, they consider the relation of similarity of two matrices A and
B where A is said to be similar to B if B = PAP~^, P being non-singular. This
relation appears in connection with studies of various m atrix representations of a
Hnear transformation of a vector space into itself. Note however, that in principle
two transformations might be similar and yet produce very different permutations of
the search space. In this way, one might make the search more effective for a GA
while the other one might have the opposite behaviour. The question therefore is: is
it possible to partition the space of Hnear transformations in a way that enables a
GA to search efficiently through it?

“^Within this context it is relevant to quote Lechner in [46] (p. 123):
The most important theoretical contributions of harmonic analysis to switching theory
depend on the intimate connection between Fourier transforms and linear or affine
operators (encoding transformations) on the domain and range of switching functions.
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To make the above discussion more clear, it is convenient at this stage to discuss
the action of Hnear transformations on the search space and the corresponding action
on the space of Walsh coefficients using Gray Codes as an example. Before doing
so, we introduce in the next sections some concepts that will be important in future
discussions. We shall assume an understanding of group theory, and only state the
definitions and results that are of interest. The reader can find more information in
references [9, 47, 61, 34].

5 .4

G rou p s

A g ro u p is a set G together with a law of composition (an associative binary
operation) for which the following conditions are satisfied [47]:
1. C lo su re: for every ordered pair a, 6 of G there exists a unique element c of G,
called the p ro d u c t of a and b and such that
c = ah
2. A sso ciativ e law: if a, 6, c are any three elements of G, then
{ah)c = a{hc)
3. U n it ele m e n t: G contains an element 1, called the u n it ele m e n t such that
for every element a of G
u l — lu — a
4. In v e rse e lem en t: for every element a of G, there exists in G an element a~^
such that
aa —1 = a —1 a = 11
We shall be interested in those subsets of a group G that obey the group postu
lates. A su b g ro u p i f is a nonempty subset of a group G such that (%) it is closed
under the associative law, (m) the identity of G belongs to H and (m) for each ele
ment æ G if, x~^ G if. We shall write i f < G to indicate that i f is a subgroup of
G. If G consists of a finite number of elements, then this number is called the o rd e r
of G; otherwise G will be said to be of infinite order. In both cases the order of G is
denoted by |G|.
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Let H < G. For æ G G we shall write H x = {hx : h G H } and x H = {xh : h G
H }. H x and xH are called the cosets of H in G. H x is a rig h t co set and x H is
called a left coset. G /H denotes the set of all (right) cosets of i f in G and is also
known as the coset space of H in G. The number of distinct right cosets of G, is
called the in d e x of i f in G and is denoted by [G : if]. The importance of the concept
of cosets is furnished by the following theorem [47]:
T h e o re m 5.1 (Lagrange’s Theorem):
Let G be a finite group or order g. I f H is a subgroup of order h, then
1. h divides g (i.e. g = nh), and
2. n is equal to the index [G : if], so that there exist decompositions of G into
right and left cosets given by
G = Û H ti,
1=1

G=\JsiH
1=1

The collections {t;}, { 5 ,} are called the right (left) re p re s e n ta tiv e s (also known
as the right (left) tra n s v e rs a l of i f in G). Theorem 5.1 estabHshes a natural partition
of the group G in terms of cosets of one of its subgroups. It is a known fact (see [47]
for details) that this partition is associated with an equivalence relation defined on
G. Whenever this occurs the given set can be expressed as the union of the distinct
equivalence classes. In the present case, the equivalence classes are the right (or left)
cosets of G. Theorem 5.1 therefore furnishes a natural partition of a given set in
terms of its group structure.
The above discussion provides a method of dividing a group G into equivalence
classes relative to a subgroup of G, but in general the set of right and left cosets may
be different. When these sets are the same, the subgroup th at defines them possesses
an im portant group theoretical structure: a normal subgroup. To state the concept
in full generality consider, in any group G, the element a~^xa. a~^xa is known as the
c o n ju g a te of x under the operation of c o n ju g a tio n by a. It is possible to prove [47]
that conjugation estabHshes an equivalence relation on a group G, and hence that
the latter can be partitioned into disjoint classes. The class of all elements that are
equivalent to a given one under the operation of conjugation is known as a co n ju g acy
class.
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Let a ^Ha denote the set of all products a

h Ç: H.

D efin itio n 10 A subgroup H of G is n o rm a l if a~^Ha = H for every a Ç: G (i.e.
it contains, along with any element, all its conjugates). We shall denote N <\ G to
indicate that a subgroup N is normal in G.
Normal subgroups are most interesting from a group-theoretic point of view due
to the fact that the collection of a normal subgroup can be endowed with a group
structure. If iV <d G we define a multipHcation of the cosets N x and N y as the coset
containing the set N x N y of all products uv(u G N x , v G Ny ) [10]. It is possible
to show that this coset is given by Nxy .

The group of cosets of N is called the

q u o tie n t-g ro u p (or fa c to r g ro u p ) of G by N.
It is easy to see that in every group G, the unit subgroup {1} and G itself are
normal subgroups of G. If a group of order greater than unity does not possess any
normal subgroups other than these trivial ones it is said to be sim ple. Informally, a
group G is simple if its structure cannot be taken apart by normal subgroups.
Normal subgroups are intimately related to single-valued transformations from a
given group G into another group G' when these mappings preserve the group oper
ations. Whenever this occurs, the transformation is known as an h o m o m o rp h ism .
The following theorem [10] shows that the knowledge of all the normal subgroups of
a given group G provides the necessary information about all the possible homomorphisms th at can be generated on G.
T h e o re m 5.2 The homomorphs of a given abstract group G are the quotient groups
G /N by its different normal subgroups N .
It is convenient at this stage to summarise the main results of this section. If a set
G is endowed with a group structure then this set can be partitioned into equivalence
classes via a natural group-theoretic approach in at least two different ways. The first
one is provided by the cosets of any of G’s subgroups while the other one emerges
through the examination of the conjugacy classes. A most important concept here
is the notion of a normal subgroup. The cosets of a normal subgroup of G partition
G in such a way that they “preserve” group structure. A group G is simple if it
does not possess nontrivial subgroups and hence, its structure cannot be examined
by resolving it into simpler components.
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Recall th at the main interest here is to examine how to partition a given set (or
search space). It is conceivable that if a given set possess a group structure, then one
may take advantage of “canonical ways” to partition it using basic group concepts.
This should not be taken to imply that these are the only alternatives to partition
a given set nor that the partitions defined by these methods should be “optimal”
to devise an efficient representation for exploration by a G A. However, the above
methods may point to the difficulty of conceiving good equivalence relations on a
given set precisely when these approaches prove to be ineffective.
Having said so, it is also important to stress that, as argued by Radcfiffe [70], some
of the equivalence relations must relate chromosomes with correlated performance,
and th at it should be possible to gather meaningful information on the performance
of a given equivalence class by sampling chromosomes that instantiate it. In other
words, even if a set can be partitioned into equivalence classes through the use of the
above methods, one should check whether elements of a given equivalence class have
correlated performance.
In order to gain further insights into the way a given transformation acts on the
elements of a group, we review in the next section the concept of permutations which
is central in the theory of groups.

5 .4 .1

P e r m u ta tio n s

We shall be interested to study maps that act on a finite set S of objects. Fol
lowing [47] the objects of S will be denoted by the integers 1, 2, . . . / % and a map of
S onto itself is called a p e rm u ta tio n of d eg ree n. It is described explicitly by the
symbol

7T =

d\ do

3
di

where dj = jw is the image of j under tt. A perm utation that interchanges m objects
cyclically is called a cycle of degree m. For example, if the set of objects 1,2, • • •, m
are interchanged in a cychcal way, the corresponding permutation is described by
7

=
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To make the notation more compact it is customary to describe a cycle in a
contracted notation. In this way, the above perm utation is described by
7 = ( 1 2 • • • 771 )
Two permutations will be called disjoint if they act on disjoint sets of objects.
The set

of all permutations of n objects forms a group of order 7i!, called the

s y m m e tric g ro u p of degree n, the law of composition being that for maps of the
objects onto themselves [47]. It is a known fact that every permutation a can be
expressed as a product of disjoint cycles in an essentially unique manner, i.e.
« = 7 i 72 • • •7r
where

71,72,

• • ,7r are disjoint cycles involving

7711 , 7712 , . . .

, 771^ objects respectively.

The set of these integers is known as the cycle p a tte r n of a. The following important
fact hnks the cycle patterns with the conjugacy classes of Sn (for a detailed proof
see [47]):
T h e o re m 5.3 Two permutations are conjugate in Sn if and only if they have the
same cycle pattern.
Finally, we shall follow the convention that an object which remains fixed under
a given perm utation need not be mentioned exphcitly in the representation of the
given permutation.

5 .4 .2

P e r m u ta tio n s on H a d a m a r d m a tr ic e s

A Hadamard m atrix is an orthogonal m atrix with elements +1 and —1 only [31].
Certain Hadamard matrices of rank 2” are related to Walsh functions [31]. We shall
be particularly interested in Hadamard matrices generated by the following process.
The Hadamard matrices of rank 1 and 2 are:
Hi = [1] , H 2 =

+1

+1

+1

-1

Given a Hadamard matrix 772™of rank 2” we generate a Hadamard matrix of rank
2”‘*"^ as follows:
H2n+1

772»

772»

—

772» —77^2»
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For example, the Hadamard matrices of rank 4 and 8 are

Ha =

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1

+1

-1

+1

-1

+1

-1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

+1

+1

-1

-1

+1

-1

+1

-1

+1

-1

-1

+1

+1

-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

-1

-1

+1

-1

-1

+1

+1

-1

+1

-1

-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

-1

+1
-1

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

+1

-1

+1

+1

-1

Note that the number of positive and negative entries are equal, and that this
number is constant on all lines (except of course the first one) and is equal to
Given a Hadamard m atrix of rank 2” , consider the perm utation by means of which
each of its Hnes (except the first one) can be obtained from the line

+ 1 (i.e., the

one where all the entries +1 precede all the entries —1) through column permutations
such th at the z-th positive (or negative) entry of Hne 2^”“^^ + 1 is mapped into the
corresponding z-th positive (or negative) entry of the relevant Hne®.
For example, Hne 3 is mapped onto Hne 2 of the Hadamard m atrix

by the

perm utation of columns 1 and 2. This permutation is expressed in cycle notation by
(1.2). In the same way, Hne 4 in

is obtained from Hne 3 through the permutation

(1.3.2). Note that column 0 is always fixed by the above permutations since the first
column of any such Hadamard matrix starts with a positive entry. Clearly, Hne 3 is
mapped onto itself through the identity transformation.
It can be shown [54] that the above permutations form a group under the law
of composition of mappings. Additionally, to any such permutation acting on the
columns of

there exists a corresponding perm utation of the rows of the resulting

m atrix that maps it back to

• H is easy to see that any permutation of the columns

of ^^2 » can be obtained by postmultiplying i? 2 « by a perm utation matrix Q. In the
same way, any permutation of the rows of if 2 « can be obtained by premultiplying
H 2 ^ by a permutation m atrix P . Hence the foUowing relation holds: P P 2 " =

®Columns are numbered from 0 to 2"' — 1 and the line 2^"
first for all positive entries and then for all negative ones.

+ 1 is scanned from left to right
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5 .4 .3

G ray c o d e s

There are a number of alternative ways to define Gray codes. The primary moti
vation for their use is related to the fact that in a Gray code adjacent integers differ
by a single bit. For our purposes the following table of a 3-bit Gray code wiU be
sufficient:
Integer
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Binary
000
001
010
Oil
100
101
110
111

Gray
000
001
Oil
010
110
111
101
100

Table 5.1: A 3-bit Gray Code
We note from Table 5.1 that the 3-bit Gray code can be regarded as a 1 : 1
function of {0,1,..., 7} onto itself, so it acts as a perm utation of the first 8 positive
integers. Also 0 is mapped onto 0, so the permutation fixes 0 (the same holds for 1).
Writing the 3-bit Gray code as a permutation in cycle notation we have the following:
(2,3) (4,6,5,7)
Since the above Gray code belongs to the class of Hnear transformations, it can
be represented by a matrix over the dyadic field. To do so, one needs only know how
the given transformation acts on the unit vectors. From the above table it is seen
that:
0 0 1 1-^

0

0

1

0 1 0 1-^

0

1

1

10 0

1 10

Hence if an integer in the interval [0, 7] is encoded in binary notation as a row vector
æ, its corresponding Gray code is G[x) = x T where T is given by the following matrix:

T =

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1
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We are interested to understand how the above permutation affects the Walsh
coefficients. One way to see that is by reference to Table 5.1 where the first column
corresponds to the Walsh function with index 3, while the second column corresponds
to the Walsh function with index 6 and the third to the Walsh function with index
4. Therefore it is easy to see that if

denotes the z-th Walsh coefficient of a

function /( .) and g*{uJi) denotes the z-th Walsh coefficient of a function f(G {.)) the
following relation holds:

= f*M

g*(uj4) = r((^4)
From the discussions of chapter 4, if a given function is such that the Walsh coeffi
cients of largest magnitude are

and

then encoding the domain through

a Gray code will result in a function with larger Hnear coefficients and hence with a
lower proportion of epistasis. Although (as seen in previous chapters) nonlinearity
is not a necessary condition for hard G A problems, in general this “linearisation” of
the search space may render the genetic search more effective.
Since Gray codes are associated with Hnear transformation it is natural to extend
the above analysis to include all Hnear codes, and to examine the problems one may
face when confronted with the problem of devising an algorithm that subjects the
representation itself to adaptation.

5.5

L inear tr a n sfo rm a tio n s

It is a weU-estabHshed fact [10] that all non-singular Hnear transformations of an
71-dimensional vector space form a group also known as the G e n e ra l L in ea r G ro u p .
Translations form another im portant group. An affine transformation can be viewed
as a Hnear transformation foUowed by a translation.
One element belonging to this group is described by x A

b, where A is a matrix

and b a vector with entries in the 2-element field {0,1} and all operations are done
over this field®. If we look at the expression of schema averages in terms of the

’In this case the General Linear Group is denoted as GL{n, 2).
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Walsh coefficients, we see that we might be able to transform a difficult problem into
one th at could be manageable by the genetic search if we could permute the Walsh
coefficients suitably.

Hence, it would be interesting to study how a given linear

transformation in the domain (referred to as X = Z” ) affects the corresponding
Walsh coefficients. W ith these prefiminaries we state an im portant theorem related
to the Walsh Transform of affine transformations (see [46] for details of the proof).
T h e o re m 5.4 (Domain Encodings).
Let g{x) be a known function from X into 3%. I f f{ x ) is defined fo r all x, by
/(æ ) = g{xA 0 c), then the Walsh Transforms of f and g are related as follows:
/•(a-)

=

=
where

A-*')

( - i r ' f (w

is the transposed inverse of A and d = cA ~^.

Following [46], we can examine the effect of the affine transformation on the Walsh
coefficients by separating the action of the hnear transformation and the vector trans
lation by c. The action of vector addition by c is to permute elements of X in pairs,
i.e., X is permuted with æ ©c. The effect on /*(w) of this transformation is to change
the signs of those transform coefficients /*(w) for which wc^ has odd parity. When A
permutes X , its transposed inverse A~^ permutes the Walsh coefficients. It is a wellknown fact from group theory that A and A~^ have the same cycle structure [46].
Next, consider the effect when A is restricted to be a permutation m atrix P. It is easy
to see th at any subset of weight k (i.e., exactly k bits are equal to 1 while the remain
ing ones are equal to 0) is closed under variable permutations x
variable complementations (æ

xP , but not under

æ © c) or symmetry transformations {x i—> æP © c).

On the other hand, the corresponding set of points of weight k in the transform space
of Walsh coefficients remains closed under general symmetry transformations [46].
Goldberg [29] has shown how to construct fully deceptive functions with coeffi
cients no higher than third order (i.e., with weight less than or equal to 3). This is
done by requiring that all order-z Walsh coefficients should be equal. Using this fact
it is immediate to see from the discussion in the previous paragraph that symmetry
transformations are not powerful enough to overcome deception. An alternative proof
is given by Liepins and Vose in [51] following a different approach. In that work, they
pointed out that affine transformations are sufficiently powerful to transform selected
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deceptive problems into easy ones when the encoding is binary, but noted that addi
tion of a constant vector does not overcome deceptiveness (since competing schemata
are cosets of the same subspace and one is obtained from the other by a proper
translation)^.
Specifically, Liepins and Vose in [51] considered the following class of functions.
Let 7r(n) denote the n-fold Cartesian product of the integers modulo 2 (otherwise
known as the dyadic group). For n > 2, define a fully deceptive function / as follows:

f{ x ) =

1 —^

fo r

1—

fo r X : o{x) ^ 0, o{x) / n

1

fo r

X

X

: o{x) = 0
: o(æ) = n

They showed th at the above function could be transformed into a fuUy easy func
tion g by means of an affine transformation g{x) = / ( ( I . . . 1) 0 xM ) where M is a
zero-one invertible matrix defined by:
^

_ f 0 fo r i = j] i , j = 1,

, n-l,

1 1 otherwise.
W hat is even more remarkable is the fact that the inverse of M also transforms
the original function into a fuUy easy one as well! We do not have a formal proof to
substantiate this claim, but a simple check shows that this holds for the case n = 3,
while computer simulations with n = 32 suggest that it may also hold for other (if
not all) values of n. Note that M establishes a perm utation of the points of the
search space and the action of M~^ can be derived easily from the action of M . If M
fixes a given point of the hypercube (i.e. x M = x for a given æ), then so does M~^.
Moreover, it is easy to see that that if
inverse

7

7

= (a ia 2 .. .am) is a given permutation, its

“ ^ has the same cycle pattern of 7 . Since any permutation can be resolved

into a product of disjoint cycles, theorem 5.3 guarantees that M~^ is conjugate in Sn
to M . In other words, there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that M~^ = P ~^M P.
Although restricted to a small class of deceptive problems, Liepins and Vose [51]
suggested that similar results might also be obtained for other classes of difficult
functions.

The above result was derived with a complete knowledge of the fully

^As a result of that, if deceptiveness is to be overcome by an affine transformation this should
happen due to the action of an element of the group of invertible linear transformations.
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deceptive function, so it is natural to ask whether this could be obtained via some
adaptive technique. They also discussed the possibiHty of implementing a metalevel
search with respect to inversion operators. Therefore, although not explicitly stated,
their analysis may have left the impression that such a goal could be accompHshed
on the set of Hnear invertible transformations. One may argue that only a small
set of Hnear transformations should be necessary, as the number of possible Hnear
transformations is very large. The question that remains to be answered is how one
should decide on the choice of this particular set. The next section shows th at the
transformations examined in section 5.4.2 provide at least one alternative to start
with.

5 .5 .1

A s e t o f g e n e r a to r s for t h e G e n e r a l L in ea r g ro u p

{GL{n,2))
As shown in [47], every finite group is isomorphic to a perm utation group. In
section 5.4.2 we have produced a set of transformations that are intrinsically related
to certain classes of Hadamard matrices (and therefore to the corresponding set of
Walsh functions). These permutations form a group under composition of mappings,
and each such permutation is characterised by the fact that its action on the columns
of the Hadamard m atrix can be matched by a corresponding action on the rows of
the same matrix. On the other hand, theorem 5.4 shows that an element of GL(n^ 2)
permutes the elements of the domain in such a way that it induces a perm utation on
the corresponding Walsh coefficients.
Since the rows of the relevant Hadamard matrix correspond to Walsh functions,
it is tempting to enquire what is the relation between these two groups. Computer
simulations with CAYLEY® show that the set of permutations generates GL{n^ 2).
The proof of this fact can be set out in a rigorous way [48]. As an example, consider
again the Hadamard matrix

and the corresponding permutations described in

section 5.4.2. The permutation given in cycle notation as (1 2) can be represented by
the m atrix
0

1

1

1

0

ll

1

0

_

while the perm utation (1 3 2) can be represented by the m atrix

computer system for symbolic (algebraic) manipulation, with emphasis on groups and group
theory [13].
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5 .6

F rom c o se ts to eq u iv a len ce r e la tio n s

In the previous sections we have examined two group-theoretical ways to establish
a partition of a group. It is natural to enquire how one might obtain a specified
representation of such domains given these alternatives. Consider first partitioning a
given group G by the cosets of one of its subgroups, say H . H is itself a group, so
one may consider that it could be partitioned in the same way provided H contained
a different subgroup K . It is easy to see that K partitions G and that ii K < H < G
and [G : K] (the index of K in G) is finite then [G : K] = [G : H][H : K] as is
intuitively expected.
Note th at in this approach we are trying to estabhsh a series of nested subgroups
of a group G each of which has greater resolution than the previous one in the series.
Each such series is designed to shed some fight on the structure of G. As argued by
Ledermann in [47], it is a common practice in mathematics to study complex entities
by resolving them into simpler components which are “irreducible” (e.g. integers
are factorised into primes and polynomials are split into irreducible factors

[47]).

Ledermann points out that in order to be significant such a resolution must display
features of uniqueness which correspond to intrinsic properties of the structure being
investigated. This is the basic motivation for the study of series of subgroups, in
particular the concept of co m p o sitio n series.
A composition series consists of a sequence {A»} of subgroups of a given group G
such th at G > Ai t> A 2 t> . .. t> Ar > 1 and where G /A i, A 1 /A 2 , . . . , A r/A j.-i, Aj. are
simple groups. Recall that a group is simple if it is of order greater than unity and has
no nontrivial normal subgroup. The quotient groups G /A i, A 1 /A 2 , . . . , A,./A,._i,
are called c o m p o sitio n fa c to rs [47]. A group may possess more than one composi
tion series. However, the following theorem asserts that the set of composition factors
constitutes an intrinsic property of the group [47]:
T h e o re m 5.5 (JORDAN-HOLDER) In any two composition series of a finite group
the composition factors are, apart from their sequence, isomorphic in pairs.
A finite group is said to be soluble if all its composition factors are of prime
order.
W ith these ideas in mind we are ready to examine the possibility of finding a
suitable equivalence relation on the elements of GL{n,2). For lack of any further
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knowledge we shall base our arguments on the theoretical tools explored in this
chapter. We want to stress again that this might be questionable since we are severely
restricting the equivalence relations to only those provided by the group structure.
For example, RadchfFe [70] has examined representations for a certain class of real
valued problems based on the concept of locality. Many of his equivalence classes
had the same number of elements. At the other extreme we shall be concerned only
with nested sequences of subgroups, in particular composition factors (much in Hne
with the concept of schema). W hat we are trying to investigate is the possibiHty of
using some structural property of GL(n^ 2) provided by insights gained from group
theory such that it can help in the design of a GA on the space of Hnear invertible
transformations.

In doing so, we hope that the arguments provided in the next

section can highhght some of the difficulties in applying a metalevel GA on the space
of representations.

5 .7

M e ta le v e l G A

o n th e sp a c e o f in v e r tib le

tr a n sfo rm a tio n s
In this section we explain the reasons that have led us to abandon the pursuit of a
metalevel search on the space of Hnear invertible transformations. The discussion is by
no means complete (and certainly it lacks formal proofs) and therefore its conclusions
can only stand as conjectures. However, it is hoped that it wifi serve as a baseHne
from which further theoretical and experimental insights can be gained.
Group theory teUs us that the number of elements in GX(n, 2), which we represent
by |GL(n, 2)1, is given by (2” — 1)(2” —2) . . . (2" —2"“^) [9]. This is equivalent to
2i+2+...+(n-i)^2" —1)(2”“^ —1) . . . (2 — 1) = 2"("~^^m/2, where m is a positive integer
not divisible by p. In general m is a very large number, but for our purposes it is
enough to concentrate on the other factor on the right-hand side of the equation.
It is immediate to see that for all n > 3, GL{n^ 2) is exponentially larger than the
domain of / (the function being optimised). This impHes that the task of searching for
the optimum in a given search space is transformed into an immense search over the
set of Hnear invertible transformations! Although this task may seem unreasonable
at a first glance, let us stress that we are interested in the possible architectural
extensions to the simple genetic algorithm that enables it to tackle more complex
problems.
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Our only hope for progress therefore rehes on the exploration of the structure of
GL{n, 2). First we note that if a Hnear invertible transformation is not trivial, then
the number of points that it moves is quite large.
T h e o re m 5.6 I f an element of G L{n,2) moves one point o f the space on which it
acts, then it moves at least half of the points of this space.
P ro o f: Consider any Hnear transformation g E G L[n,2) and let F = {x : xg = x}
be the set of aU points fixed by g. It is easy to see that F is a Hnear subspace and
that the number of points belonging to it divides the number of points contained in
7r(n). From the latter observation we know that this is equal to 2” , so the number of
points in the subspace should be equal to 2' where s < n. This is at most 2”“^ =
Therefore the number of points that are moved by g is at least 2”“^ (q.e.d.) .□
It is obvious that what renders a function easy for genetic search is not the po
sition of the points themselves but the simpHHcation of the objective function from
a hyper plane sampHng perspective. Hence what is important is how the partitions
are changed, and not the points themselves. W hat we are trying to emphasise here
is th at, unfortunately, in principle there is not an easy way to prescribe how any
given Hnear transformation acts on the domain. Certainly this can be achieved for
particular cases (e.g. the class of Gray codes examined is one particular case) but
what we are interested in understanding here is to what extent these ideas can be
implemented in general. Moreover, the calculation of how the transformation acts on
the partitions may in fact be even more compHcated than for the individual points
and hence it appears to the author th at in general this is a very difficult task.
The best one can aim for is to restrict the class of transformations, the action of
whose elements is weU-understood. The question then would be transferred to the
problem of examining what are suitable candidates for this set. Or else, one should
restrict the set of problems for which the technique is appHcable. But in the latter
case we run the risk of not tackHng problems that could be solved by means of simple
modifications of the basic algorithm.
We can at least have some idea about the action of an element of GL{n, 2) due
to the fact th at elements of GL{n, 2) preserve Hnear independence (and also Hnear
dependence!). In the words of Biggs and W hite [9], GL(n, 2) is not quite 2 -tra n sitiv e
on the space on which it acts, since it has no element that takes a Hnearly independent
pair of points into a dependent pair.
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Can we devise a suitable crossover scheme between good transformations? (pro
vided a convenient measure of fitness could be devised for each implementation of
the simple G A together with the corresponding hnear transformations). As discussed
above, two transformations (one the inverse of the other) can exist such that each
transforms a fuUy deceptive problem into a fully easy one. So simple m atrix multipHcation is by itself not a good candidate for implementing a crossover scheme, since in
the above case the resulting permutation is the identity which would of course render
the original problem fully deceptive.
In addition, m atrix multipHcation should not be regarded as a natural candi
date for a crossover operator, because a sensibly designed crossover acting on equal
individuals cannot produce a different offspring®,
A different alternative (inspired by crossover used in the simple GA) could be
based on the exchange of parts of the parent matrices to generate the offspring. Note
however th at the resulting transformations should be invertible. Checking whether
this holds for any generated transformation is a very time-consuming process, (The
same argument appHes for a random m utation on the matrices,)
The problem here can be stated as follows: what (if they exist) are the building
blocks of the space of Hnear invertible transformations? In an attem pt to answer
this question one could try to examine the group structure of GL{n, 2), Our previous
discussions suggest that the examination of series of subgroups or composition factors,
in the hope of partitioning the space in ever more refined partitions, is one way to
proceed. Unfortunately GL[n, 2) is simple, and so at least this group does not possess
a nontrivial composition series.
This does not mean that we are discarding the use of Hnear permutations, but
simply pointing to the possible difficulty of implementing a successful general m eta
level GA on Giy(n,2), Although in principle there is some freedom as to where to
map the high-Htness points, the Hnear independence/dependence constraint should
always be respected. In fact, any such transformation is specified by the way it maps
n independent vectors into n other independent vectors.

®0n the other hand, conjugation avoids this problem, as clearly a~^aa = o. Also, conjugation of
an element by its inverse results in the same element, and in addition it does not change the cycle
pattern of the permutation. However, it is not clear what sort of correlation exists between two
conjugate transformations that would make it useful to guide a genetic search. Also, in principle
one may lose all the information about a when one goes to a~^ba.
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It is im portant to stress here that the problem we are facing is due to the fact
th at we are trying to be over ambitious by simply placing all our bets on an algorithm
that learns not only how to solve a given problem to optimality but also builds an
adequate representation of the problem itself on this process. This is a very difficult
problem for which there is no current solution.

5 .8

E x p e r im e n ts w ith m o d ifier g e n e s

The discussions in the last section have led to a few different possibilities. One of
them is to restrict the class of transformations to a small size and run multiple versions
of the basic algorithm, each with its specific (and fixed) encoding transformation. It
is conceivable that multiple runs of the algorithm, each one using a different encoding,
may produce a better result than multiple runs using a fixed encoding.
The above may sound interesting in principle, although it does not cast any
light on extensions of the basic framework that could accommodate the idea of
self-adaptation of the representation. So how could one accommodate the idea of
self-adaptation in the simple GA? Consider the alternative by which a gene is intro
duced in the basic chromosome such th at it is associated with a hnear transformation
that acts on the other representation elements. Borrowing some nomenclature from
studies in theoretical population biology (see for instance [42]), we shall refer to each
such gene as a m o d ifier gene. According to such a scheme, our “complete chro
mosomes” would also carry not only the representation elements but also the way to
interpret them. Figure 5.1 depicts one individual chromosome that incorporates a
modifier gene for the representation.
Encoding

Representation Elements

(Interpretation)
Figure 5.1: An extended chromosome with a modifier gene for the representation
Ideally one could hope that genetic search would not only find a good hnear
transformation of the parameter space but also the best set of parameters related to
the problem itself. Unfortunately, even if we hmit the size of the modifier gene this
alternative may not work in general. To see that, consider the case where the function
(with a particular encoding) to be optimised is fuhy deceptive at the origin and where
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the modifier gene has two values. When this gene is 0 the encoding is the original
encoding th at renders the function fully deceptive. When the modifier gene is 1 the
encoding is the particular hnear encoding (if it exists) that transforms the function
into a fuUy easy one. Since the origin is fixed by any Hnear transformation, it will not
be moved. If the Hnear transformation is such that it maps the highest-value vertices
to points near the origin, the end result is that the goal of finding the optimum vertex
may prove to be difficult. As an iUustration of this possibiHty, consider the case of
the Liepins and Vose fuUy-deceptive function described in [51].
One may be tem pted to say that this undesirable feature is due to the fact that
the origin has a preferential status with regard to the transformations considered
here, since it is fixed by all of them. Hence, an affine transformation might be able
to circumvent this problem. Note, however, that a different Hnear transformation
may not map the highest-value vertices to points near the origin. It appears that in
general predicting all the interactions provided by this approach is a very compHcated
m atter.
In searching for a better alternative, we were drawn to the fact that experimental
results from Schaffer et al [79] suggest that mutation may have a stronger role than
previously admitted. Based on these results, we have introduced modifier genes that
specify the mutation rates for each individual chromosome. Figure 5.2 iUustrates how
this was accompHshed:

Base Mutation Rate

Modifier Gene

Representation Elements

Mutation Rate
Figure 5.2: An extended chromosome with a modifier gene for m utation
In the above implementation the modifier genes are subjected to a fixed mutation
rate (the b ase m u ta tio n ra te ). Each modifier gene comprises three bits and controls
the m utation rate for the rest of its associated chromosome. Crossover was allowed to
act normally on the whole structure. The experiments we report here were performed
with GENESIS [82] using sigma scaling [21], elitist selection strategy [28] (whereby
the best performing structure always survives intact from one generation to the next)
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and populations of 50 individuals. Two-point crossover was used, with a crossover
rate of 0.6 per individual. The modifier’s mutation rates were allowed to assume
values ranging from 0 (i.e. the no-mutation case) to 200% of the base rate. The base
mutation rate is given by:
2.72
0 . 5 / C h ro m o so
m eL en g th

Population S ize

’

which according to [82] is based on an empirical relationship found by Schaffer et al.
in [79]. (Although there is no theoretical support for the above relation, experimental
evidence suggests that it provides good values for the mutation rate). Note that
the m utation rate associated with a modifier gene operates on a range near to the
recommended values for mutation rates. In this way it exercises a fine control on the
m utation parameter of the basic algorithm. The modified algorithm was apphed to
the De Jong suite of tests (see [28] for more details). Figure 5.3 illustrates typical
observed behaviour for the best overall fitness averaged over 10 runs.
The results of the simulations show that the use of the modifier-gene approach
enables the GA to find values that are equal to or better than those obtained with the
basic algorithm (also using less trials) in 4 out of the 5 test functions that constitute
the suite of tests. The exception was function

which is given by [28]

30

=

+

.

I % l< 1 28

1=1

where # (0 ,1 ) is a Gaussian noise with mean 0 and variance 1. Note that (in the
experiments conducted) the modifier genes were represented by only 3 bits. It is
remarkable that (simple as it may be) this approach seems to be beneficial in terms
of actual performance and in this way may point to future viable extensions of the
basic GA^°.
the same time that this investigation was being undertaken, Back [5] used similar ideas
on studies of self-adaptation within GAs. The basic difference between his approach and the one
reported here is that he allowed up to 20 bits for the modifier genes which could vary in the range
[0, 0.5]. The mutation scheme reported by him is also different from the one implemented above in
the following way: the mutation rate of an individual i was first changed using the associated value
of the modifier and then the resulting rate was used to mutate the rest of the structure. The results
reported in [5] are based on simulations of a simple bit-counting objective functions and are used in
the context of finding optimal mutation rates.
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Figure 5.3: Best individual (average of 10 runs)
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Although we have not produced a theoretical analysis of the above approach, we
beheve the experiments per se indicate that this might be an interesting alterna
tive to try in future implementations. In particular, in parallel implementations of
G As, modifier genes could be introduced to control the rate of migration from one
population to another. But this remains a topic for future research.

5.9

S u m m a ry

This chapter attem pts to explore the possibiHty of subjecting the representation
itself to adaptation. The discussion was centred on the set of Hnear transformations,
as most of the pubHshed results are related to them. To the author’s knowledge the
only pubHshed proof of a Hnear transformation that turns a fuUy deceptive problem
into a fuUy easy one is given in [51]. The work behind the thesis suggests that in
this class of problems the inverse of the given Hnear transformations may have the
same effect (it certainly does that for a particular case). This impHes that transfor
mations with very different characteristics may exist that can turn a given difficult
problem into a fuUy easy one. We have also produced a set of Hnear transformations
that is structurally related to Walsh-Hadamard matrices. We have conjectured that
attem pts to devise a general scheme for submitting the representation to adaptation
may prove very difficult to implement. As a way of possibly avoiding such a diffi
culty, we have suggested a simple extension to the basic architecture based on the
ideas of modifier genes, which may eventually lead to future viable extensions of the
traditional G A.

Chapter 6
D istributed Artificial Intelligence
Research in Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) usually considers
problems in which a group of independent problemsolvers (agents) needs
to accomplish a given goal that is beyond the capability of any agent alone.
This requires cooperation between the problem s olvers. A simple type of
Pursuit Problem has been suggested as a useful tool fo r evaluating al
ternative approaches to the distribution of knowledge and control among
cooperative problemsolvers [50].
This chapter covers briefly some of the relevant background to D A I in
general and the Pursuit Problem in particular. It is intended as a reference
point for the more detailed work on the Pursuit Problem that is stated in
chapter 7.

6.1

In tr o d u c tio n

Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) is the subset of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
that is concerned with the interaction of knowledge-based entities which are separated
in some sense (e.g. space, time or field of competence) and which are self-contained.
The oldest continuous work that has been effectively in DAI is by C. Hewitt
and his group (e.g. [35]) on “actors”: a form of agent. The work is presented at
greatest length in a 1986 book “Actors” [2] by Hewitt’s former graduate research
student G. Agha. Current work on DAI was influenced by the actor approach and
by developments of the basic blackboard architecture [32, 62] for cooperating expert
systems, among other things.
Since about 1986 the basic Hterature on the subject can be found in the Pro
ceedings of the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI) or
in publications such as [39, 11, 4, 24]. Areas in which DAI ideas and software have
been tested include air-traffic control [85, 62], intensive-care monitoring of patients
in hospitals [33], document retrieval [40], control systems for discrete manufacturing
environments [66], speech understanding [49] and distributed vehicle monitoring [19].
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The rest of the activity in DAI, as judged by papers in typical workshops, consists
of theoretical or technical studies (e.g. the Contract Net [84], cooperation without
exphcit communication [25]) that might be absorbed into multi-feature agent designs.
A common problem seems to exist for all the above apphcations. It is captured
in the foUowing issues:
1. How can one design an optimal agent to solve a particular problem?
2. If one has a special architectural feature Hke the Contract Net Protocol [84],
what are the criteria and the methods that should be used to embed this feature
in a given system?
3. How does one treat different architectural design choices and decide on their
integration? How does one select, from among them, those that have the best
chance of providing the most efficient solution for a given job?
It can be said, therefore, that the “agent design problem” is a primary problem of
DAI. Still, in the current state of development of DAI, one can find that a given design
is good because the engineer who conceived it has made a particular design choice (in
an unsystematic way) that has turned out to be good. It can be assumed informally,
therefore, that one is in fact deaUng with a design space where one particular choice
corresponds to a point in that space. There is no systematic way to search the space of
design choices. Hence any idea that contributes to making a search more systematic
is in principle a useful contribution in the current state of DAI. This is the basic
motivation for the work conducted in this thesis, where we investigate the extent to
which G As can help to advance the subject.

6.2

Issu es o f D A I

Research in Distributed Artificial Intelhgence (DAI) typically considers the prob
lem of how a group of independent problem-solvers (agents) can accomplish a given
goal th at is beyond the capabiHty of any agent alone. This requires cooperation
between the problem-solvers, since one agent cannot simply proceed to perform its
action without considering what the other agents are doing [94]. As a result of that,
several alternative approaches to the distribution of knowledge and control among co
operative problem-solvers have been proposed (see [22, 50] for examples). As argued
in [24], in general these are still too specialised and project-specific.
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The issues of interaction and communication are of central importance in DAI.
The way a given problem is decomposed and distributed will determine the inter
dependencies among problem-solvers, and thus will require them to coordinate their
activities by sharing information, plans, goals, tasks or resources [22]. W ithin this
framework it is up to the system designer to provide a given organisational structure
and the means for agents to interact within it. At the same time there is a need
to develop more extensive theories of DAI and of social knowledge and action [22].
Additionally, as advocated by Avouris and Gasser [4] it is im portant to have standard
and widely-used tools for building DAI systems as a means to free developers from
many mundane tasks, and to enhance the comparabiHty of systems and techniques.
It is often very difficult to identify what a minimal architecture for a given problem
is. Moreover, many practical apphcations are not amenable to a detailed m athem ati
cal modeUing, and hence one is usually satisfied with a solution that has an acceptable
level of performance. This requires the design of suitable metrics or performance in
dices to gauge the quality of the solutions and the effectiveness with which they are
produced. Once a particular index is found, a problem can be recast as an optimisa
tion exercise where the space being searched is a restriction of the space of possible
architectures. In mainstream DAI, typical papers on architectures pay attention to
details of coordination and distribution of knowledge. We therefore examine these
in our work later in the thesis, and review several existing approaches in the next
section.

6.3

T h eo ries o f coord in a tio n : lite r a tu r e r e v ie w

One of the important issues for DAI is the estabHshment of a general theory of
coordination and cooperation. The basic question to be answered here can be restated
as the problem of defining which agent does what, when [23]. Werner [94] argues
that cooperation is made possible through communication and social organisation.
The degree of communication that takes place ranges between two extremes: those
involving no communication to those involving sophisticated high-level protocols [94].
In the first case an agent should be provided with some rational capacity to rea
son and infer the other agents’ intentions without having to communicate with them.
Examples of this school are Rosenschein and co-workers’ attem pts to provide agents
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with common knowledge that permits them to coordinate their efforts, without exphcit communication (e.g. [76, 50]). From a theoretical point of view these attem pts
are im portant because: (z) they prescribe some lower bound on the amount and type
of information needed about a conflict in order to resolve it, and [ii) they give some
indication of when no good resolution mechanism exists [1]. On the other hand, they
assume that agents are provided with enough knowledge of the other agents’ behefs
but fail to clarify how this can be accompHshed without some sort of communica
tion [94]. Also, as pointed out by Werner in [94], communication is necessary to
resolve uncertainty that results when there are several optimal paths to the same
goal. In addition, in practical appHcations an architecture based on rational agents
may be computationally expensive to implement.
Werner presents a detailed survey of increasingly sophisticated communication
techniques including p rim itiv e co m m u n icatio n (where communication is restricted
to some finite set of fixed signals), p lan a n d in fo rm a tio n passing, m essage p ass
ing and high-level co m m u n icatio n . He argues that primitive communication is
often used to avoid conflicts and that sophisticated cooperative action is virtually
impossible to be accomplished through it. On the other hand, plan and information
passing is usually computationally expensive and suffers from the fact that there is no
guarantee that the resulting plan will be agreed to by the recipient agent [94]. Lastly,
an expHcit theory of how complex high-level communication acts are estabhshed is
still missing.
Gasser et. al [24] view a coordination framework as a particular set of settled and
unsettled questions about beHef and action through which agents view other agents.
Again, nothing is said about how the agents build their behefs and how they engage
in a particular action.
Other approaches to coordination include: (z) a c o n tra c t n e t , which consists
of a group of distributed agents that communicate (negotiate) to solve a problem by
task sharing [94]; (zz) p a rtia l global p la n n in g by which agents can represent and
reason about the action and interactions for groups of agents and how they affect
local activities [18]; (zzz) solving ensuing conflicts either by endowing the agents
with d e te c tio n and c o n flic t-re so lu tio n m ech an ism s [1] or (zu) through d ire c t
n e g o tia tio n using case-b ased rea so n in g techniques and m u ltia ttr ib u te u tility
th e o r y [87] and (u) viewing negotiation as a c o n s tra in e d d ire c te d search in a
problem space [78].
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6 .4

T h e im p o r ta n c e o f su ita b le t e s tb e d s

While there are many examples of working DAI systems, it is difficult to compare
their effectiveness directly because of differences in the applications tackled and in the
systems’ architectural features. For this reason, the idea of testbeds or test problems
has been present in DAI for some time^.
One such problem had considerable currency for several years, because of its
simpHcity and apparent generahty, but then fell out of favour. This is the Pursuit
Problem. It is described in the next section.
Work on the Pursuit Problem has been carried out by several researchers. Gasser
et al. [23] explore a simple Pursuit Problem to discuss a coordination framework
based on patterns of settled and unsettled problems. Stephens and Merx [86] compare
three alternative approaches for solving the simple Pursuit Problem while Levy and
Rosenschein [50] apply game-theoretic techniques as a methodology for solving the
simple Pursuit Problem.
The simplest form of the problem ( “4 x 1”: see the next section) was selected by
an informal consensus, and later lost favour because of a similar informal consensus
process (the expression of the view that it was not complex enough to serve as an
effective test for DAI architectures). This last step, we beheve, also made a premature
and unsupported generalisation: that, since the simplest problem was unsuitable, the
general class of Pursuit Problems was therefore unsuitable. Chapter 7 examines this
view systematically, and reaches different conclusions.

6.5

T h e P u r su it P r o b le m

The Pursuit Problem has been suggested as a testbed problem for evaluating
alternative approaches to distributed reasoning and performance studies. It was first
proposed in [7] and models a configuration of two classes of agents, re d and blue,
which move on a rectiHnear grid. Blue agents have the goal of blocking the path of
any red agent. All agents take turns either moving to an empty neighbouring cell

^A recent example of a paper discussing the significance and desirable properties of DAI testbeds
is by Hanks, Pollack and Cohn in the Winter 1993 issue of “AI Magazine”. It was not available to
us before the original writing of the text of the thesis was completed.
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(either horizontally or vertically, but not diagonally), or remaining stationary. The
red agents move randomly in any possible direction (i.e. one not blocked by a blue
agent) which includes their current position. Blue agents are alternatively described
as p u rsu in g ag e n ts while the red agents are often described as p rey . A Pursuit
Game of N agents chasing M prey wiU be referred to as a iV x M game.
According to [50] the Pursuit Problem as formulated by Benda considers only four
blue agents, positioned at different locations on a grid, and whose task is to capture
a fifth red agent by surrounding it, i.e., a 4 x 1 game. When a capture occurs, the
red agent stops moving. If a red agent escapes across a boundary of the grid, blue
agents no longer target it, and it cannot be captured^.
Gasser et al. [23] explored the 4 x 1 game using a coordination framework based
on patterns of settled and unsettled problems. Stephens and Merx [86] compared par
ticular versions of three different control strategies (local control, distributed control,
and central control) and arrived at conclusions similar to those of Benda et a l [7], i.e.
that the central control strategy is superior to the other two although less efficient
(and less robust, e.g. in terms of malfunctioning of the agents) than distributed con
trol. Levy and Rosenschein [50] approached the same game by incorporating global
goals into the local interests of all agents through the use of Game Theory techniques.
There are some points th at are worth mentioning about the above techniques.
First Levy and Rosenschein's technique rehes on the fact that each agent, at all
times, has complete knowledge of all agent locations (the same argument holds true
for any central control strategy, where the controlling agent has complete and accu
rate information about the location of all other blue agents and prevents collisions
among them). This stands counter Gasser et al’s [24] aspiration of having theories
that hold under a no global v iew p o in t condition, i.e., theories assuming that (in
general) global knowledge is impossible or undesirable. It also puts a heavy burden
on the amount of computation in any particular problem-solver, assumes that the in
formation provided to the agents is noise-free, and may be computationally expensive
to implement in games with more 5 agents. On the other hand one must ask whether
the game itself justifies the complexity of the algorithm, and how the algorithm can
be extended to more complex games.

^One of the reasons that made this domain popular is the fact that it is simple to describe and
implement yet appears to require cooperation and some sort of coordination (explicit or implicit)
on the part of the four blue (intelligent) to achieve their goal.
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By the same token the distributed-control architecture of Stephens and Merx [86]
rehes on agents communicating their intended targets at each iteration of the algo
rithm. They argue that the distributed-control system could be implemented with
much lower communication if the blue agents agreed to follow the strategy of allowing
the most disadvantaged agent his choice and if a coUision-avoidance convention were
estabhshed. This brings into perspective the potential problems this architecture
faces if the communication channel is subjected to disturbances from noise and how
this architecture could be extended to games involving more than one prey.
The above discussion also raises several further im portant points.
• How can one judge whether a given problem can be solved by a community of
problem-solvers using only local knowledge? When should global knowledge be
a necessary factor for a solution to exist?
• W hat classes of communication and coordination structures are necessary in a
particular problem?
• If one aspires to a comprehensive theory of interaction among multiple au
tonomous agents, how is one to define the building blocks that comprises coor
dination, cooperation and communication among several independent agents?
• W hat are the issues that He at the foundations of the design of autonomous
agents, and what can one do to design automatic tools that reheve the DAI
developers from many mundane modehng tasks?
The rest of this thesis reports on our attem pts to address the above questions.
Our approach wiU be to consider first a community of very simple reactive agents
that have no global knowledge and rely on a minimal amount of communication to
coordinate their action and resolve conflicts when they occur. In the latter case
communication is considered in an imphcit way as agents follow a predefined set of
rules about how to behave when conflicts arise.
As a definite and comprehensive theory is not currently available, it seems to be a
daunting task to judge whether a given Pursuit Game possesses enough structure and
complexity to serve its main current purpose in DAI, namely, a testbed to explore
and compare alternative distributed architectures.
We shall take the experimental viewpoint th at a pursuit game should be consid
ered easy whenever it can be solved by a community of simple agents with a reasonable
success ratio and with good efficiency of performance. This imphes that no higher
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level of control structures is necessary. Games where reasonable performance mea
sures cannot be achieved with this architecture will be regarded as having enough
complexity th at they can only be solved by the introduction of high-level control and
coordination structures.
There are many avenues open to explore, but this thesis presents just our specific
design decisions. We have concentrated on properties th at we beheve are general
enough to form a good basis from which concepts can be explored even further.

6.6

A im s o f th is research

One basic aim of this work is to provide a framework to explore DAI problems in
general. We shall focus attention on the design of suitable testbeds, a particularly
important area of research in DAI. The following are the basic steps that will be
considered (although not in the order that they occur in this thesis):
• Search for a minimal set of behaviours for a DAI architecture such that agents
endowed with this set of behaviours can be regarded as behaving in an “agenthke” manner.
• Parametrise the architectural features in a convenient way so as to allow efficient
search by a G A.
• Define (or examine) suitable performance measures for the Pursuit Problem.
• Search for an architecture that has the best performance according to these
measures, using the G A as a means of carrying out the search heuristically.
• Explore sets of Pursuit Problems that have the right structure to be considered
as suitable testbeds for DAI architectures.

6 .7

S u m m a ry

Distributed Artificial InteUigence often considers the problem in which a group
of independent agents needs to accomplish a given goal that is beyond the capabiHty
of any agent alone. As a field of both practical and theoretical importance, DAI
continues to expand. As the scale of apphcations grows, and the requirements for
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embedding ever more sophisticated knowledge in the operations of such systems in
creases, the necessity for continued development of techniques of DAI has become
more central to their success [4]. A large number of different techniques exists but it
is difficult to compare their performance. Hence the need for specific test problems,
such as the Pursuit Problem, where different architectural approaches can be com
pared. Another aim is to provide meaningful problems that may offer insights for
research in distributed reasoning. This thesis offers a framework where some of the
central ideas of DAI can be advanced from an experimental point of view. Using this
framework we shall explore pursuit problems that were never considered before, as a
means to offer researchers in DAI suitable testbeds.

Chapter 7
Using a Genetic Algorithm to Design a
M inimal DAI Architecture
This chapter builds on the explorations conducted in previous chapters to
propose a minimal D A I architecture that can he subjected to genetic search
in an efficient way. Design principles based on the concepts previously ex
plored are described. Implementation details that try to balance both the
requirements of a class of minimal D A I architectures and its correspond
ing amenability to genetic search are also brought in perspective. It also
presents a systematic exercise in evaluating the quality of pursuit games
as potential testbeds for DAI, in which GAs are used both to optimise some
simple and basic architectural features of agents and to help the search for
meaningful testbeds in the [N, M ) space of games. The conclusion from
experiments is that (M + 4) x M games have the right complexity to be good
testbeds, provided that M > 4. Additionally, the chapter demonstrates the
usefulness of GAs as tools to help D A I designers, and argues that bore
dom is a concept that deserves consideration as a feature of general agent
architectures. The experiments also suggest that with regard to communi
cation it pays an agent to listen selectively (or periodically) rather than all
the time. Moreover, it seems that the performance of the problem-solvers
is more sensitive to the fraction of time during which an agent actually
listens to messages broadcast by others rather than (for example) the exact
model by which messages are attenuated in the communication medium.

7.1

O b je c tiv e s

One of the central features of the experimental work behind this thesis concerns
how best to explore fundamental aspects of a DAI architecture that can be amenable
to genetic search.
It is important at this stage to emphasise several points that distinguish the
approach taken in this thesis from other apphcations using GAs.
1. This work is not concerned with using GAs and other natural metaphors such
as Classifier Systems [28] as paradigms for the evolution of syntactically simple
rules to guide an agent’s performance in an arbitrary environment.
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2. This work is concerned with building a minimal DAI architecture with which
to explore questions that are of interest to DAI designers, and to suggest pos
sible interesting features for general DAI systems. A second basic purpose is
to examine the relative quaUty of different Pursuit Games within this frame
work, and to find the games that look best as testbeds for agent architectures
completed by alternative high-level design features.
3. This work is concerned with building suitable parametrisations for an agent
architecture that can be explored efficiently using GAs.
4. This work does not aim to propose an optimal architecture to solve any Pursuit
Problem. Ideally we would hke to, but we recognise the difficulties of such
an approach. At the least, we could consider the optimisation exercise to be
reported in this work as being restricted to one particular class of systems (i.e.
the one we shall propose in what follows).
The first point above is based on the evidence of different examples found in the
GA literature th at highlight the numerous difficult theoretical and practical problems
that need to be overcome here. In several of these examples classifier systems were
able to evolve simple and interesting rules, but the scope of the problem was either
small or the rules evolved did not offer any new insights beyond what was already
known by the system designer from the outset^. The exercise explored in this thesis is
highly computationally demanding. In the current stage, the reported evidence in the
hterature points to the Hmitations of these paradigms for delivering good solutions
in a reasonable amount of time.
Additionally, we want to build our framework on top of already-existing DAI expe
rience, and shall not try to derive (or possibly rederive) results using paradigms that
at this stage of time might be too risky to rely upon. We consider that enough knowl
edge has been gathered during previous theoretical and experimental explorations in
DAI and that those explorations provide a suitable set of concepts from which to
explore further issues^. The recognition of these current limitations has led us to

^This does not mean that they should not be regarded as serious and potentially fruitful topics
to address. The author also accepts that only by realising their full capabilities in domains already
well-known can they be fully understood for application to more general contexts.
^In a sense, we regard the currently-available knowledge in the DAI area in an “evolutionary way”,
i.e., that through the last few years of exploration many ideas related to central DAI questions have
already been sieved by their application to different problems. The ones most often cited in the
literature reflect their overall success.
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discard the techniques described in the first item above from further considerations
in this thesis.
The second and third points above are interrelated, and in a way they distinguish
the work done here from mainstream GA apphcations usucdly found in the Hterature,
In the latter case the function to be optimised (and the corresponding parameter
set) is known in advance. Hence, the appHcation of a GA becomes an optimisation
exercise where discussions of convergence to the optimum, and modifications of the
basic algorithms, are central. In contrast, the problem considered here has no definite
functional form to start with, nor is the parameter space specified from the outset.
In fact, if it were so, much progress could have already been achieved by traditional
DAI methodologies. At the same time, the success of the experimental exploration
conducted for this thesis may point to a new appHcation area of GAs for which they
can be used with reasonably promising results and performance.
In this respect it is rather important to design a suitable architecture and corre
sponding fitness function for which a genetic search stands a chance to be successful.
Ideally, we would Hke to avoid common problems such as prem ature convergence and
deceptiveness that are so often reported throughout the Hterature, Moreover, due to
Hmits on our computational resources, we have had to aim for a particular architec
ture th at could generate consistent behaviour across a whole range of ever-increasing
complex problems, without resorting to repeated experiments. We also wanted to
use an experimental approach (for lack of a theoretical one) to convey important and
relevant issues to DAI users: in particular, with respect to the Pursuit Problem, To
sum up, we were faced with the foUowing difficult hurdles to overcome:
1, Lack of a comprehensive knowledge of the problem domain,
2, Stochastic nature of the different games,
3, Lack of a firmer theoretical foundation with which to avoid the reported prob
lems a GA may face when exploring a given domain,
4, Limits on our computational resources.
5, Necessity to specify a suitable fitness function to rank the success of alternative
architectures,
6, The specification of a class of architectures that not only would be convincingly
minimal from a DAI point of view but also could be explored successfully by a
GA.
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The first and second points above actually are the driving force and serve as the
main motivation for the work reported here. In fact, as an outcome of the experiments
conducted in this thesis we were able to gain not only insights in the particular domain
of Pursuit Problems but also in interesting aspects related to the architectural design
choices made. As a result, I befieve this thesis provides enough experimental support
for the use of GAs in the context of DAI.
The current best alternatives to deal with the problems referred to in the third
item were already explored in previous chapters. They are discussed further in sec
tions 7.3 and 7.7. We hasten to point out that ultimately it is the results of the
experiments which will be the best assessment of the suitabihty of the design options
selected. Finally, item 4 is discussed in detail in section 7.6, while the last item is
explored in sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.7.

7.2

W orking h y p o th e sis

We shall assume as a working principle that agents are endowed with some capabihty to recognise patterns (either by having this capabiHty programmed by the
designer, or by providing the agents with some learning mechanism or even by allow
ing a GA to evolve architectures where the agents have this capabiHty “hardwired”
from the outset.).
W hatever the set of patterns is, we shall assume that agents can recognise dif
ferences in the patterns presented to them and they can also recognise similarities
among these patterns (and also with “pre-wired” patterns stored in their memory).
Agents wiU be assumed to possess some correlation mechanism such that they can
do things with two or more of those patterns (for example, they can look at differ
ences or similarities of a given set of patterns). A design approach based on this
idea should aim to find some criteria for deciding whether two given patterns are the
same or not. Since an exact match is always ideal, any such criteria should not just
say th at the patterns are exactly the same, but rather whether they are the same
under some tolerance or some given threshold. Outside the defined boundaries the
patterns wiU be considered not to match. For example, a very simple agent would
consider that anything closer than that threshold is equivalent to the stored pattern
and would make its decisions (whatever they might be) without searching for further
explanations to account for the observed difference. In a correlation-based design a
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simple agent should be endowed with a very simple capability to look for similarities
between patterns and also with a simple counting capability^.
There are two natural ideas that emerge from the above discussion. The first is
based on the fact that even a minimally simple agent that works under the above
principles can be equipped with some capabiHty to predict the future state of the
patterns or correlations that it is observing. The second one is based on the idea of
allowing the agent to recognise that a given pattern has not changed enough over a
period th at should have been long enough for some (any) desired change to happen.
That is, it may be advantageous for the agent to seek for some difference in what it
sees relative to what static things it has been seeing in its previous observations. We
shall address the above issues in more detail in later sections.

7.3

D e sig n p rin cip les

Given a certain DAI problem, consider the architecture of the individual agents
and the cooperative that they form in order to explore it. It is convenient to view it
as partitioned into “low-level” and “high-level” components'*, where the former are
present in any reasonable architecture in structures that do not vary in any essential
or surprising way from one architecture to another. “High-level” is a label that we
shall use to denote other components of an architectural design: those that are novel
or th at add special knowledge-intensive value to a specific design (and are presumably
intended to make that design work better than its rivals).
There are at least two main reasons for considering the partition of a general
architecture in such a way.
First, it may be argued that in many problems a high-level component could by
itself solve a given problem to optimaHty. However, it is im portant to judge whether
the proposed solution is amenable to implementation in systems that operate under

^It must be observed that in general the implementation of the above ideas is related to the
details of the particular architecture.
“^For the purpose of this thesis, we use the distinction between high and low levels informally; no
formal definition is intended or implied, as the dividing line between levels is obviously subjective
and not clear-cut. The existence of the informal distinction is, we think, helpful just to support the
expression of some of our ideas and results.
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severe constraints®. Because of that, a compromise should be struck between the
desirabihty of a proposed solution and the practical hmitations of its implementation.
Within this context, the low-level components play an im portant role in reheving
the high-level components from burdensome activities that could hinder the latter’s
performance in real-world apphcations.
More generally, by observing the performance of a minimal DAI architecture on
an as yet poorly understood problem, a system designer may fiU the existing gaps
with personal knowledge about the specific problem domain. The choice of high-level
components in an architecture allows DAI researchers to be creative in their designs
for effective agents and coUectives. In the present state of DAI, the question of what
high-level components to select is wide open - which is why the issue of testbeds and
test problems for comparison of different architectural approaches is currently ahve.
Bearing these points in mind, we have focused our attention on exploring the lowlevel components of the architecture. Our objective was to design a system which
could grow smoothly to accommodate several dimensions of an agent architecture by
observing the performance of the architecture in problems of increasing complexity.
In this way the introduction of new dimensions was only considered when a solution
that proved satisfactory in games of less complexity did not provide reasonable per
formance with more complex games. Moreover, as we were setting out to explore
problems hitherto unexplored, it was im portant to observe patterns of unforeseen
behaviour that resulted from the interaction of only a few simple behaviours. The
intention here was to observe emergent behaviours arising from those interactions
such that they could be categorised into more abstract concepts which could then be
transferred to general DAI systems, or in particular to those used in problems similar
to the Pursuit Problem.
Our emphasis on simpHcity was also related to the observation that (much as in
nature) a given problem can be explored successfully by a variety of different classes
of agents, each class with its own specific behavioural patterns. However, as argued
in chapter 6, we wanted to restrict the number of allowable behaviours to a bare
minimum such th at they remained non-problem-specific at least in the domain of
Pursuit Games. Sections 7.4 and 7.7 consider the practical impHcations of this idea

®In fact as argued in [22] “the possible limits on communication time, bandwidth, etc., so that
a global viewpoint, controller, or solution is not possible” is one of the criteria that identifies when
coordination among intelligent agents is a basic issue.
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by motivating and explaining in greater detail the specific implementation choices
taken in this work.
On the other hand, as we intended to submit a given class of architectures to
genetic search it was im portant to prescribe some design guidelines that would make
this search as effective as possible. The theoretical considerations explored in previous
chapters suggest that a function should be suitable for exploration by a GA if it can
be decomposed as a linear superposition of functions each of which is itself easy for
genetic search. Although we have not discussed the choice of the fitness function yet,
we have used this principle when specifying the choice of the architectures (i.e. the
parameter space) in the following way.
Suppose th at a fitness function can be found such that it ranks successfully the per
formance of the candidate architectures. This function may depend on the modules
that comprise the given architecture in a non-hnear way. However, if the interaction
is additive among the modules, this might allow independent optimisation in each
one of them. In other words, we aimed at an architecture that could be decomposed
into loosely-coupled parts.
Each module was parametrised by a simple smooth function or a function defined
only at discrete points but supporting a smooth “fit” to these values by a continuous
curve. In doing so we hoped that correlations with respect to the performance should
be explored efficiently by the GA. Whenever that could not be achieved, a given
parameter was to be encoded with a small set of alternatives so that they could all
be sampled evenly in the early stages of the optimisation. The emphasis here was on
simpHcity and ease of programming. However, we hasten to add that (unfortunately)
even these guideHnes do not guarantee the absolute success of the optimisation ex
ercise. Despite this disclaimer, we do feel that it is better to base the design on a
sensible guidehne than none at aU. Also, the results of the simulations to be presented
seem to point to the correctness of the choices we have made by following them.
It is useful to consider the process described in this section as the search for
orthogonal features of an agent architecture in a bottom-up manner. This is a process
analogous in style to the Gram-Schmidt procedure known in vector algebra [10].
Abstractly speaking, we aimed for a decomposition of the architecture in such a
way that the fitness function could be expressed as a Hnear superposition of simpler
functions each of which could be amenable to independent optimisation.
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7.4

D e s ig n o b je c tiv e s

In the previous section we have described the basic principles that guided the
decisions on how to build individual modules. While these principles are im portant,
the greater goal was to develop a convincing minimal architecture of agents that
would behave in an “agent-hke” way. In order to assess better how this may be
accompHshed, it wiU be instructive to make a brief review of standard ideas used in
general DAI systems.
Although a definite theory of coordination has not yet emerged [24], a quick sur
vey of the available Hterature shows that the current approaches to coordination and
cooperation among problem-solvers divide into several Hnes, among which the most
often cited are interactions of rational agents (e.g. [76]) or the modelHng by an agent
of other agents’ actions or beHefs (e.g. [23, 22]), distinct theories of communication,
cooperation and social structures (e.g. [94]) and different proposals for confHct reso
lution (such as [1, 87]).
Our intention was to build an architecture that would take most of the above issues
into account in some basic but convincing way. As a consequence, agents within the
desired minimal architecture should have in principle a recognised minimal capacity
to plan their actions and coordinate themselves within the cooperative that they
form. They should also have a convincing minimal capacity to model their own and
other agents’ behefs, plans or actions. Also, the communication mechanisms and
interaction protocols among problem-solvers should be restricted to be as simple as
possible. Finally, they should possess a very simple resolution mechanism with which
they could resolve ensuing conflicts.

7.4 .1

M in im a l b e lie f c a p a c ity

The simplest way to respond to this concept for an agent’s architecture is to avoid
its implementation altogether by forbidding agents to reason about other agents’
knowledge, behefs, and goals.

This may seem rather restrictive; hence we have

adopted the foUowing alternative which appears to be the next simplest choice. First,
we have restricted our models to be appHcable only to the prey.
The pursuing agents’ model of the prey’s behefs is based on a black-box approach.
In a black-box approach if one is talking about behefs then it is the behef about the
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black-box that really m atters (e.g. one may then say “I beheve that the black-box
will do so and so”). Agents are assumed to possess a black-box model “hardwired”
in their machinery. The parameters of this model are to be tuned by some clever
algorithm (a G A in the current work). Note that a behef is something that usually is
not checked out at a proof level but as a result of the observations about regularities
of the world or because of trust about what other agents are saying concerning the
way things are happening in the world. So, if the observed regularities are such that
the level of confidence of the agent on its model is above a given threshold, the agent
may then plan its future actions according to what its black-box model is tehing it.
The model therefore acts as a predictor and the behef of the agents concerns the
predictor itself.

7 .4 .2

M in im a l c a p a c ity o f c o o r d in a tio n

Within the above framework, the best way to guarantee a minimal level of coor
dination is to aUow agents to pursue their local goals only, regardless of what others
are doing, and communicate in the minimal way possible. In a shghtly more sophis
ticated architecture of agents we relaxed this restriction but only allowed the agents
to possess a restricted set of communication acts whose semantics was as simple as
possible and only conveyed a minimal amount of information about local activities
of the agents themselves.

7 .4 .3

M in im a l c a p a c ity for r e s o lv in g c o n flic ts

Due to their simphcity, blue agents should not plan to avoid potential conflicts.
Conflicts, when they occur, should be solved foUowing very simple rules with the least
amount of communication. In this way, it was hoped that the number of conflicts
occurring and the amount of communication (see section 7.5 for further details) re
quired by the architecture that achieved the best performance level (within the class
of minimal architectures) could convey an idea about the complexity of planning and
coordination mechanisms required in a more sophisticated architecture, if it were to
achieve at least the same performance levels.
Once a minimal architecture was defined and parametrised, we explored the prob
lems of interest for this thesis using a GA to search for the optimum architecture
(using a given performance criterion to be discussed later). In doing so, we regarded
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the performance of the optimum solution found by the GA as an indicator of the
difficulty a given pursuit game would offer. We have also considered the amount
of communication and the number of conflicts occurring as other indicators of the
complexity of the given game.
Before going on to examine the specific design issues in detail, it is useful to
introduce the experimental framework in which they were tested so that the concepts
to be discussed will be seen in the proper perspective.

7.5

A n e x p e r im e n ta l fra m ew o rk

We have built a system of programs to implement pursuit games that follow the
same general Hne as the one in [86]. In their formulation they considered the simplest
4 x 1 game in which no two agents may occupy the same position and the red agent
moves randomly among the possible directions and its current position. Blue agents
can only sense the position of the red agent (i.e. they do not possess knowledge
about the position of other blue agents unless any of them specifically broadcasts its
position). When an agent blocks a position surrounding the red agent the former
broadcasts to the others that that position has become captured. Thus the other
agents may reassess their plans about which position should be targeted, while the
agent th at has blocked the position basically follows the movement of the prey by
remaining stationary relative to it.
In the Stephens and Merx [86] formulation a game is considered to be finished
when the prey moves outside the grid or when the blue agents manage to surround it
completely inside the grid. In the latter case the prey is considered to be c a p tu re d
while in the former case the prey is considered to have e sc a p e d when it has at most
two captured positions occupied by blue agents. If the prey has moved outside the
grid while surrounded by 3 blue agents, the game is considered to be in a s ta le m a te
situation.
In games involving a larger number of red agents one is faced with the dilemma
of deciding when the game should end since it is possible that in some moves some
of the prey remain on the board while others have already moved outside the grid
boundaries. Since we were interested to make an extension to more complex games
that stemmed naturally from the above framework we selected the following option.
Each red agent that crosses the board boundaries is considered out of the game by
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being ’’frozen” outside the board boundaries. This also appHes to the blue agents
that, having captured positions surrounding a given prey, follow it on its path across
a boundary of the board. The configuration of prey and surrounding blue agents
is obviously kept for purposes of collecting performance statistics at the end of the
game. Note also th at in more complex games one must allow for the fact that some
of the red agents may continue to move on the grid and there may not be a sufficient
number of blue agents to surround it. Hence a decision on a maximum number of
iterations is necessary. As discussed in section 7.6.3, we allowed 100 iterations as a
reasonable preset hmit on the number of iterations of the game.
Another major difference between our implementation and the one reported in [86]
is th at we allow a blue agent to release a captured position that it has occupied,
with the provision that it should communicate (by broadcasting) when it captures or
releases a given position. Another important distinction is related to the way in which
the agents react to conflicts. In the Pursuit Game a conflict occurs when multiple
agents attem pt to move to the same cell. As discussed in section , we allowed conflicts
to occur and be solved by the agents following very simple rules, with the provision
that agents must solve their conflicts in one step of discrete time. By that is meant
that, whenever agents are in conflict, they are allowed to make a second choice of
a neighbouring cell to which to move. If after that choice an agent still remains in
conflict with another one, they both stay in their current positions.
For ease of comparison with Stephens and Merx [86], each pursuit game was
run on 30 initial grid configurations which were generated by placing the red agents
symmetrically with respect to both the horizontal and vertical axes. Along each axis
the minimum distance between neighbouring red agents was one unit square. Blue
agents were placed randomly on the board subject to the condition that they should
not be on the central horizontal and vertical lines. Figure 7.1 illustrates one such
initial configuration of five red agents in a 10 x 10 grid.

0
o o o
o

Figure 7.1: Initial configuration of five red agents
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7.6

P e r fo r m a n c e m e tr ic s

It often occurs that a given problem may be explored successfully (or with rea
sonable success) by different approaches. The decision of which alternative should
be chosen depends on its capacity to deHver the best available solution using least
resources, e.g., time, complexity of a given architecture, computational cost or the
amount of communication between different problem-solvers. In a large number of
cases of interest these are conflicting objectives and a user may be satisfied with a
given solution provided it has some degree of acceptability and does not compromise
some im portant constraint. It often occurs th at even an exact calculation of bounds
on these constraints is difficult (if not impossible) to derive.
The trade-off between the acceptabihty of a given solution and the cost of finding it
is a fundamental theme, and to assess it a distance function (p e rfo rm a n c e m e tric )
is usually specified. Performance metrics rank alternative methods with respect to
one th at would, theoretically speaking, provide an optimum solution. Within this
scope, they should reflect correctly how distant from the optimum a given alternative
is. It is assumed that the higher the rank of a given alternative the smaller the
number of modifications that should be introduced in its design to achieve a desired
level of performance.
It often happens that the design of a suitable performance metric is a very difficult
problem by itself. This is a particularly sensitive issue in learning metaphors such
as GAs, for which intermediate non-optimal solutions have to be rated in order to
facihtate the discovery of the optimal one, if that is at all possible.

A classical

discussion of these problems can be found in Samuel’s work [77] with a learning
checkers player. Here we shall examine these issues in light of the specific problem
we are concerned with in this thesis, i.e. the Pursuit Problem.

7 .6 .1

P e r fo r m a n c e m e tr ic s for t h e P u r s u it P r o b le m : d is 
c u ssio n

We are interested to find simple metrics th at rank alternative architectures as a
means to sieve those architectures that explore interesting mechanisms for the distri
bution of knowledge and control. Simphcity is im portant because of considerations
of computational tractabiHty and also for capturing essential aspects that may be
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obscured otherwise®. It is also im portant that the G A should be able to capture
(through a given metric) good architectural choices among alternative solutions to
produce ever better solutions.
In a pursuit game, a good architecture should be one that generates a large number
of captures in an efficient way. In principle, one should hope th at this happens as
a result of reasonable architectural choices that can be used in general DAI systems
or at least in more compficated pursuit games. In these terms efficiency conveys the
subjective idea that the architecture is exploring some im portant canonical feature
of agents’ design. For example, an optimal architecture for a pursuit game should
be one that allows a maximum number of red agents to be captured and no other
alternative exists that admits this in a more efficient way (i.e. using a smaller number
of time steps)^. The question therefore is whether we can capture these two related
(but not equal) concepts with a given metric.
Bearing these points in mind, we shall focus our attention on two aspects of
interest: (%) the number of captured red agents, (ii) the efficiency with which these
captures have been accompHshed.
It is reasonable to accept that in a complex pursuit game the task of capturing all
red agents may be difficult to achieve. It is therefore important to rank intermediate
solutions i.e. to assign a value to a final configuration in which a red agent is “sur
rounded” by either three, two, one or no blue agents. For example, a 4 X 1 pursuit
game th at ends with the red agent surrounded by three blue agents seems to indi
cate a better coordination mechanism being used, in comparison to a game that ends
with the red agent “surrounded” by only one blue agent. There are other factors that
might be of interest to assess the quality of a sub-optimal solution (e.g. the average
distance between captured red agents). However, as a first approximation it seems
that a metric that assigns higher values for configurations of red agents that end the
game surrounded by a larger number of blue agents has the desired characteristics.

®If two metrics are simple and have some simple relationship between them (say, a linear relation
ship) then if an architecture A is better than an architecture B by the standards or the first metric,
then one may say automatically without testing that architecture A is better than architecture B
with respect to the second metric as well.
^Note that it is difficult to conceive that in the average game one can optimise to find a single most
efficient architecture, i.e. one that achieves a maximum attainable value. However, the problem in
this work is not to find such an architecture in a game but to find a game that admits the possibility
of finding such an architecture somewhere over the set of possible games.
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The specification of the efficiency criterion is more subtle and deserves a more careful
discussion.
The most immediate alternative to assess the efficiency of a given architecture is to
compute the amount of time spent by the problem-solvers to achieve a solution, and
to relate it to a known minimum time th at it would take for an optimum architecture
to achieve its solution. As argued above, in most cases it is not known what the
optimum architecture is, so a suitable bound has to be calculated. This may be by
itself difficult to achieve (for example, in games involving a large number of agents).
An immediate alternative is to regard the distance travelled by all agents that have
accomplished the surrounding of red agents as a reasonable indicator for the efficiency
of the corresponding architecture. The reason is because the smaller the distance
travelled by all agents that have managed to surround the prey, the more efficient
the system is Hkely to be.
This solution begs the following questions: should we conclude from the above
information that the community of agents, through their interaction, is really explor
ing some desirable high-level feature of the problem itself? Or should we conclude
that the problem itself offers enough latitude for designers to specify architectures
that are opportunistically lucky in exploring features that yield a high value of the
efficiency criterion and yet produce no discernible high-level behaviour? (i.e. that a
given architecture is specially tuned to take advantage of the performance criterion
being optimised or even to the particular way the prey move.) In this case, could we
conclude that it would perform well on games that indeed demand coordination and
knowledge exchange mechanisms among problem-solvers?
Note that we are interested to examine whether the Pursuit Problem stands a
chance of being regarded as a suitable testbed for different alternatives to the dis
tribution of knowledge and control among cooperative problem-solvers. If a given
problem does not exercise these important features adequately then it does not serve
the prime reason for which it was originally conceived. Now, what can one do to cer
tify th at the agents indeed distribute control and knowledge among themselves? One
possible approach would be to analyse (or measure) the “intentions” of the agents
that form a cooperative. Unfortunately in many situations we have no access to the
internal states of the agents to decide whether they are generating the intended be
haviours. By the same token, it is apparent that this should be difficult to quantify.
Consider for example the case where a given game is to be explored by two systems:
one th at obviously uses clever architectural choices for the distribution of knowledge
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and control and the second constituted by agents completely (or almost) devoid of
these characteristics. Suppose that both systems manage to solve the problem with
comparable degrees of efficiency. An observer who did not have any information on
how the systems were built might conclude that both systems were equipped with
comparatively powerful mechanisms to solve the problem.
This dilemma could be resolved by counting the number of messages delivered
assuming they have the intended features of distribution of knowledge and control.
The fragihty of this argument is apparent if for example one of the designs is based
on ideas of “cooperation without communication” (e.g. [50]).
The information that one of the systems lacks any coordination or similar rational
mechanism, however, would be sufficient to point out the inadequacy of the game itself
as a suitable testbed. It might also highhght the difficulties in devising a suitable
efficiency metric.

7 .6 .2

P e r fo r m a n c e m e tr ic s for t h e P u r s u it P r o b le m

W ith respect to the Pursuit Problem, Stephens and Merx have considered four
metrics that summarise the performance of a given architecture in a 4 x 1 game:
(1) pursuit outcome, (2) capture ratio, (3) success ratio, and (4) success efficiency.
Pursuit outcome, success ratio and success efficiency will be discussed in sections
7.6.3, 7.6.4 and 7.6.5 respectively. Capture ratio refers to the number of experiments
that result in a capture divided by the total number of experiments run. In a general
pursuit game there is a high probabihty of capturing at least one prey per experiment,
so this metric is not particularly helpful unless a good generalisation can be suggested.
Note that the purpose of using a test problem may vary for different architectures.
One particular architecture may be tailored to work in environments where there are
stringent Hmits on communication bandwidth. Another may be designed to work
in domains where conflicts occur very often and hence should be exercised in test
problems with conflict-rich characteristics.
One of our purposes is to suggest games that may offer interesting challenges to
DAI designers. At the same time we recognise that communication and conflictresolution mechanisms usually result from high-level architectural choices.

Since
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our design incorporates very primitive communication and conflict-resolution mech
anisms, we are interested to propose a low-level measure th at relates to them®. We
have therefore considered the number of conflicts that occur per experiment and also
the number of messages broadcast per experiment, as very simple measures of how
much communication and conflict take place in each set of games. These are simple
measures, but they offer hints of the intrinsic complexity of a given pursuit problem
with respect to coordination of agents. The standing challenge is for a designer with
particular high-level architectural ideas to see how those ideas, when implemented,
can improve performance by comparison with the same test game before high-level
treatm ent.

7 .6 .3

P u r s u it o u tc o m e s

A game is considered finished if: (z) all red agents are either captured or have
crossed the grid boundaries, ( m) a preset Hmit on the number of iterations is reached.
The latter condition is necessary to Hmit the number of iterations in one game to a
reasonable value. In all games that we have played, we found that 100 iterations was
a suitable value since the board configurations reached after that number of steps
were fairly stable and apparently did not change much afterwards.
In the same way as for the 4 x 1 game considered in [86], once the termination
of a particular game is reached any of the red agents can be in one of the foUowing
states: in a c a p tu re when it is completely surrounded by blue agents; in a s ta le m a te
when it is surrounded on three sides; in an e scap e when it has at most two captured
positions occupied by blue agents. Also, a red agent wiU be in a s u p e rc a p tu r e
state when it is surrounded by less than four blue agents but the remedning captured
positions are blocked by other red agents or by blue agents that are surrounding a
different red agent. In this way a supercapture reflects a more sophisticated capture
by the blue agents, since red agents can be captured using less than four blue agents
per red agent (in contrast with the 4 x 1 game). In fact, if it were not for this
coordination, the blue agents could never capture both red agents in even a game as
simple as 6 X 2.

®In the architectures that we have examined, communication is very limited and occurs explicitly
when an agent captures/ releases a given capturing position. Conflicts refer to the situation when
two blue agents want to occupy the same position.
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7 .6 .4

S u c c e s s r a tio

The success ra tio as defined by Stephens and Merx is the expected value of
a weighting function /( .) that maps the outcomes to values in the closed interval
[0,1], The values chosen for /( .) were (following [86]) 1.0, 0.5, and 0.0 for capture,
stalemate and escape, respectively. We give a supercapture the rating of 1.5. Since
we consider games with more than one red agent, success ratio here is the ratio of
the above quantity to the number of red agents.
In addition, we have considered a n o rm a lised success ra tio which is the ratio of
the success ratio to its maximum achievable value. For example, in a 6 x 2 game the
latter is equal to 1.5 since red agents can always be supercaptured in principle. On
the other hand, in a game such as 5 x 7 the maximum allowed value for the success
ratio is 1.0/7 since in each experiment at most one prey can be captured. A common
measure across such disparate games is therefore needed.

7 .6 .5

S u c c e s s e ffic ie n c y

Stephens and Merx define success efficiency as an efficiency metric that can
give some basis for comparing the performance of different architectures. The calcu
lation of this metric depends on a global assignment of agents to capture positions.
In games involving more than five agents, this procedure may lead to difficult and
time-consuming computations. We have therefore defined success efficiency in the
following way. For each prey captured (or supercaptured), we compute the ratio of
the M anhattan distance travelled by the prey to the average M anhattan distance
traversed by all blue agents having captured or blocked a given position on that prey.
A prey that ends in a stalemate or escape has corresponding pursuit efficiencies of
0.5 and 0.0. The success efficiency with respect to that prey is then defined as
E?=i Ejf{sc) 4- E?=i Ejf{c) + n j { s ) -b 7ie/(e)
TLgc -|- TLq -j- Thg -j- 72fg

where E{ is the capture efficiency with respect to the i-th red agent that has been
either captured or supercaptured; n^g. Tig, n ,, and

are the number of red agents

that become involved in a supercapture, capture, stalemate or escape. The success
efficiency of the entire architecture is the average of the above measure over all prey.
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7 .7

D e sig n issu es

In the process of designing autonomous agents using a GA approach we were
confronted with the following issues: (i) W hat questions should DAI designers ask?
(ii) How can we apply GAs to the Pursuit Problem?
One answer to (i) deals with the problem of defining which agent does what,
when [23]. W ith regard to (ii) we were faced with the problem of finding suitable
dimensions of agent architectures to allow for convenient parametrisation and ge
netic search®. It is obvious that some dimensional choices may be meaningless or
not interesting while others may turn out to be useful not just because they promote
the apphcabihty of GA methods but also because they suggest new interpretations or
ideas to the DAI designer. In trying to identify interesting dimensions for agent archi
tectures (i.e., what is parametrisable?) we found ourselves asking the same question
as (z) above, recast in the language of reactive architectures: what are the observable
quantities that should be measured and what are the thresholds for reactions? Are
the thresholds based on correlations, predictions? And if so, of what and with what?
What actions should be taken when a given threshold is exceeded!
In trying to give an answer to (ü) we were drawn to the fact that in a multiagent
system each individual agent should have at least a minimal capacity to plan its
activities and coordinate them with those of other agents. It should also be provided
with some minimal capacity to deal with conflict situations whenever they occur.
It is immediate to see that in many problems no agent is capable of performing a
given task by itself. Hence agents should rely on coordination with others so that
the community of agents will be able to accomphsh the desired goal. In a complex
pursuit game, it is not sufficient for an agent to block a given prey’s direction of
motion as there may not be enough other agents to block the prey’s other possible
directions for free movement (e.g. consider the case of a 5 x 7 pursuit game). As
a consequence, if we want to endow even minimal simple agents with some capacity
to cope with more complex games we have to make a choice about how they should

®The use of GAs as function optimisers in this context can also be motivated by the following
argument. If one has some performance measure that one trusts as a good measure of performance
and the value of this performance metric increases as a result of some tuning, then we can say either
that this happened as a lucky coincidence or explicitly as a result of our attempts to optimise the
architecture for this sort of performance.
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react in these particular situations (subject to the fact that the agents have no global
knowledge and very Hmited skills).
Bearing the above points in mind, we decided to concentrate our design on three
main issues: (i) prediction, (ii) boredom and (m) conflict resolution. As a subsidiary
issue we have also considered basic communication between agents (as described in
section 7.10) but there has not been time to do full justice to this in the thesis.
Prediction refers to the agents’ capacity to identify certain patterns/ situations
and immediately realise a possible version of their future consequences. In many cir
cumstances agents should be designed with an innate capacity to react to unforeseen
pattern/situations as this may enhance their efficiency (and sometimes their survival
when confronted with dangerous environments).
Prediction also offers a finer control in the planning capabiHty of an agent, as it
allows the possibihty of recognising future conflicts, or anticipating its target position
(e.g. in a pursuit game a given agent chasing a prey could “cut corners” in its pursuit,
if it were able to recognise correctly some regularity in a prey’s moves). On doing
so it could reduce its expenditures of energy and improve the efficiency of the whole
community of problem-solvers.
Boredom^® is the recognition by an agent of certain patterns/ situations that are
not changing and that correlate with the agent’s inabiHty to accomphsh its primary
goal or to the community’s inabiHty to solve a given problem. An agent (even a very
simple one) ought to perceive (or be told) that it is “not doing weH” and it should
have the abihty (even if it is very Hmited) to look at the environment and reach
the conclusion th at something in its immediate neighbourhood should be changed to
give any hope of improving its current state. Since our primary goal is to design an
architecture that is very simple, we must include this issue as a low-level architectural
choice if we include it at all. Fortunately a low-level version is reaHsable, using no
more than the ideas we have just mentioned. Even when deaHng with high-level
design choices, however, a designer wiU be faced with similar issues.

^°The term “boredom” is used here to emphasise the kind of agent actions that would occur on
observation that a given situation, value of a variable or a score etc., may have persisted for too
long, given that progress towards a goal is not satisfactory. It is not intended to imply that our
treatment is a model for boredom in living agents. For example, it is consistent with actions that
follow from preset timeout conditions in a monitoring program, and could in principle be described
in terms of “timeouts” rather than “boredom”.
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W ithin the scope of the pursuit problem, conflicts occur because two agents may
want to occupy the same position simultaneously. In our implementation we allowed
conflicts to occur and be solved by the agents following very simple rules

Agents

were allowed to solve their conflicts in one step of discrete time, after which any
agent remaining in conflict over an intended move was required to stay in its current
position.

7 .7 .1

P r e d ic tio n

Since we wanted to keep the architecture as simple as possible, we decided to
allow agents to predict only the prey’s moves (and, for example, not to allow other
inferences about a prey’s internal state or structure). Bearing in mind the geometrical
flavour of the pursuit problem, in which straight lines belong to the set of primitive
concepts, the simplest predictive choice was to allow the agents to predict the prey’s
moves in a hnear manner. Two different decision modules were implemented and
both architectures were subjected to genetic search (which also included the search
for their parameters). Figure 7.2 depicts one of these modules.
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Figure 7.2: Basic predictor model
In this module the prey was considered to be moving in a given direction if the
corresponding memory count was greater than or equal to the threshold. In the
second option a direction was accepted as valid if the ratio of its corresponding

^^e.g., in one implementation an agent engaged in conflict performed in a ■polite -way by changing
its intended move to another direction which was chosen (from a set of alternatives) in a random
way or by taking its second-best alternative from the same set.
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memory count to the sum over all memory counters was greater than the threshold
value. The decision module was included since in both implementations two different
directions could be accepted as valid.
Once a predicted direction of move was found, the agent used a simple Hnear rule
by which it projected the prey’s future position on the direction of move. The final
decision on where to move in the next step was made by comparing the distance
towards the target position and the corresponding prediction.

If the former was

bigger, the agent moved to the latter. Otherwise it moved to the target position.
In the same way as above, we considered the design of memory modules through
out the entire architecture in the simplest way possible. This is illustrated in fig
ure 7.3.
Inputi
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+

Outputi

Memory Coefficient (G [0,1])
Figure 7.3: Memory model of past observations

7 .7 .2

B ored om

Figure 7.4 shows how we have implemented a simple architectural correlationbased scheme.
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Threshold
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PoHcy
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Figure 7.4: Basic correlation scheme
Whenever an agent captures a position it broadcasts a message to indicate that
that position is no longer vacant. Once in a captured position an agent wiU tend
to remain there by following the prey’s movements. If, however, insufficient other
agents have turned up to surround the prey after some interval, the agent may become
bored (i.e. when its associated boredom level exceeds a given threshold value) and
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eventually may release its position.

The information that the prey has not been

surrounded is correlated with information on the prey’s movements, such as change
of direction, detection of movement and the number of agents surrounding the prey.
Once an agent releases a position it may for a number of iterations (z) stay in the
same position, {ii) choose any random movement, (m) backtrack, i.e., move in the
direction opposed to its preferred choice of movement or (&u) when bored, choose the
best alternative movement apart from following the prey and then target the nearest
capture position that is available.
The last option has several interesting consequences. If the second-best choice
is a distant target, then the agent may refocus its attention (after some time steps
when it goes back to its normal state) on exactly the same position that it decided
to release when it became bored. To a human observer this action would be akin to
one where the bored agent is broadcasting a very primitive and “deceitful” message
( “/ intend to release a captured position^^). This is because some agent in the vicinity
of the bored one may thus opt to target the available position. Because the bored
agent may also try to target the released position in a future move (possibly the next
one), this wiU result in conflict. In the ensuing resolution of the conflict the agents
could find themselves in a better configuration. Viewed in this way the “deceitful”
message is a call for cooperation.
In addition, in situations where an agent is blocking a capture position adjacent
to another prey, the release of its current captured position may be beneficial as it
allows for some reconfiguration that may result in the capture of two or more prey
at the same time.
Once an agent has become bored, it wiU remain bored for some time until its
boredom level falls below a second threshold. If this latter value is reached, the agent
returns to its normal state.
For this module, we used the GA to search for the best combination of correlation
strategies, memory parameters and also the best poHcy to be implemented once an
agent reaches a given boredom level.
We beheve the concept of boredom is a primitive but interesting architectural idea
that is worth considering for inclusion in the design of many types of agents and DAI
systems. In the pursuit problem (as in many other conceivable DAI appHcations) “a
Httle boredom goes a long way”. This is illustrated by Table 7.1, which depicts the
best pursuit outcomes found by the GA on a 5 x 7 pursuit game for architectures
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including or excluding boredom (see Section 7.8 below for further details on the
optimisation issues).

Escapes
185

Boredom
Captures Stalemates
15
10

Escapes
200

No Boredom
Captures Stalemates
2

8

Table 7.1: 5 x 7 Pursuit outcome
The introduction of boredom allowed captures to occur in one-third of the games
while stalemates occurred in half of them^^.

This is reflected by the normalised

success ratio, which was equal to 58% in the architecture with boredom as opposed
to only 22% in the simple architecture.

7 .7 .3

C o n flic t r e s o lu tio n

To examine conflict resolution, we implemented several simple policies and used
the capabihty of the GA to search for the most effective one. In a pursuit game
involving more than 4 pursuing agents the simplest form of conflict is related to the
fact th at two or more agents may want to occupy the same location simultaneously. In
accordance with the design restriction of having no global knowledge, agents resolved
their conflicts by changing their choices of where to move next following very simple
rules. If an agent persisted in conflict after trying to follow the rules, it was forced
to stay in the same position. Conflicts also occurred due to the prey’s movements,
since an agent that had captured a position and was following the prey’s move could
be dragged to the same position as another agent. Whenever this occurred, in our
approach, the docked agent was forced to undock.

7.8

O p tim isa tio n issu es

We have so far described the model parameters that we have subjected to genetic
search and have discussed some performance metrics that can be used for comparing

effect one out of the two captures in the no-boredom architecture occurred because a red
agent was surrounded by three blue agents and another red agent that had previously moved to
an effective “capture” position by being stationary just out of the grid boundaries (so it should be
considered as a supercapture, although it was a very opportunistic one).
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the efficiency of different architectures. Recall that one of our aims is to suggest games
that look best as testbeds, i.e. games in which the low-level components of an agent’s
architecture do not lead to a performance that has either a very low or a very high
rating. As such, a game will be considered very complex if a community of simple
problem-solvers cannot be found such that it attains a minimum level of performance
with respect to the former. On the other hand, if we can find an architecture of simple
agents that achieves a high performance in a given set of games, we shall consider
the set of games as not being of interest for the purposes of a DAI testbed. Stated
in other words, given a set of games we shall use a G A to evolve an architecture
of simple agents that, among all those generated in the genetic search, achieves the
highest performance. A set of games will be considered as a good testbed if the
performance of this architecture does not rate either too low or too highly by the
given measure of success.
In this way, the search for good games will comprise three phases: (1) finding
sets of games that look interesting in principle; (2) submitting each set of games as
a problem to be solved by an architecture of simple agents that will be evolved using
a G A; and (3) identifying among the set of games those for which the performance
of the architectures evolved by the GA falls within a given range. In this section we
shall consider how item (2) can be accomplished.
Each candidate solution produced by the GA wiU comprise the parameters of a
given agent’s architecture, the performance of which wiU be calculated by requiring
it to play a given set of games. A GA evolves sets of candidate solutions towards
populations of fitter solutions. Within our interpretation, a solution (or an agent’s
architecture) will be considered satisfactory (or fit) if a corresponding community of
agents (with the given parameters) achieves a reasonable performance when playing
a given set of games. Ideally we would Hke to regard the GA as being successful in
its search for the architecture’s parameters if it can produce solutions near the global
optimum, i.e., if no other set of parameters exists such that these result in a better
performance. This brings into perspective the following interrelated points:
• W hat is the criterion to be optimised by the GA?
• W hat will be considered as a good “fit” solution?
• How does a given architecture that was found by optimisation against a fixed
set of games perform with respect to different initial configurations?
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The natural candidates for the optimisation criterion were initially the success
ratio and the success efficiency. We first examined these criteria with respect to
the 4 x 1 game and the performance metrics suggested in [86]. Once a particular
architecture was found by the GA, we inspected the solutions via an animated visual
display. Based on this, we observed that solutions produced by optimisation of the
success-efficiency metric were of worse quality than those produced by optimising the
success-ratio criterion. The former led to communities of agents that hovered in the
grid without approaching the prey in a consistent way, and yet achieved high values
of the efficiency metric.
The last observation can be understood by the fact that, if a blue agent does not
move but stiU manages to block one direction of the red agent, it is behaving in a
very efficient way. The GA was able to find architectures where agents seemed to
be exploiting this approach passively rather than actually exploring the possibilities
that were open to them. We have observed that minimisation of the sum of the
success-ratio and success-efficiency metrics resulted in systems with the most effective
game-playing behaviour.

Other metrics could be generated by different weighted

combination of the performance metrics. However, we have used the success ratio
instead since it produced good-quality solutions and it was simpler and faster to
calculate.
Since theoretical information about the global optimum was in general unavail
able, we decided to use the GA’s results as natural candidates. In the 4 x 1 game this
offered no problem as solutions achieving the maximum allowed value were always
produced. In more complex games, however, we took the viewpoint that (lacking
any other significant information) the solutions found by the GA could be used as a
baseline for comparison. The GA started with a population of 50 individuals chosen
at random and we let it run for 3500 trials. The individual solution with the highest
success ratio was chosen as the fittest one. In general, due to limits on our computa
tional resources, we ran the GA once for each set of games. It is a known fact in the
GA Hterature [28] th at a GA can become trapped on local optima and hence running
the algorithm several times is usually recommended when one can afford to do so. As
we used it in very complex games that demanded a great number of computations,
running the algorithm several times would have been prohibitive (although playing
the set of games in parallel on several machines would make the task much easier).
Tests were performed to assess the variance of the solutions generated by the GA
using 7 X 3 as an example. We ran the GA 10 times and collected statistics concerning
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the results. The standard deviation of the best success ratio obtained in each run was
more than an order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding mean. We observed
that in all experiments conducted, the GA managed to find good-quality solutions and
did not seem to get trapped prematurely in any particular area of the search space.
This is particularly pleasing once it is recognised that the GA was attem pting to find
good combinations of very different parameters such as thresholds and poHcies to be
adopted when a given threshold was achieved. The solutions provided by the GA
continued to perform weU when we considered different sets of initial configurations.
To assess the performance of the GA against random search we ran both algo
rithms on a 8 X 4 game. The solution found by the GA was 72% better than the one
found by random search (which incidentally was found in the first few iterations).

7.9

E x p e r im e n ta l r e su lts

We have conducted experiments to provide suggestions of answers to the following
questions:
• Is the 4 x 1 game sufficiently complex to be useful as a testbed for different
architectures?
• How does a particular architecture that was optimised for a 4 x 1 game behave
in more complex games?
• In case an answer to the first question happens to be negative, what games have
enough structure and complexity to be exploited as useful testbeds?
The last question is particularly im portant, and our response to it constitutes a
significant novel result for this work.
The answer to the first question proved to be particularly easy: a 4 x 1 game could
be played successfully by a community of very simple agents with a performance equal
to that of the best architectures reported elsewhere. Table 7.2 illustrates the perfor
mance of an architecture in which agents rehed only on their rudimentary predictive
capabihties and conflict-resolution strategies obtained through optimisation via the
GA (in this table. Conflicts refers to the number of conflicts per experiment while
Messages refers to the number of capture/release messages per experiment). Since
the number of agents in a given conflict was almost always two, the number of actual
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messages broadcast was less than 15 per experiment. This compares rather well with
the results reported in [86].
Escapes
0

Captures
29

Stalemates
1

Success Ratio
98.33 %

Conflicts
3.067

Messages
7.533

Table 7.2: Performance metrics of predictive architecture in a 4 x 1 game
The inclusion of boredom in the basic architecture resulted in 100% success ratio
with a very much reduced number of conflicts per experiment (1.5) and a slightly
higher number of capture/ release messages per experiment (8.1). Hence, 100% success
ratio can be achieved in a 4 x 1 game with a minimal amount of coordination and
communication.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the success-ratio performance of a simple architecture of
agents optimised by the GA when used to play more complex games. It is consistent
with the observation [86] that a distributed-control system degrades gracefully and
that enough simple agents can be added to achieve a desired success ratio.
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Figure 7.5: Success-ratio performance of an optimised “4 x 1” architecture in complex
games
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Note that some of the games have an associated value for the success ratio greater
than 1,0 which is due to the fact that (as explained in section 7,6.4) we give a super
capture the rating of 1,5, Figure 7,5 suggests degradation of the performance metric
in a Gaussian way where the standard deviation is proportional to the number of
blue agents. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 7,6 where we plot success ratios
against the ratio of red to blue agents (and where the family of curves shows the
different success ratios that occur in figure 7,5 as one moves along the lines parallel
to the number-of-red-agents-axis in the red agent-blue agent plane). Figure 7,5 also
serves to suggest areas of the game space where games of greater complexity (i,e,
in which the performance of the agents’ architecture achieves very low values) can
be found. It must be emphasised, however, that it reflects the performance of an
architecture specially optimised for a 4 x 1 game when confronted with more com
plex games, (A specific architectural optimisation for each particular game would in
principle produce better results).
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Figure 7,6: Success-ratio performance against ratio of red to blue agents
Using the information illustrated in figure 7,6 as a subjective guideline, we rea
soned th at games within the region [0,3,1,2] formed an initial set of good testbed
problems. Yet this still left us with a huge number of games to be evaluated. The
next step was to narrow down the search to a class of games for which all the red
agents could be captured (at least in principle) using all the available blue agents
(albeit probably demanding a lot of coordination among them). Our interpretation
of the data is that th e b e s t class is th e class of (M + 4 ) x M gam es, (For example,
N = M

A holds on a Hne that is a good subjective separator of the high-gradient

region and the plain-Hke region on the surface in figure 7,5), Incidentally, the 6 x 2
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game is the first element of this class of games, for which the above ratio is exactly
1/3.
Figure 7.7 shows the optimum success ratio found by the G A when used to search
for the best value of the performance metric in this set of complex games. It illustrates
the utility of implementing boredom in an agent architecture over one that does
not take it into account. In this class of games the degradation in performance is
exponential at first but falls off very slowly for games involving more than 7 red
agents with the curves oscillating shghtly but showing a steady and slow decline as
the number of red agents increases. It appears to indicate that the increase in the
number of agents above a suitable non-small value does not introduce much extra
complexity into the games played. Values of M below or equal to 4 seem to lead
to games that can be tackled with reasonable success by communities of very simple
problem-solvers and as such should be playable with very high efficiency by any agent
architecture with good high-level design features. Therefore it is possible to conclude
that the 6 x 2, 7 x 3 and 8 x 4 games represent qualifying exercises for any such
candidate architecture, while the serious tests for the qualifiers start with 9 x 5 .
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Figure 7.7: Unnormalised success-ratio
Figure 7.8 shows the number of conflicts occurring per experiment while fig
ure 7.9 shows the number of capture/release messages broadcast. In all experiments
conducted, almost all conflicts involved only two agents. Obviously an increase in
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communication should be taken into account in those architectures where a conflictresolution poHcy relies on agents exchanging some form of communication. But fig
ure 7.9 in particular indicates that even a simple change in the features of agent
design can produce a surprisingly large increase in the demand for communication
bandwidth.
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Figure 7.8: Conflicts per experiment
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Figure 7.9: Broadcast messages per experiment
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7 .10

C o m m u n ica tio n

As already argued in chapter 6, cooperation is often made possible through com
munication and social organisation. We shall follow Wilson in [96] by regarding com
munication as an act on the part of one agent ( “the sender” or “the transm itter”)
that alters the probabihty pattern of behaviour for another agent ( “the receiver” ) in
an adaptive fashion. From this perspective the architecture so far proposed already
has embedded in it a minimal capacity for communication which becomes apparent
when an agent captures/ releases a position, or when conflicts are resolved. In the for
mer case communication is exphcit as we enforce the condition that an agent should
always broadcast a message in such situations. In the latter case communication is
imphcit, as an agent will probably change its immediate goal as a result of the conflict
resolution poHcy.
In complex DAI systems, however, communication should in principle be more
sophisticated than the form discussed above. It is therefore natural to enquire to what
extent a minimal communication capacity (beyond the one considered so far) can be
designed into the agents’ architecture such that it is beneficial to the community
of problem-solvers, if this capacity can be designed at all. We want to stress once
again th at we are not interested here in studying paradigms for the evolution of
communication. Rather, we shall assume that communication is one extra dimension
that a DAI designer should take into account when confronted with a given problem,
and we would Hke to convey some information about the increase in efficiency, if
any, th at is provided by simple communication mechanisms. We consider next the
particular design decisions that we took with regard to the pursuit games.

7 .1 0 .1

I ss u e s o f c o m m u n ic a tio n

We are interested to investigate here the possibihty of embedding a minimal com
munication protocol in the agents’ architecture. The simplest way to consider com
munication from the point of view of the sender is to allow it either to emit a signal
or not^^. We have previously considered agents’ architecture for which no expHcit

more sophisticated agent, for example, could be provided with a high-level mechanism to
decide in what circumstances it should communicate and what message should be broadcast in each
one.
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message was broadcast apart from the occasions when an agent captures/releases a
position. It is now reasonable enough to focus attention on agents that would under
certain circumstances try to communicate at all times.
When should a simple agent wish to communicate? In a pursuit game it is fairly
obvious to assume that once an agent captures a given position it would wish that
the remaining positions surrounding the prey should be captured as well. Therefore,
once in a captured position an agent should always broadcast a simple message: “/
need help to capture this prey‘d. We have implemented this capabihty by allowing an
agent to broadcast only its coordinate positions. The semantics of the message is
to be understood as a call for help (or cooperation) by an agent at the transm itted
position. Any agent receiving the message will therefore

assume that an agentat

that position is requiring some help to surround a prey.
Communication can of course be omnidirectional or directional. Since we wanted
to keep the agents’ architecture as simple as possible, we only considered communi
cation to be omnidirectional.
So far for the transm itter of the message. An agent that receives a message should
be confronted with the following issues:
1. Shall I hsten to all broadcast messages or shall I have a selective response to
them?
2. W hat are the thresholds for reaction?
3. W hat shall I do about any signal that I hear above the threshold?
4. W hat sort of information do I hold? W hat sort of correlations do I make?
There are various alternatives in tackHng these issues. For example, an agent
that receives a given message (with the coordinates of the sender) could compute its
distance to the sender and disregard th at message if it is below a given threshold
( “/ can’t do much to help in this situation”). We have adopted instead a different
approach that is grounded in the physics of radio communication and which views
communication as being subject to attenuation. W ithin this interpretation a message
can be regarded as having a certain intensity and as it propagates it is attenuated by
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the medium. W hat the receiver “Hstens to” is the intensity of the messages reaching
it:\
Given the above framework an agent would still be confronted with the task of
integrating all the information that it received. It would also be faced with the
decision of how to react to the incoming flux of information.

We discuss in the

following sections the design alternatives that we have taken. We hasten to point out
that we believe they are general enough to be of practical use in other appHcations
besides the Pursuit Problem.

7 .1 0 .2

A g e n t s ’ c o m m u n ic a tio n m o d e l

As far as communication is concerned an agent views its world as a circle with an
infinite radius in which it is placed at the centre. The circle is divided into a given
number of sectors (the exact number is to be evolved by a G A search). In this way
an agent effectively clusters all the information on a per-sector basis. The size of a
sector corresponds to the maximum resolution that an agent has such that it is able
to distinguish between different sources of information if and only if they are located
in different sectors.
The amount of communication in a sector is equal to the sum of the intensities
of all signals emitted in that sector. If the amount of communication in a sector is
below a given threshold ( “squelch value”), the agent regards the information coming
from th at sector as noise and simply does not take it into account. Obviously, the
GA is used to search also for the squelch value.

7 .1 0 .3

A tt e n u a tio n law

Different alternatives exist to model the attenuation law corresponding to the
communication medium. The most obvious of them is given by the following expres
sion:
In te n sity{r) =

^“^The intensities are actually calculated by providing each agent with a rule to compute the
attenuation law in that communication medium. The GA in this case tries to find an “optimum
medium” to propagate the messages!
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where r corresponds to the distance to the transm itter of the message, p corresponds
to a “power law” for the communication medium^® and I q is taken to be equal to 1
without loss of generality. In principle there is no particular reason why one should
only consider an exponential power law and not others (e.g. Gaussian). We have
adopted the following attenuation profile which is inspired by Cauchy’s distribution
in statistics [65] and which will therefore be referred to as a Cauchy profile:

In te n sity (r) =

O? +

where a is a parameter that corresponds to a power law. A value of a. equal to 0
corresponds to the situation where an agent cannot hear anything. A value of a equal
to 80 corresponds to a situation for which the intensity of a signal transm itted 30
units away from a receiver is attenuated by less than 13% when it reaches the latter.
We have thus considered this case to be a reasonable approximation to the situation
where an agent can hear anything broadcast in the grid th at we have been using.
Hence [0,80] seemed to be a reasonable choice for the interval of a.
The decision to opt for the Cauchy profile was based on the following reasons.
First, the shape of the profiles changed only marginally for values of a that differed
by a small amount. This is consistent with the idea of supporting a smooth “fit” to
these values by a continuous curve discussed in previous sections.
Secondly, we wanted to avoid the situation where the attenuation varied by a
large margin for agents whose M anhattan distances differed only by small values.
For example, consider an exponential attenuation law with p = 2. An agent that is
one unit away from the transm itter will receive a signal with intensity equal to the
transm itted one. On the other hand an agent that is placed one horizontal unit and
one vertical unit away from the transm itter will receive the same signal attenuated
by a factor of 2. As a result, no attenuation factor occurs in the interval (1,2). The
Cauchy distribution appears to offer more control than the traditional exponential
law in avoiding this potentially undesirable situation. We remark in passing that we
are considering a two-dimensional space and not the space of 3 or more dimensions
where one normally finds power-law potentials. It is not unknown in physics that
in two-dimensional problems where potentials exist, the potentials are not straight
power laws.
15p

G [0, 3.5] seems to be a good range of allowable values.
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7 .1 0 .4

R e a c tin g t o c o m m u n ic a tio n

Once the calculations of the signal intensities corresponding to all sectors is com
pleted, an agent will only consider for its interest the highest-intensity sector among
those th at are above the squelch value. It will then try to move in the direction of
the bisector of the corresponding angle. This was judged to be a fairly simple and
unbiased choice of direction. If no sector existed such that its corresponding intensity
was greater than the squelch value, the agent should choose to move to the nearest
prey.
A latency time for Hstening to communication was also introduced to allow an
agent to choose a time intervaP®^^ in which it did not hear any signal regardless of
its intensity. This proved to be particularly useful in connection with an artifact
in the design that we have called the “Keystone Kops” effect^® and whose removal
exemplifies the benefit of using a GA technique as a tool to assist the design of the
architectures,

7 .1 0 .5

T h e “K e y s to n e K o p s ” e ffe c t

From the previous discussions, it follows that once a sector was chosen an agent
would try to move in the direction of the bisector of the corresponding angle. If,
however, it was one unit away from a transm itter, it might decide to go to the
transm itter’s position instead of capturing a possible vacant position around the
prey. In this way it would generate a detrimental conflict. W ithout modifying this
design choice, the GA consistently generated solutions where agents opted not to

latency time equal to 0 implies that an agent should listen to messages broadcast in the
communication medium at each time step. On the other hand a latency time equal to n implies
that in only 1 out of { n + 1) consécutives moves does an agent check the incoming messages. Note
also that an agent uses the squelch value to assess whether the information coming from a given
sector should be treated as relevant or just noise. As a result, even in the case when an agent decides
to listen to any messages broadcast, it may not react to any one of them as it may decide that they
are just noisy information.
^^In effect, this behaviour shows an agent tuning its listening rate to the bandwidth of incoming
information that it can handle best, given its other characteristics. This is an echo of the cybernetic
“law of requisite variety” idea, produced some time ago to refer to similar situations [3]. I am
grateful to an examiner for pointing that out.
^®A classical comedy feature in some of Hollywood’s silent movies, in which policemen in a chase
end up colliding with and grabbing each other or innocent bystanders instead of the actual object
of their pursuit.
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hear anything, thanks to a suitable choice of a latency time. Once this artifact was
corrected, the solutions generated by the G A were consistently better than the ones
previously obtained.
We note in passing that the Keystone Kops effect is not restricted to the particular
apphcation explored here.

It may well appear disguised in others such as path-

planning via potential fields. Here for example, a robot whose task is to capture an
egg might end up with its hand-grip in the correct place although the result of its
approach might be catastrophic to the egg’s structure if care were not taken to ensure
that it should reach the egg’s surface with a velocity very close to zero!

7 .1 0 .6

E x p e r im e n ta l r e s u lts

The GA was used to search for architectures th at included communication in the
design. W ith regard to communication the search included sector size, latency time,
the parameter a for the Cauchy profile and the squelch value. Since the introduction
of these parameters increased the length of the chromosome, a population of 70
individuals was used instead of the previous 50.
Figure 7.10 compares the optimum success ratio found by the GA with the pre
vious results. It shows that communication is beneficial in most games, especially
those involving a large number of agents. The results are even more remarkable if
one considers the fact that they were obtained using the same number of trials as in
the previous experiments, i.e. 3500, although the chromosome length had increased
by more than 29%. When the number of trials was allowed to be 5000 the results
improved consistently throughout the games considered (although in most of them
only by a small fraction). In either case, in some games performance increased by
40% over the case when communication was not implemented. The performance
curve has similar characteristics to the ones considered before, i.e. with degradation
being exponential at first but faUing off very slowly for games involving more than
7 red agents. The conclusions with respect to the most suitable games to be used
as testbeds are consistent with the remarks made previously, and hence reinforce
them (since the architectural considerations of section 7.10 and previous sections of
chapter 7 are basically independent).
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Figure 7.10: Unnormalised, success-ratio
It is instructive at this point to make some speculations suggested by the ex
periments conducted. It must be observed, though, that to make more robust and
finer conclusions would require a bigger volume of experiments than we can currently
provide. Hence the following conclusions should be read with care, although in my
opinion they suggest interesting lines of research to be pursued in future work.
In order to understand how I reached them, let me first describe the conditions
on which they are based. For each game explored, we saved 17 architectures that
achieved the highest scores according to the performance criterion. In general, we
rarely observed differences of performance of more than 1.2% among the best archi
tectures found by the G A in each game explored^®.
Table 7.3 shows the percentage of games where each communication parameter
was fixed in all the 17 best architectures.
Sector Size
70.6%

Latency Time
82%

Attenuation Law (a)
23.5%

Table 7.3: Communication parameters and percentage of games where they were
fixed in all the 17 best architectures.
We see from table 7.3 that one has much more freedom in choosing different
values of a rather than the other two parameters without compromising the optimum

fact, in most cases the best architectures achieved the same value of the performance criterion
and whenever they differed, the corresponding values usually varied by at most 0.5%.
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performance level. Usually the range of variation of a was very large. Note that the
rate of change of the attenuation law with respect to a is given by,
2a

d T
/ \
~ I n t e n s ,t y ( r ) =
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r=
1
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if a ^ 7*
if CK% r

2rl if O'
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Thus in general we can expect quite different values of a to produce similar
profiles, particularly when a is large. The results of the experiments indicate that
the performance of the collective of problem-solvers is not particularly sensitive to
changes in the profiles.
Table 7.4 hsts the range/value that occurred most often for the sector-size and
latency-time parameters in all the best architectures (in all games explored). We
should point out that with regard to the sector size we have observed values of 60
and 90 degrees occurring in 16% of the total cases while we did not observe any
correlation between this parameter and the number of agents involved in the games.
That was not the case for the latency-time parameter, as in all games involving at
least 12 red agents all the best architectures found by the GA had latency times equal
to 0.
Sector Size
Range (degrees) Percentage of Total
[10, 30]
71%

Value
0

Latency Time
Percentage of Total
47%

Table 7.4: Percentage of occurrence for all the best architectures (range/value).
We may conclude from the above observation that in games with a larger density
of agents, i.e. those with at least 12 agents, it pays to listen to the communication
medium at all times. This may be hnked to the dynamics of the games, since a larger
number of red agents in the grid may act disruptively in configurations of pursuing
agents th at were almost achieving a capture. The movement of the prey may induce
conflicts among the pursuing agents and as a result, “near captures” may result in
escapes.
It appears that, once we introduce communication in the architecture, things get
much more comphcated than before. One reason for this is related to the fact that the
communication scheme implemented here incorporates different design choices and
there are many different ways in which they can interact without compromising the
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overall performance. The experiments also appear to indicate that one may get much
more mileage out of exploiting the idea of latency times rather than focusing too
much attention on the attenuation profiles.(This conclusion would actually be rather
counter-intuitive from the point of view of (say) a radio communications engineer).

7.11

C o n clu sio n s

In this chapter we have examined the design of autonomous agents using a GA
approach to explore the space of pursuit games and to suggest games in this space
that may serve as good testbeds for alternative DAI architectures. Based on the
experimental evidence collected, we have concluded that the 4 x 1 game does not
serve the purpose for which it was conceived, since a minimal agent’s architecture
using httle coordination and communication can solve the problem so well that there
is nothing left for more sophisticated architectures to improve upon. To gain further
insights about the game space we have explored it using an architecture of simple
agents that was specially optimised for the 4 x 1 game. The interpretation of the
results obtained suggests that the class of (M -f- 4) x M games forms an initial class
of good testbed problems.
The experiments also suggest quite strongly that in the class of (M + 4) X M
games the simplest ones that have enough complexity to serve as useful supports for
tests and evaluations of DAI architectures are those with M G [5,7]. For M > 7,
the games certainly require more than low-level architectures if the pursuing agents
are to achieve good performance, but the overall computational cost of playing them
may be undesirably high when one considers that the outcomes may give little extra
enlightenment to DAI designers.
The results reported here have a value beyond the domain of Pursuit Problems.
We have demonstrated that DAI can profit from the apphcation of G As as experi
mental tools to assist the design of different architectures. The assistance is of two
kinds. First, it allows searches of suitable spaces (here, both “architectural spaces”
and the (AT, M ) game space) for good design choices, when no other approach can
guarantee to make such choices. Second, it is an aid to thinking about the dimensions
of the spaces, as one has to consider the question of what can be parametrised when
one is trying to set up a problem for GA analysis. One may not know in advance
which kind of assistance will be of greater value for a given problem. In the research
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reported here, we have been able to take advantage of both kinds of assistance. Most
of the chapter is devoted to discussion of optimal choices of low-level architectures
and pursuit games. However, we have also identified some basic dimensions in agents’
architecture that are potentially vahd for many different DAI appHcations. Within
this activity, we behave that the issues introduced through the concept of boredom are
the most novel. In addition, we have also found that the concepts of “Hstening rate”
(i.e. the latency time for Hstening to communication described in section 7.10.4),
thresholds and attenuation of communication are significant ideas to be taken into
consideration by designers who aim at an effective increase in the performance of
the problem-solving agents. W ith regard to communication, the results reported in
section 7.10.6 appear to indicate that the performance of the coUective of problemsolvers is less sensitive to changes in the a parameter that controls attenuation profiles
than the value of the latency-time variable. They suggest that it may be more use
ful to investigate details of the idea of latency times rather than focusing too much
attention on the attenuation profiles. This is a surprising result which was not ex
pected when we set out to explore these dimensions (and, as we have said, it may be
counter-intuitive from at least one point of view - though possibly quite intuitively
sensible from another point of view, e.g. that of a sociologist). Hence it may be a
fruitful topic for further research.

Chapter 8
A non-standard approach for som e
standard optim isations
The two previous chapters have considered a non-standard application of
GAs in which they are used as tools to assist the design of D A I architec
tures. However, no theoretical evidence exists to suggest that the results
obtained are the optimal solutions fo r the games explored, because of the
absence of a “theory” for the games and for D A I in general. This may
leave the impression that the approach taken so far cannot be beneficial in
more traditional applications where the formulation of the problem consid
ers the optimisation of a function given in an explicit form. The present
chapter attempts to correct this impression by focusing on a nontrivial
application that shows the benefits one can obtain through the flexibility
provided by the GA in exploring dimensions not immediately suitable for
exploration by any classical treatment. The application considers a non
trivial nonlinear constraint optimisation problem with a large search space
where some dimensions are discrete and other continuous. As an added
bonus it also suggests a simple methodology to handle the constraints,
which may be an interesting alternative whenever a problem should have
a similar underlying structure.

8.1

M o tiv a tio n

In chapters 6 and 7 we have considered a non-standard apphcation of GAs in
which they are used as experimental design tools. The approach taken is particularly
useful in problems where a designer wishes to explore suitable spaces for good design
choices when no other approach can guarantee to make such choices. We can see the
general quaHty of results for the DAI apphcation, where the fact that one could not
guarantee the optimahty of the proposed solutions for the problems being explored
was clearly not detrimental to the aims of the apphcation.
On the other hand the relevant chapters may have left the impression that the
standpoint taken there may not be beneficial in other circumstances for which the
optimisation of a function given in an exphcit form is required, especially when some
classical treatm ent already exists. The purpose of this chapter is to correct this possi
ble misconception. It is obvious by now that unless appropriate knowledge about the
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domain exists, not every function can be searched efficiently by a GA approach^. One
of the goals of this chapter is therefore to indicate some features characterising apph
cation domains where the flexibihty provided by the GA in exploring non-traditional
dimensions proves to be very attractive. Specifically, we shall do this by considering
the apphcation of GAs to sphnes for curve fitting.
Although the conclusions presented in this chapter are based on experimental
results, we consider them worth mentioning for the following reasons.

First and

foremost, they demonstrate that optimisation over parameters that are not obviously
suitable for “classical” treatm ents of optimisation can be conducted simultaneously
with exploitation of the obvious or classical variables. Second, the apphcation is
a real-world problem whose solution is of practical industrial importance to a large
number of users. In addition, we discuss some technical issues that may be of interest
in other GA apphcations that have a similar underlying structure.
Since the chapter does not fall directly within the main course of the thesis, only
the most relevant points wifi be discussed here. The interested reader is referred
to [56] and [89] for further details.
The organisation of the chapter is as foUows. Section 8.2 describes the apphcation
and the problem area where the technique was apphed. Section 8.3 briefly reviews
the mathematical ideas that are im portant for what foUows. Section 8.4 describes
alternative solutions that have been proposed in the past while section 8.5 details the
GA solution and exemphfies the benefits of using the technique and the flexibihty of
exploring dimensions not amenable to classical treatments.

8.2

In tr o d u c to r y rem ark s on th e a p p lic a tio n

We shah centre our discussion on an apphcation area, namely fermentation pro
cesses for pharmaceutical production^, where the use of smoothing sphnes, especially
cubic sphnes, is widespread (e.g. in the analysis of process and laboratory data).
Fermentation processes are used in the manufacture of many pharmaceuticals and

^Which is why the issue of the identification of suitable domains for genetic optimisation is
currently alive.
^This by no means restricts the results discussed here to this area only, as we shall point out
later.
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numerous food products. A major challenge in controlling these processes is their
optimisation.
There are several issues here. One is related to the fact that the fermentation
companies store historical measurements (or historical data) from their processes
and they would Hke to make use of those. But such use is not necessarily simple,
as one often wants to interpolate between discrete measurements and one may also
want to differentiate curves^. Usually the elapsed time of the process is very long
and the data are discrete and sparse. One may, for example, only have access to 21
measurements for a period of 200 hours.
In terms of interpolation, we would hke to fiU out the gaps between the data
points. In terms of differentiation we would Hke to have a smooth curve (i.e. without
noisy spikes) so th at future users could be able to differentiate it in a rehable way. It
is therefore im portant to remove noise from the data by smoothing the data properly.

8.3

T h e o r y an d m e th o d s

Data-smoothing using spHne functions is an example of a “black box” approach
to modeUing. The spHne is a parametric model which is fitted to measured data, but
the model coefficients have no particular biological or physical meaning. A spHne
function has no dynamic or time-series component.
SpHne functions are weU-known to give exceUent approximations for interpolation
and/or smoothing of data [72]. A smoothing spHne, unHke an interpolating spHne,
does not go through aU the measured points. Instead, the smoothness of the function
(measured for example, in the case of a cubic spHne, by the sizes of the discontinuities
in the third derivatives) can be traded against the accuracy of the fit. An interpolating
spHne should be used only if the data are known to be completely free of noise,
otherwise some degree of smoothing is called for.
A spHne function is a piecewise continuous function consisting of polynomial seg
ments which join at points referred to as k n o ts, where the values and all but their
highest derivatives are continuous.

^For example, it is very important for fermentation engineers to know the rate of growth of cells
in a culture.
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A spline function s(æ) is defined over a set of basis functions bj^k(^)- We shall
follow [17] in using normalised B-spline functions.

Given the set of data points

( x i,y i),i = 1,2, . . . , m in the range [a,b], a spHne function of degree k and with
knots tjj j = k - i - l , k - \ - 2 j . . . , n — k may be represented as a linear combination of
a finite number of kih degree B-splines:

t=i
where C{ are the representation coefficients and the B-splines,

are determined

uniquely by the degree of spfine and the knots. We shall refer to ^

as the discrete

samples from the spfine function s*(æ) at 2Ci, iC2 j • • • j ®m? and to c as the vector of
coefficients.
The discontinuity jump of 5*(æ) at

is defined as:
+

The superscripts + and - indicate the value of the A;th derivative on either side
of the knot t*. Following [17], the spline’s roughness is measured by the vector of
discontinuities (evaluated at the sampled points) in its highest derivative, which we
shall refer to as rç = Rc. Only discontinuities at the interior knots are im portant
and hence, for example, for a cubic spfine the jih. column of R is:
7Lj

—

^6,jj • • • j î'(m-4 ),j) ) where ,
+

=

dx^

dx^

Cubic splines are able to give good fits to data that show abrupt changes. They
can also mimic a wide range of analytic functions. This explains their widespread
use in interpolation and/or data smoothing, although in principle other degrees of
polynomials could be used.
Throughout this chapter we assume that measurements y are generated by a
smooth function g{x) corrupted by additive random noise. The amount of smoothing
of the spfine approximation should be controlled to avoid the spfine following the
random errors in the measurements, a phenomenon often referred to as o v erfittin g .
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To account for the roughness of the spHne and any departure from the measurements,
a cost function is introduced (describing the quality of the spline fit):
J (n , k,p,c) = p { f ^ f ) + {rç^rç) = p\\f}\^ + ||rc||^
where / denotes the accuracy of the sphne fit, c corresponds to the vector of the
coefficients of the expansion of a given function in terms of the sphne basis, and the
elements of the vector rc are the weighted sums of the discontinuities in the highest
derivatives at each interior knot. The parameter p (which must be chosen) controls
the trade-off between the fidehty of the sphne to the measurements and the roughness
indicated by the higher derivatives.
Note that J is a quadratic function of the coefficient vector c. Hence once the
number of knots, their positions and a value for p have been chosen, the minimisation
of J with respect to c is straightforward (using calculus techniques). The choice of p
and n is a non-hnear problem. It is im portant to note that, since the smooth function
is corrupted by random noise, the standard deviations of the measurements affect the
fidehty demanded of the sphne. The difficult problem is to find a good estimate of
the smoothing parameter.

8 .4

P r e v io u s so lu tio n s

In Dierckx’s solution [17] the user specifies a fidehty constraint S, and then both
the number of knots and the smoothness factor p are adjusted in the search for a
sphne with the desired value of the constraint. The basic problem with his approach
is that, if one wants to do it properly, knowledge of the errors in the data is needed.
Moreover, it is also im portant to know the data-measurement variances precisely,
because there is a statistical hypothesis test involved. Another problem with his
technique is that the relationship between the specified fidehty and the quahty of the
visual fit is far from intuitive.
Recall that the problem is to obtain a good estimate of p that does not require
knowledge of the standard deviation of the noise. Craven and Wahba [14] showed
that an estimate of p is that one which gives a sphne with a minimum Generahsed
Cross Vahdation (GCV) function and it provides an optimum amount of smoothing
from the data. A convenient interpretation of GCV is that it optimises the abihty of
a set of sphnes fitted to all except one data point to predict the omitted value. In
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their implementation they considered the case where the number of basis functions
was the same as the number of data points. Unhke them, we would wish to treat the
number of polynomial segments as a variable. In fact, our simulations show that one
does better by reducing the number of knots.
To sum up all the above, we are faced with three problems here. The first is
related to knowledge of the errors of the data. This knowledge is assumed in Dierckx’s
solution but cannot be taken for granted in many practical apphcations. The second
problem deals with the decision on how many knots should be used. It is partially
explored by Dierckx but assumed to be known in Craven and Wahba’s methodology.
The last problem is concerned with the choice of the degree of the sphnes. This choice
may be domain-dependent and may require extra knowledge or expertise about the
process being analysed. A standard way to circumvent this issue is to assume that
cubic sphnes provide good fits in general and use them accordingly.
The foUowing questions are therefore appropriate.

Are the above approaches

generally sensible? Can we provide more insights about a given problem and hence
improve on existing techniques by relaxing the above assumptions? Can we find an
automatic way to choose the degree of the sphnes and the number of knots that
produces sphne fits with higher quahty than the above methodologies?

8.5

A h yb rid a lg o rith m for fittin g e x p e r im e n ta l
n o isy d a ta w ith sp lin es

The GA solution tries to combine the best characteristics of the two previous
approaches. First we have incorporated the degree of the sphne as another dimension
in the search. The candidate set of parameters is chosen to be tIq, pa and ka where
n is the number of knots, p is the smoothing parameter and k is the degree of the
sphne. A straightforward minimisation of J(na,Pa,ka,c) with respect to ç gives the
set of coefficients for an arbitrary sphne sx^. sx^ and y are used to compute the
GCV function for this particular combination of parameters. The GA searches for
the combination that minimises the GCV function.
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Note that the problem is nonhnear and p ranges over a large interval ([0, oo]) and
is continuous"*. Also note that if we allow the degree of the knots to vary, then the
“optimum” value of p is different for different sphne degrees; so it would not be a good
idea to allow p to vary over a small range of values. The problem also suffers from
numerical instabiHties for some combinations of parameters due to the existence of
ill-conditioned matrices. And it also belongs to the class of constrained optimisation
problems (albeit a simple constraint) because of theoretical restrictions on how the
degree and the number of knots are related.
Since the constraints examined in the apphcation defined simple regions in the
search space, we have used a simple geometrical transformation so that no solution
was generated outside the feasible region. By doing so, we were able to apply a
simple genetic algorithm to search for the minimum of the GCV function without
unnecessary modifications to the initiahsation and reproduction phases.

8.6

A p p lic a tio n to th e p e n ic illin p r o c e ss

The peniciUin fermentations involved the aerobic growth of a mould, P. chrysogeum P2, on a semidefined medium containing corn steep Hquor. After a period
of rapid and almost exponential growth the initial charge of nutrients became ex
hausted and the growth was subsequently Hmited by a glucose feed, giving almost
hnear growth for the remainder of the fermentation.
Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the results from laboratory assays of biomass concen
tration. The input information poses problems for a smoothing procedure because
the data records are sparse and have diurnal oscillations defined by only a few data
points.
Figure 8.1 (a) is the sphne with the best overall GCV value found by the GA; it
is a quadratic sphne with 16 knots. Figure 8.1(b) is the best cubic sphne found by
the GA, with 24 knots, while figure 8.1(c) shows a 12-knot cubic sphne from a local
^This is an important point that needs to be emphasised: our search space is much bigger than
for example Craven and Wahba’s because they do not allow n to be a variable. In doing so they
have collapsed a multidimensional problem immediately into a single-dimensional one. All they had
to find, therefore, was the value of p that minimised that GCV function. For example, the GCV
surfaces have local minima, and the global minimum is not necessarily the one that has the number
of knots equal to the number of sampled data points (which stands contrary to the Craven and
Wahba methodology).
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GCV minimum. Figure 8.1(d) corresponds to a 20-knot cubic spline from another
local GCV minimum. The oscillations in these data are real effects, but the sphnes
away from the global GCV minimum do not follow the oscillations rehably.
Figure 8.2(a) is the sphne with the minimum GCV value found by the G A; it
is a cubic sphne with 19 knots. Figures 8.2(b) to 8.2(d) show cubic sphnes from
local GCV minima. Figure 8.2(b) corresponds to a 22-knot sphne with a smoothing
factor of about the same value as the smoothing factor of the sphne in figure 8.2(a).
Figure 8.2(c) is from a local GCV minimum with 16 knots, and Figure 8.2(d) is a
very smooth sphne, but which nevertheless has a local minimum in the GCV value.
Figure 8.3 iUustrates a comparison of cubic and quadratic sphnes for peniciUinconcentration data for a second fermentation. It iUustrates a major benefit that arose
from using the GA to select simultaneously the model’s structure and its parameters.
Figure 8.3(b) shows a sphne with minimum GCV value, found by the GA when
sphnes were restricted to degree 3. Figure 8.3(a) is the quadratic sphne found by
the GA when aUowed to search for sphnes of different degrees. The data record has
a discontinuity at about 35 hours when peniciUin production begins; the quadratic
sphne with its discontinuous second derivative shows higher fidehty to the data in the
region of the “corner” than the cubic sphne. Moreover, the quadratic sphne, unhke
the cubic sphne, avoided giving impossible values for the peniciUin concentration
(which cannot, of course, become negative). It is im portant to mention that it is
commonplace in the engineering hterature to use cubic sphnes, but we have shown the
advantage of being more general (i.e. considering the sphne degree as an optimisation
parameter) here.

8.7

S u m m a ry

The results reported in this chapter have some value beyond the description of
“yet another GA apphcation”. First, they demonstrate th at optimisation over pa
rameters that are not obviously suitable for “classical” treatm ents of optimisation can
be conducted simultaneously with exploitation of the obvious or classical variables.
(Here, for example, the degree of the sphnes is a non-classical variable, and in fact
the number of knots can be regarded as non-classical as weU). Second, the apphca
tion is a real-world problem whose solution is of practical industrial importance to
a large number of users (we have also apphed the technique to data obtained in the
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production of genetically-engineered organisms - where the nature of the data and
our treatm ent are broadly the same as for the experiment that is the subject of this
chapter - with very promising results as well.). The problem examined here is an
instance of a larger class of problems in which one is required to produce approxima
tions of multivariate functions from sparse data. Success of a technique of solution
in one instance may strongly imply success in the others. As a result, a large body
of im portant problems may be open to more in-depth analysis.
The technique described here achieved a considerable advance in the quality of
fits of fermentation data. By that is meant the abihty to handle the discontinuities
that are so characteristic of these fed-batch processes and the abihty to adjust the
sphne degree - which, as shown in figure 8.3, avoids the generation of unreahstic
negative values. No previous curve-fitting approach to that particular problem has
been satisfactory.
The apphcation iUustrates the Uexibihty provided by a GA approach whenever
one is deahng with spaces where the constraints can be parametrised by means of a
convenient choice of variables. It is precisely this Uexibihty that may be a particularly
interesting advantage of the GA over other more traditional algorithms when deahng
with problems of a similar structure.
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of quadratic and cubic splines fits

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Directions for Further
Research
9.1

C o n clu sio n s

The research in this thesis has contributed towards advances in both theoreti
cal and practical aspects of GAs. On the theoretical front, we have reviewed the
underlying theory for many application domains of Genetic Algorithms from the per
spective provided by Harmonic Analysis. One of the aims was to get further insights
into the domains of applicabihty of GAs and to extend the analysis often applied to
binary alphabets to other domains. This was accomplished in the work reported in
appendix A, where we have shown that the results most often cited with regard to
binary strings carry over naturally to non-binary alphabets.
A second motivation was to put the results in the GA literature into the perspec
tive of other mathematical results already known elsewhere. This can be viewed as
not only contributing useful results unknown to the existing GA literature, but also
as an investigation of a more fundamental and general formulation of some of the
basic concepts of the subject.
Chapter 4 has examined the idea of a suitable index to gauge the difficulty a
given problem might possess for genetic optimisation. The scope of the investigation
is wider than a first glance through it might indicate. One could imagine that an
explicit estimation of certain Walsh coefficients would be beneficial in providing more
confidence in the relevant results or serving as a suitable warning signal about the
characteristics of the function being explored. Our results indicate that unless one
restricts the class of functions being explored, this might not be accomplished even in
the extreme case where the evaluation of the Walsh coefficients could be performed
with enough statistical reliability. We have also described explicitly a whole class of
functions that are of interest in some signal-processing applications, which can exhibit
high degrees of nonlinearity and yet belong to the class of fully easy functions. It
is interesting to note that this gives some theoretical support to recent experimental
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results about the ability of GAs to solve related problems which in principle (without
a proper theoretical treatm ent) might be regarded as difficult and highly epistatic
ones.
The thesis has contributed also towards the identification of two areas for which
the apphcation of GAs provides new conceptual insights and very promising results.
Given the current theoretical hmitations, I beUeve the identification of suitable do
mains for genetic optimisation is a desirable issue from at least two different points
of view. First, it may contribute to more in-depth theoretical analysis of the domains
of apphcabihty of GAs. Secondly, from a more practical point of view one would hke
to advance the knowledge in areas where no other approach can currently guarantee
to make such advances.
The apphcations in themselves share no obvious similarities. However when looked
at in a “GA perspective” some commonahty between them becomes more apparent.
Most notable is the disciphne of identifying non-standard dimensions, or even forcing
the introduction of parameters in a problem description when their nature is not
obvious, and subsequently subjecting them to genetic search. This contrasts with
standard apphcations when one has only to consider the dimensions already given
in the problem description. It is hoped therefore that this thesis serves also as an
educational study for the cases when one has to consider a problem without clear-cut
description and has to model it in such a way that a GA search can be useful and in
particular, more useful than typical alternative approaches to solution of the problem.
W ith regard to the apphcation involving sphnes, it is im portant to emphasise
that it is an instance of a larger class of problems in which one is required to produce
approximations of multivariate functions from sparse data.

For example. Craven

and Wahba [14] have noted that the method of generahsed cross-vahdation is also
apphcable to choosing the ré g u la risa tio n p a r a m e te r in the m e th o d of ré g u la r
isatio n for solving Fredholm integral equations of the first kind. Poggio and Girosi
[68] have noted th at many problems in several different areas including system esti
mation, computer vision and time-series analysis can be formulated as problems of
approximating multivariate functions from sparse data. When the problem involves
continuous output values, régularisation techniques can be used. Since the solutions
provided within the scope of ré g u la risa tio n th e o r y are equivalent to generahsed
sphnes [68] I beheve the techniques explored here can be extended to address these
challenging and im portant domains.
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One particularly pleasing outcome of the minimisation of the generalised crossvalidation function using a GA approach is that the resulting technique makes very
good use of very limited information. It also works rather well with sudden tran
sitions, as indicated, for example, by the results towards the end of chapter 8 on
the adaptation of the method to the penicillin data with a sharp corner discontinuity.
This is a significant result for biochemical engineers, because no previous curve-fitting
approach to that particular problem has been satisfactory.
The second apphcation deals with the design of autonomous agents for distributed
knowledge-based systems. One of the goals was the design of suitable testbeds for
evaluating alternative architectures of distributed inteUigent systems. The work fo
cused on the Pursuit Problem, a canonical problem suggested as a useful tool for
evaluating alternative approaches to the distribution of knowledge and control among
inteUigent, cooperative problem-solver s. Pursuit Problems are particularly interest
ing from an apphcation point of view as they serve as suitable models for several
real-world apphcations, such as finance and control. As such, they should be con
sidered as potentiaUy interesting testbeds for evaluating proposed software solutions
for these domains as weU. The contribution of the thesis is to indicate in detail (and
justify) choices of good testbed games, where previous work in this direction has been
more subjective than systematic.
Most of the apphcation-oriented research conducted here has been directed to
wards providing good guidehnes on how to use GAs as experimental tools to assist
the design of autonomous agents for distributed knowledge-based systems. The ef
fective assessment of the quahty of alternative distributed knowledge-based systems
is becoming increasingly im portant in both the theoretical and practical spectrum
of distributed artificial intelhgence. In the apphcation area, the magnitude of the
costs incurred with a wrong appraisal of the quahty of proposed solutions can be
very high if care is not taken in the design of suitable experiments before a pro
posed architecture is embedded in real-world apphcations. From a theoretical point
of view it is very im portant to have problems that exercise the dimensions that can
contribute towards the development of more extensive theories of DAI and of social
knowledge and action. In a broader sense, we would hke to understand how a coUection of autonomous agents achieves coordination and how higher-level organisational
structures evolve as a result of the interaction of the individual agents. Chapter 7
indicates that the problems proposed in this thesis have enough complexity to indeed
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require cooperation among problem-solvers. As such, they stand as good testbeds for
exploring ideas that are im portant for DAL
The research reported in chapters 7 and 8 has contributed to questioning the
validity of previous standard practices in both application domains. (It has been
well received at international conferences or workshops in the subject areas treated
in those chapters). For example, the use of cubic sphnes in fermentation-process data
and the use of the 4 x 1 game as a suitable testbed for DAI are both questioned and
found to be somewhat lacking. But the thesis also offers alternatives to overcome the
above hmitations.
In the apphcation involving sphnes, the research has provided an automatic way to
determine the degree of the sphnes and the number of knots. In the DAI apphcation,
it has suggested not only an interesting and novel way to model and test ideas that
are of interest to DAI researchers but also as a result of the explorations conducted
we have been able to suggest a class of games that has a good chance of exercising
precisely the dimensions that are of interest to DAI.
This is in my opinion an im portant point to make. The 4 x 1 pursuit game
has remained as the standard canonical test problem in DAI for quite a long time
probably because of its compeUing simphcity and the ease by which results can be
compared.

This elegance and simphcity may have obscured the actual goals for

which it was conceived in the first place, namely, to exercise interesting high-level
ideas of coordination, cooperation and communication that may be used elsewhere.
For example, recently Korf [45] explored a class of pursuit problems in which only
one prey was to be surrounded. This included the 4 x 1 game although the grid size
he considered was larger than ours (100 x 100).
He arrived at conclusions similar to ours, namely that a 4 x 1 game can be solved
without any exphcit cooperation. But probably as a result of his experiments he then
views coordination in general as an emergent property of the interaction of simple
greedy agents subject to environmental constraints. This may be a prem ature and
misleading message and exemphhes the importance of supporting one’s claim with
careful experiments. In fact, our research has revealed th at to achieve reasonable
performance levels in more compHcated games the agents’ architecture should include
more than low-level components. It is certainly true that many problems in the real
world look more complex and require more high-level decisions from the problemsolvers than the 4 x 1 game does. It was with this idea in mind that we set out to
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explore the game space and to suggest games th at should work well for the purposes
for which they were designed in the first place. It is also true that ultimately it will be
the community of users who will decide on the appropriateness of a particular class
of problems to be used as good testbeds. But it is safe to befieve that one should not
rule out pursuit problems other than 4 x 1 from consideration as good testbeds for
DAI - provided the correct games are considered - without trying to be systematic in
investigating them.
The experiments conducted in this work suggest quite strongly that in the class of
(M + 4) X M games the simplest ones that have enough complexity to serve as useful
supports for tests and evaluations of DAI architectures are those with M G [5, 7].
By focusing attention on this class of games, we have also identified some basic di
mensions in agents’ architecture that are potentially vahd for many different DAI
apphcations.

Within this activity, we beheve that the issues introduced through

the concept of boredom are the most novel. In addition, we have also found that
the concepts of “hstening rate”, thresholds and attenuation of communication are
important ideas to be taken into consideration by DAI designers. W ith regard to
communication, our experiments appear to indicate that the performance of the col
lective of problem-solvers is less sensitive to changes in the a parameter that controls
the attenuation profiles than the value of the latency-time variable. We do not yet
have a language or the tools to make finer distinction, but it does seem that one may
get much more mileage by experimenting with the idea of latency times rather than
focusing too much attention on the rather more obvious (at least to a physicist or a
communications engineer) issue of the attenuation profiles. This is certainly a topic
worth further research.

9.2

D ir e c tio n s o f fu tu re resea rch

In this section we shall comment briefly on possible future directions related to
the two main apphcations, i.e. first of all the spHne and then the DAI, and finally we
shall make some more general remarks.
In the apphcation involving sphnes we have not tried to find the minimum num
ber of knots, or their optimal position. Instead, we have foUowed Dierckx [17] in
generating an arbitrary distribution of the knots which concentrates them on areas
with relatively high densities of data points. In principle, there is no reason why
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this particular distribution will be the optimum for different data sets, and a more
challenging problem is to evolve the distribution of knots using a G A. This might
require the use of a non-fixed representation for the chromosomes, and accordingly,
the introduction of suitable crossover operators. The placement of knots is an active
area among researchers who use sphnes, and I beheve this is an area where GAs can
play an im portant role.
W ith regard to the Pursuit Problem several interesting possibihties suggest them 
selves. For example, we have found that the concept of “superagents” (assembhes of
blue or pursuing agents that have reached positions relative to each other, e.g. while
docked against red agents, that it is in their best interests to maintain), is worth fur
ther research. (Superagents are not mentioned in the DAI chapters because we have
not had enough time to investigate them seriously). It is desirable to work towards
concepts that have impHcations similar to those that arise from the ideas of colonies
of cells or animals in sociobiology.
We would also hke to explore the extent to which the idea of estabhshing ranks
(and the ensuing dominance relations) among agents can be effective in further im
proving the performance of their collectives. Another interesting area to explore is
how the problem-solvers can recognise that they have achieved positions that are
good enough that (from their point of view) the game ought to stop.
Still further dimensions or concepts deserve examination, e.g. non-dimensional
quantities associated with the pursuit games explored here. One might, for exam
ple, be interested in exploring games where the density of agents in a grid is held
constant so that different methods could be compared independently of mesh size
and prey number but purely by means of ratios. Since the problems considered here
are computationally very demanding, it would be desirable to assess the population
of proposed solutions in a parallel way (as opposed to the current implementation,
which works sequentially). Once that is accompHshed, more in-depth knowledge of
the structure of the problem (and related solutions) could be gained due to the faster
way of assessing different performance parameters or design choices.
One final approach that deserves a mention is to consider the parametrisation of
the prey’s actions and use the GA to search for the combination of such parameter(s)
with others discussed above that results in a performance that leaves enough room for
improvement (from the perspective of the “good DAI testbed” reasoning in chapter 6)
through the addition of suitable high-level components. Finally, it is reasonable to
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hope th at the framework provided here can be used or abstracted to other domains
for which the construction of suitable experiments or designs is an im portant issue.
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A ppendix A
Fourier Series Analysis
This appendix extends the results discussed in chapter 3 using the unified
framework provided by abstract harmonic analysis, so that questions of
interest in the GA literature can be discussed in a more general way. We
also extend results from deceptive analysis fo r the binary case [51] to non
binary alphabets to show that there exist functions that are fully deceptive
in all such cases.

A .l

In tr o d u c tio n

Most studies of the behaviour of genetic algorithms (GAs) refer to schemata that
are expressed in a binary alphabet. In some instances where the efficiency of GAs
is unsatisfactory, there is a view that the problem should be overcome or reduced if
an alphabet with more characters is used. The debate on which alphabet is most
appropriate, i.e. a binary one or an alphabet of higher cardinality, is still ongoing
(see e.g [58, 75]) and any clarification with respect to this issue should therefore be
appropriate.
In the binary case Bethke [8] introduced the idea of exploring which conditions
should make a function easy or difficult for genetic search by means of Walsh-function
analysis. His approach was extended by others, most notably by Goldberg (see e.g.
[26, 27, 29]). Central to this analysis are the im portant notions of schema and the
Schema Theorem [37, 28]. A schema [28] is a similarity tem plate describing a subset of
strings with similarities at certain positions and can be viewed as defining hyperplanes
in the search space [28]. A GA is thought to work by directing the search towards
schemas containing highly fit regions of the search space [21]. In his thesis, Bethke [8]
developed the Walsh-Schema transform, in which schema average fitness values were
expressed in terms of Walsh coefficients and then used this transform to characterise
functions as easy or hard for the GA to optimise.
The idea that a similar analysis could be extended to the non-binary case may
have occurred to several authors (for example, through the obvious similarity of
Walsh and Fourier functions [28, 21]). However, to our knowledge the only attem pt.
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so far, to pursue an analysis when non-binary alphabets are considered was made by
Mason [58] along completely different Hnes.
Most results and definitions used in this appendix are extensions of concepts
already estabHshed in the GA hterature for the binary case (and much earher in the
non-G A Hterature), and we claim no originahty for them. However, we hope that the
methods examined here should contribute to decisions about which alphabet to use
in much the same way they are used in other signal-processing apphcations.
In particular, we make use of a general Fourier transform as an extension to the
Walsh functions employed by Bethke [8] in the analysis of performance of schemata
for binary strings, and focus on the examination of deceptive behaviour, which Ma
son [58] has considered recently for the non-binary case. We show exphcitly how
Bethke’s results can be embedded in a more general framework, namely of Harmonic
Analysis, where the concepts discussed above can be understood by reference to
certain subspaces and their respective nuU spaces. We also extend results from de
ceptive analysis for the binary case [51] to non-binary alphabets to show that there
exist functions that are fuUy deceptive in all such cases.
In what foUows we shall consider functions from a commutative group to the
field of real numbers. We shah represent a given function as an orthogonal-series
expansion of a complete orthogonal base of exponential functions. This is analogous
to the use of the discrete Laplace transform, a fundamental tool of the theory of
sampled-data control systems. In effect, the underlying reason why that approach
should pay off is th at our chosen basis forms a multipHcative group isomorphic to
the additive group of integers (see [43] for further details). We regard the material
in this appendix as a framework for extending and improving the present somewhat
fragmented understanding of the apphcation domains referred to above.

A .2

N o ta tio n an d r e p r e se n ta tio n a l issu e s

Let p be an integer such that p > 2. Let Zp be the additive group of integers
modulo p.

Let Zp^ be the n-fold cartesian product of Zp, alternatively the ring

of residue classes mod p (since p is not necessarily a prime) or a module over Zp.
This corresponds to the domain of our search space. The range of the function is
usually considered to be the set of real positive numbers. An element x G Zp” wiU
be represented by the row vector (^i, 3:2)..., æ^) and it is indexed in the natural
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ordering defined by the correspondence between a number and its radix-p expansion
using base-p n-tuples. x'^ will denote the transpose of æ, while < x ,y > will denote
the inner product in Zp of x and y given by
n

< x , y > = xy"^ = 'Y^Xiyi.
i=l

Usually, addition and multiphcations are done in arithmetic modulo p below.
However, if any such operations refer to real arithmetic, this wiU be clear from the
context.
Let / be a real-valued function. The abstract Fourier transform of f provides a
unique representation for / . Lechner [46] presents a typical treatm ent of this issue.
Given a positive integer p, not necessarily a prime, we define Qu(x) and Qu{x) by

Q^{x)

= exp(27ri < w,æ > /p )

Q

= exp(—27rz <

lj { x

)

> /p )

The abstract Fourier transform pair is given by

/* H

=

p - E « /( » ) Q o ,( * )

/(®) =

T..rHQo,{x)

The direct analogy between this transform pair and the Walsh-transform pair is
apparent if one uses p = 2 for the characteristic of the finite field over which the
domain and the transform space are defined. As shown in [46], in this case the
exponential functions becomes

exp(7Ti < u , x > ) = ( —1)^^^’®^

i.e., the Fourier transform collapses to the Walsh transform.
To make the notation easier to read, we shall use the symbol X to denote Zp".
Note th at X is an additive group with componentwise addition modulo p, denoted
by ©. Any subspace of X that is closed under addition is therefore a subgroup. If V
is one such subspace then a translation (or coset) of V is denoted by { V + c}, c G X .
y + c represents the set {x © c\x G U} (where æ © c denotes the componentwise
addition modulo p between x and c).
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Let H

=

Zp

\J

{*}; where the symbol * stands for the usual interpretation of

“don’t care”; i.e. it can be matched by any x G Zp. Let

be the n-fold cartesian

product of H. We shall be interested in sets of the form V = {x ^ X : Xi Ç: Zp ii
hi = *, otherwise æ* = 0 }. It is easy to see that V is a subgroup. We can identify
each such set with the binary vector /3 whose z-th entry is 1 when the corresponding
entry in the related set is *, and 0 otherwise. Hence we shall refer to y as
A schema is a translation oi Vp. A schema is conveniently represented as a ntuple h = [ h i , . . . , hn) where hi Ç: H. lih i = ^ it is called a free variable, otherwise it
is called fixed (or constrained). The dimension dim[h) of a schema h is the number
of free variables it contains. The order o{h) of a schema h is defined as the number
of fixed positions in it. Therefore, o[h) = n — dim[h) while the cardinality of a
schema is given by

In an analogous way we define the order of x, denoted

by o(æ), as the number of elements in x that are not equal to 0.

The defining

length of a schema h, denoted by di(h), is the distance between the first and last free
positions in it. Accordingly, the defining length of x, denoted by di(x), is the distance
between the first and last elements in x that are not equal to 0. The weight of x
denoted by weight{x) is equal to the sum (over the reals) of all elements of X , i.e.,
weight{x) =
same coset V

Note th at there are many vectors c which translate V into the
c. However, only one of these vectors has zero values for each of the

free variables in V. From now on we shall use the symbol c to denote this translation
vector, which is the unique vector of minimum weight in the coset ( V + c)^. Finally,
the set of all vectors in X that are orthogonal to all elements of V is the nullspace
of V and is denoted by V '. Note that since the subspace Vp can be generated by
unit vectors its corresponding nullspace is given by Vp, where ^ is the bitwise logical
complement of the binary vector j3.

A .3

P o isso n S u m m a tio n T h e o r e m a n d sc h e m a
average fitn ess

In this section we prove the Poisson Summation Theorem for cosets of submodules
of ( z / p z r .

can also be described as the unique element of the coset that lies in V^.
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Let [Zj pZ) be the set of integers modulo p, where p is not necessarily a prime.
Let {ZfpZ)^ be the n-fold cartesian product of ZjpZ^ i.e., a module over Z / p Z . Let
y be a submodule denoted by V < [ZjpZ)^ and V ‘ its nullspace. Define 6(w) to be
the characteristic function of V' i.e., it is 1 if w E V' and 0 otherwise. We shall also
use Sue to represent a function having the value 0 except for uj = c when it is 1.
L e m m a A. 1 Let w E { Z J p Z y and g*[Lj) = Xlœev

Then

< a;, a; > /p ).

= |y|6(w ), i.e., it is 0 except on V ', where it is equal to the cardinality of
V.
P r o o f o f L e m m a A .l Consider

It

z/p%

z

(f>u{z)

= <

LJ,Z >

is a Z / p Z homomorphism with kernel Kcp^- The image

is easy to see that

of (pfj denoted by

: y

is a submodule of Z j p Z [34]. If

= 0 then w E V' and

g*(uj) = XlaGV 1 = |y |. If 0 ^ X(pu < Z / p Z then X(p,^ is an ideal [34]; X<p^j = a Z / p Z
(for some a\p,p = ax). It follows that
Zzey,^w(z)=uexp(27rzn/p) = |/C(^^|
=

Er=o exp(27TZat/p) =

=

exp(27rzn/p)

Et=o exp(27Tzt/ x )

(exp(27rzæ))* = 0.

The last result follows from the fact that if w is an æ-th root of unity then
E?Jo

= 0 since(1 —w) E?=o

= 1—

= 0 (q.e.d.) . □

L e m m a A .2 Let V-\-c be any coset of any submodule V ofi^Z/pZ)"^ whose cardinality
is p*

and with c ^ V '. Let Vc[x) be the characteristic function of V

u*(w) = p^“” 6'(a;) exp(27Tz <

, c > /p).

P r o o f o f L e m m a A .2 Let w =

@ wg, æ — y ® z with

E V' and

Then Vc{x) = Syc i.e., it is 0 except when y = c when it is 1. It follows that

V*{ uj ) = p ” X I
2

c. Then

/ ( z © p) exp(27TZ < Wi ©W 2 , p © z > /p ).
y

But
< Wl © W 2 , p © Z > = < W i , p > © < W2, Z >

.

E V.
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Thus u*(w) = p ” E 2 exp(27T2 < W2 ,z > /p) Ey exp(27ri < cji,y > /p)Syc .
By lemma A .l the first term is

while the second one is equal

exp(27TZ < wi, c > /p). Thus v*{u;) =

to

exp(27T2 < Wi, c > /p) (q.e.d.) .□

T heorem A .l (Convolution Theorem). Let ( / * g){c) = Y>x f ( ^ ® c)^(æ) denote
the convolution sum between f and g, where 0 denotes addition modulo p. Then

(f * j?)*(w) = P^{f*9*)(^), i-e, the Fourier transform of the convolution sum isequal
(with proper normalization) to the product of the Fourier transforms.
Proof: By definition the Fourier transform of / is given by
f*{uj) =

Yix /(®) exp(27Tz < uj,x > jp) . Therefore,
Z z f { ^ ) exp(27ri < w ,z > /p) Ey 9{y) exp(27T2 < w,y > /p)
Zz,y exp(27Ti < W , æ 0 p > !p)f(x)g{y)

=

Let y = X® c. Summing first over x (with c fixed) and then over c the above
expression becomes
p"^"

exp(27Ti < w , c > / p ) ^ /(îc)5f(æ © c) = p“” ( / * gr)X^) °

The Poisson Summation Theorem states that the average of a function’s value over
a subspace of X may be computed by summing its Fourier transform over a suitable
quotient group.
T h e o re m A .2 (Poisson Summation Theorem (generafisation)). Let V he a subspace
of X with cardinality p^ and nullspace V '. Let V -\-c be a translation o fV with c Ç: V '.
I f f is a real- or complex-valued function on X , then

E / ( “ ® c) =
xev

E f(w )Q w (c)
wEy'

(3)

P ro o f:
S
zEV+c

/(® ) =

® 4
xeV

=

1 ]

/(® ® c)Vc{x)

x£ { Zf p Z) ' ^

Note that the last term in the above equation is the convolution of / and Vc
evaluated at c.

The result follows by direct substitution of lemma A.2 and the

Convolution Theorem (q.e.d.) . □
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A .4

D e c e p tiv e p ro b lem s

Liepins and Vose [51] have shown how to construct fully deceptive functions for
binary alphabets on strings of arbitrary length. Mason [58] has given a construction
of fully deceptive problems^ of any given order for nonbinary codings which rehes
on partition coefficients. Although one can use the tools provided in the previous
sections to address Mason’s construction we prefer to extend the Liepins and Vose
result in the following lemma.
L e m m a A .3 Let p > 2, n > 1, x* = {p — p —

p — 1) and f be defined on X

as follows:

fo r X =

I 1

X*.

Then f is fully deceptive.
P r o o f o f L e m m a A 3 First note that f { x ) < 1 for all x ^ x*. Let hi and
be competing schemata such that 0 G h i .
considering first any schema

^2

^2

We divide the proof into two parts by

that does not contain x* and then any schema that

contains x*.
I f h 2 is a competing schema of hi not containing x*, then we compare each member
of hi, say x, to its corresponding translation y in

/12

by vector c, i.e., y = æ 0c. Since c

has entries equal to 0 whenever the entries in the corresponding schemata are equal to
* it follows that weight[y) = weight[x) + weight{c), and since by hypothesis y ^ x*,
f ( y ) is given by

f(y)

= 1 _ (1 +

= 1_

pn

weight{c)
=

Therefore f {y) < f { x) for each element x ^ hi and its corresponding translation
y e ^ 2 . Hence /( h i) > / ( h 2 ).

^The extension of the definition of deceptiveness from the binary to the n-ary case is straight
forward and we refer the reader to [58].
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Next we consider the case when all fixed positions of h 2 have entries equal to
[p — 1), in which case we know that x* G h 2 . Since f{x*) = 1, this will be the only
case where a member of h 2 is greater than the corresponding member of hi and hence
we have to examine whether the difference between them is enough to offset all other
contributions, which we know by the above reasoning to be greater than zero.

We

prove in what follows, by an argument with general validity, that this cannot occur.
Consider for instance h 2 having [n — I) fixed positions equal to [p — 1) and the
other I positions being equal to *, There are p^ elements in hi and also in ^ 2 - Thus
there are [p^ — 1) pairs of values of x E hi and y G ^ 2 where f { x ) > /(y ) and only
one pair (precisely when y = x*) where f [y) > f { x) . For the first

— 1) pairs we

have that
T/ \
\
l + weight(x)
f ( x ) - f ( y ) = ( 1 ----------------

)

l+weight(y)^
(p-l)(n-l)
- ( 1 ----------- ) = ------- ----------

where in the last equation we have made use of the fact that x and y differ only on
(n — /) entries and in each of them the difference is {jp — 1). When y = x* we have
that
/ ( , ) _ / ( , ) = (1 _

_

1

=

pn

.

pn

It follows that

/ ( ^ l ) —/(^2) —

l(n - l){p - l)(f/ - 1)] - [1 + l{p - 1)]

Rearranging the terms in the above expression we get

/ ( ^ l ) —/(^2) —

(p-l)[(n-/)(p(^-^)-/)l-l
p^+^n

Since by hypothesis p > 2 and [n — l) >= 1 the above expression is always greater
than zero. This completes the proof □
Following basically the same lines as above, one can prove that the function given
in lemma A 3 has a further interesting property: if a schema dimension is not too
small compared to n (of relative order log n ) then any schema not containing x* has
a higher fitness than a competing schema containing x* [74].
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In some circumstances it is of interest to represent the search space in which each
coordinate axis has associated with it a different alphabet i.e., each coordinate axis
has an associated alphabet of different cardinahty. Even in these cases we can still
extend lemma A.3 as follows. Let i G [l,n] where n is the length of the string (n > 1),
Pi be any positive integer greater than 2, and Zp^ be the additive group of integers
modulo Pi. Let n?=i ^Pi be the n-fold cartesian product of the Zp^.
L e m m a A .4 Let n > 2, i E [l,n], pi > 2, x* = {pi — l ,p 2 — 1, . . .

— 1) and / be

defined on X as follows:
( 1_
f(x) = <
I 1

forx^x*,
S i= l Pi
fo r X =

X*.

Then f is fully deceptive.
The proof follows the same hues as lemma A 3 and will therefore be omitted.
In the sections to foUow,we shall restrict our analysis to the case where all coor
dinates are represented by the same alphabet whose cardinality is a prime number.
In this situation X can be regarded as a vector space over the field GF{ji).

A .5

D o m a in en co d in g s

As pointed out by Liepins and Vose [51], any function can be encoded in a way that
makes genetic search easy by simply choosing a suitable permutation from the space
of all possible permutations. Unfortunately, as they themselves remarked, this space
is so large th at the search for the good ones is intractable. Inspection of equation (3)
offers one particular alternative, namely, to look for a class of permutations that
induce permutations on the Fourier coefficients. The following theorem shows that
Hnear invertible transformations provide such an alternative.
T h e o re m A .3 (Domain Encodings). Let g{x) he a known function from X into the
reals. Let f he given hy f { x) — g(xA), where A is a linear invertible transformation.
Then the Fourier transforms of f and g are related hy /*(w) = g*{u)A~^), where A~^
is the transposed inverse of A.
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P ro o f: Let y be given hy y = xA . Then x = y A ^ and
/*(u;)

=

(1/p") E x f { x ) e

=

(l/p")Ey5f(y)exp(27rza;A ^y^j p) = g*{uA ^).D

x

p

(

) = (1 /p ” )

exp(27rza;œ^/p)

The above result shows that when A permutes X its transposed inverse permutes
the Fourier coefficients. Consider next the case when A is a symmetric m atrix i.e.,
A = A ^. If we consider the mapping f ( x ) = g{xA~^)^ then it is immediate to see that
/*(w) = g*[u}A). As a result, when A~^ permutes the original data, A permutes the
Fourier coefficients. In other words, the action of the inverse transformation can be
explained in the transform space in the same way as for the original transformation
in the original space.

A .6

P o ssib le e x te n sio n s

In the previous sections we have described the conventional genetic algorithm as
containing a combinatorial operator (crossover) acting on a set which has a group
structure.

The subgroups of this group are such that they possess an hierarchi

cal structure and are invariant under the crossover operation. This explains why
the above analysis (and in particular the Walsh Schema Analysis introduced by
Bethke [8]) may be of theoretical interest in characterising classes of functions that
are easy and difficult for genetic search. Whenever the underlying characteristic of
the search space is of the same type as above, and the crossover operator preserves
the subgroups involved, the theoretical techniques discussed above may be applied
to try to characterise other appHcation domains of G As. The ideas expressed in
this paragraph, although developed in an independent way, are consistent with those
explored in [92, 53, 71].
As a trivial example, we mention the case of a finite AbeHan group G. Any
Abehan group is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups, and any cyclic group
is isomorphic to the additive group of integers modulo n where n is the order of the
group. It follows from group theory (see [47] for instance) that any element æ G G can
be expressed uniquely as a product of elements from these subgroups. This provides
a suitable definition for the crossover operator as a composition of projections of x
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in the corresponding subgroups. In this way, the techniques studied above can be
apphed in a straightforward way. For further details the reader is referred to [47, 43].

A .7

D isc u ssio n

The Building Block Hypothesis [37] is a central issue for the performance of genetic
algorithms. It is expressed via the Schema Theorem, and suggests that a function
will be easy for genetic optimisation if short, low-order, and highly fit schemata are
sampled, recombined, and resampled to form strings of potentially higher fitness [28].
It is therefore im portant to use this idea to help in characterising functions that are
easy for genetic optimisation. One possible characterization, which can be obtained
in terms of Fourier coefficients and by reference to equation (3), was first stated by
Bethke [8] for the case p = 2. This is extended to p > 2 in the following lemmas.
L e m m a A .5 Let j G X and h be any schema. I f the order of j exceeds the order of
h, then f*{j) does not affect f{h).
P r o o f o f L e m m a A .5 Recall that since h is a schema, it is a translation of a sub
space given by T^. Note that o{h) = n —o{j3) = o[^). Therefore, the hypothesis forces
o{j) > o{^), which implies that j ^

since it cannot be spanned by the unit vectors

ofVp. Consequently f*{j) does not contribute to the sum in equation (3) (q.e.d.).O
L e m m a A .6 Let j G X and h be any schema. I f the definition length of j exceeds
the definition length of h, then f {h) does not depend on
P r o o f o f L e m m a A .6 Let djfj) be the distance between the first and last O5 in the
string j . Note that when j is binary, di[j) = di{j). Also, di{h) = di[/3). It follows
by the hypothesis that di[j) > di[h) = df(/?) = d\[P). In other words, j cannot be
spanned by the unit vectors ofV^, that is, j

Therefore f *{j) does not contribute

to f ( h ) (q.e.d.). □
The above lemmas show that if the absolute values of the Fourier coefficients tend
to 0 for increasing order and definition length then the Building Block Hypothesis
is being respected and we expect the corresponding function to be easy for genetic
optimisation.
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A .8

S u m m a ry o f resu lt fro m th e A p p e n d ix

We have extended the results reported in chapter 3 to non-binary alphabets.
By showing exphcitly how to calculate schema averages in non-binary alphabets we
hope to present means for others to shed some Hght on the question of which alphabet
should be considered for optimising some given particular class of functions. We have
also extended results from binary alphabets to show that there exist fuUy deceptive
problems for any such alphabet on strings of any length.

A ppendix B
A gent’s architecture
In this appendix we give a more detailed description about the agent’s
architecture whose main modules are presented in chapter 7.

B .l

A g e n t’s d e sc r ip tio n

In the implementation considered in this thesis the agent’s architecture is consti
tuted by the following basic features.
State

the agent’s internal state

(X,Y)

agent’s current position in the
rectangular grid

(Xchoice, Ychoice)

agent’s choice for its future position
in the grid

Boredom Level

agent’s level of boredom (which if
above or below a given threshold forces
it to change its internal state)

Communication Latency

associated with the time when an agent
should Hsten for communication from
other agents

Noise in ^ecXoi^[SECTOR-NUM BEBi\ an array in which each entry contains
the amount of communication in a
given sector at each iteration
Prey D iieci\oTi[PREY-N U M BER[[^

a bidimensional array containing infor
mation on the most recent movements of each
prey

Figure B .l: Basic description of blue agents
The agent may also maintain a table of the state of the positions surrounding the
prey to discard from its future targets those that are already occupied by other blue
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agents. Alternatively, it may sense the state of those positions if it has the required
sensing capabihty. In the thesis, only the first option was implemented.
The above parameters are used in conjunction with the following parameters^
which are themselves selected by the G A.
Projection factor

a multipHcative factor by which a prey’s current
distance to an agent is multiphed and subsequently
projected in the direction that the agent beHeves
that the prey is heading

Direction threshold [Thdirection)

a value above which a given direction is considered
valid for use with the predictive mode

a

auto-regressive parameter for memory model
of prey’s recent moves

Boredom threshold [Th^cyr^dom)

a threshold value above which an agent changes
its state to being “bored”

Boredom hysteresis

a percentage value that is used to establish the
interval during which, once an agent has become
bored, it will stay in that state before returning
to its normal state

(3

auto-regressive param eter for memory of boredom

Sector size

corresponds to the maximum resolution that an
agent has such that it is able to distinguish bet
ween different sources of information

Squelch value

a value below which an agent regards the
information coming from a sector as being noise

Attenuation profiles’ powerlaw model by which messages are attenuated in the
communication medium
Figure B.2: Parameters subjected to genetic search
The following sections describe how an agent’s control structures were imple
mented and how it uses the above information. Before doing so, it is convenient to
emphasise some restrictions that are imposed on the agent’s capabihties.
^the interested reader is referred to chapter 7 and the sections that follow for more details on the
specific implementation used here.
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B .2

R e str ic tio n s on th e a g e n t’s d e sig n

It is assumed th at an agent can only sense the position of the prey. Whenever a
neighbouring cell surrounding a prey is occupied or abandoned by an agent, the agent
broadcasts an associated message which is received by all other agents in the grid.
The agents maintain a table which describes the state of each prey’s surrounding
positions and which is updated whenever one of the above messages is broadcast in
the communication medium.
It is also im portant to note that no agent has any knowledge about the game
boundaries and the position of any other blue agents. It is also assumed that an
agent has a capabihty to recognise that it is in a conflict situation with other agents
either by having some sensing (or alarm) mechanism or by having this information
provided by an outside source^.

B .3

G a m e cy cle

A typical game iteration is given in figure B.3.

do until Game is over

{

Prey move
Agents choose their future positions
Agents resolve ensuing conflicts
Agents in the grid move to their final choices of future positions
If any position was captured/released, message should be broadcast
Update agents’ states and coUect game statistics

}
Figure B.3: Game

^For example, in a computer network this facility could be implemented by having access to the
status of a network server or a process queue.
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B .4

C o n tro l str u c tu r e

The basic control structure of an agent is described in figure B.4.
At each iteration

{
Sense prey’s direction of motion
If in a square in direct contact with a prey then follow its move
Otherwise estabHsh a direction in which to move

}
Figure B.4: Basic control structure
The implementation of the agent’s sensing capabihties is very straightforward.
As already mentioned, if a prey moves from its current position it may move either
N O R T H , SOUTH, E A S T or W E S T . An agent maintains a register associated
to each such direction of every prey. Let Rt{pi, divj) correspond to the register
associated with the direction divj of prey pi at time t. Then Rt{pi, dirj) is updated
at each iteration of the game by the following equation

divj'j = Q! X Ri{jPi, diVj^ -t-

dirj >

where 6p., dirj is 1 if prey pi has moved in direction divj and 0 otherwise. Note that
if a prey does not move at a particular iteration

B .4 .1

dirj = 0 for all divj.

T h r e s h o ld m o d u le

If Rt(pi, divj) > Thdirection then dirj is accepted as a vedid predictor of the
prey’s future moving direction. Note th at in principle two or more directions may
be considered as vahd predictors of the prey’s future moving direction. The agent is
thus faced with the task of deciding to which one it should move. A decision module
illustrated in figure 7.2 of chapter 7 is therefore necessary.
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B .4 .2

D e c is io n m o d u le

The decision module associates a unit vector to each direction in the following
way:
NORTH
SOUTH
WEST
EAST

( 0 ,- 1 )
<^(0,1)
( - 1 ,0 )
(1,0)

Let pred[pi) be the unit vector that points to the prey’s predicted moving direc
tion. Then the prey’s predicted moving direction (and future position) is found by
the algorithm described in figure B.5^.
Initialise pred{pi) = (0,0)
For every vahd direction dirj of prey pi

{
If dirj equals N O R T H
pred{pi) = pred(jpi) + (0, - 1 )
If dirj equals S O U T H
pred[pi) = pred[pi) + (0,1)
If dirj equals W E S T
pred{pi) = pred{pi) -f- ( -1 ,0 )
If dirj equals E A S T
pred{pi) = pred{pi) + (1,0)

}
1Î pred(pi) = (0,0) prediction is prey’s current position
Otherwise
{
Normahse pred{pi) to obtain a unit vector
Prediction is given by:
Projection factor x agent’s distance to pi xpred[pi)
+ prey’s current position

}
Figure B.5: Predicting a prey’s future position

^The predicted future position of a position surrounding the prey is easily calculated by a suitable
adjustment on the prey’s future position.
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B .4 .3

E s ta b lis h in g t h e n e x t m o v e

The choice of the next move depends on the agent’s state, which can be either
normal or bored. The next figure illustrates how this is implemented.

If in normal state
{
if listening to communication

{
move to sector with highest level of communication
if no such sector exists, proceed as if no communication is implemented

}
else

{

choose nearest position to target and predict its future position
move to the nearest of the two

}
}

Otherwise implement boredom pohcy
Figure B.6: Agent’s pohcies for motion

B .4 .4

B o r e d o m m o d u le

We have implemented a set of simple actions to be taken when an agent is in a
bored state. These are obviously subjected to genetic search and include
• STAY-WHEN JBORED: agent remains in its current position;
• RANDOM-ACTION-WHEN-BORED: agent chooses randomly among every
direction of move (including remaining at its current position);
• BACK-TRACK-WHEN JBORED: agent makes its best choice of move and then
moves in the opposite direction;
• SECOND-BEST-CHOICE-WHENJBOREDOMJREACHED: agent chooses to
move toward the second nearest choice.
In aU the above options, if the agent choice of move is onto a cell occupied by
a prey, then the agent remains at its current position. As indicated in figure B.3,
the agents may change their states in the updating stage of the game. Let boredomt
denote the agent’s boredom level at iteration t.
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Then if horedomt > Th^oredom the agent’s state is changed into “bored” and
remains in that state until its boredom level falls below a certain value, when it then
returns to its “normal” state.
The updating of horedomt is as follows

horedomt-\-i = /3 X horedomt + horedom-conditiout
where horedom-conditiorit is 1 when certain conditions are fulfilled. Basically this
happens when the agent is blocking a prey’s direction but the latter is not completely
surrounded. Note that in the latter case a prey may be surrounded by 1, 2 or 3
agents. It may have also moved or it may have remained in its position during the
current iteration. The correlation scheme implemented is based on the simple logical
conjunction of these observations. For example, horedom-condiiiout may be set to 1
(and consequently an agent may increase its boredom level) if it is blocking a prey’s
direction which is surrounded by 2 other agents and which has moved in the current
iteration.

B .4 .5

C o n flic t R e s o lu tio n

The basic conflict resolution mechanism implemented in the thesis is illustrated
in figure B.7.
For each agent in conflict
agent makes new choice for [Xchoice, Y choice)
For each agent remaining in conflict
agent’s choice for (Xchoice, Y choice) is ( X , Y )
Figure B.7: Conflict resolution
We have implemented a set of simple actions to be taken when an agent is in
conflict. These are obviously subjected to genetic search and include
• COMPLETE-RANDOM-ACTION: agent chooses to move to any direction
(which does not overlap with one occupied by a prey) or remain in its own
position.
• BIASEDJIANDOM j VCTION: similar to COMPLETE_RANDOM_ACTION
except that it does not choose a direction that is opposite to its intended move.
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• BACK_TRACK: if agent is surrounding a prey it chooses the second best al
ternative available in that prey. If it will overlap with prey, it chooses to move
in the opposite direction. If agent is not surrounding a prey, it moves to the
opposite direction of its previous selected choice.
• RANDOM_BACK_TRACK: similar to BACK_TRACK except that agent
chooses a random direction when its best choice overlaps with prey. If not
surrounding a prey makes a random choice.

